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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SUPERSONIC KERNEL-FUNCTION
FLUTTER ANALYSIS OF THIN LIFTING SURFACES
By Herbert J. Cunningham
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
This report describes a computer program (program D2180) that has been prepared
to implement the analysis described in NASA TN D-6012 for calculating the aerodynamic
forces on a class of harmonically oscillating planar lifting surfaces in supersonic poten-
tial flow. The planforms treated are the delta and modifed-delta (arrowhead) planforms
with subsonic leading and supersonic trailing edges, and (essentially) pointed tips. The
resulting aerodynamic forces are applied in a Galerkin modal flutter analysis. The
required input data are the flow and planform parameters including deflection-mode data,
modal frequencies, and generalized masses.
INTRODUCTION
References 1 and 2 present the analytical background for, and results from, the
flutter analysis of thin lifting surfaces based on a supersonic kernel function procedure.
The present report describes the current version of the computer program used to obtain
such results, and the user should have access to references 1 and 2 for an adequate under-
standing of the program. An appendix describes the evaluation of the supersonic kernel
function that is used.
SYMBOLS
a( weighting factor for the term (denoted by subscript n,m) in series for Ap
b0  semichord length at root or plane of symmetry
g modal-independent damping coefficient
gi coefficient of structural, solid-friction damping for mode I
h i  amplitude of natural mode-shape deflection for mode i
'7
III transfer matrix
I c  elements of integrating matrices for chordwise integrations
K kernel function of integral equation (1)
Wb 0k reduced frequency with reference length b0 , k = V
In* distribution function in lifting pressure series, n = 1, 2, .
M Mach number of stream flow
mij generalized mass
Ap,Apj lifting pressure, general, and for mode j, respectively
Qij1,Qj dimensional and nondimensional generalized aerodynamic forces
qi'Aj generalized coordinates of motion for modes I and j
Qn integrals (n = 1 to 5) (see eqs. (A7) to (A12))
R region of integration on wing (eq. (1))
Re( ),Im() real and imaginary parts of ( )
s value of spanwise coordinate at right-hand wing tip
t time
V velocity of undisturbed stream flow
w instantaneous downwash at wing surface, positive with z axis
x chordwise coordinate
K nondimensional local section chordwise coordinate, referred to local chord
Xc x coordinate of points at which integrands are evaluated for numerical
chordwise integration, where c = 1, 2, .
2
Xle,xte local values of chordwise coordinate at leading and trailing edges, respectively
x0 = -
y spanwise coordinate
y0 = y - 77
ya y coordinate of span stations at which chordwise integrations are done for
subsequent spanwise integration, where a = 1, 2, . . .
a mass of air contained in volume 47rb 0 3 , a 47pb0 3
0= M2 7-1
6 width of subregion III (see fig. 3 of ref. 1)
17 dummy variable for coordinate y
77R77L  limits of integration (ref. 1)
o chordwise coordinate (ref. 1)
dummy variable for coordinate x
le local value of on leading edge
p air density
dummy variable of integration
w circular frequency of oscillation
WB chosen base or reference frequency
Wi natural frequency of mode i
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
For oscillating and steady thin lifting surfaces in supersonic flow, the linear inte-
gral equation that relates the distributions of downwash and lifting pressure on such sur-
faces is (see eq. (1) of ref. 1 and eq. (6) of ref. 2)
w(x,y,t) (2b 0 ) 2
w(xyt) 4rpV Ap(,,t) K(M,k,x 0 ,O) dj dn (1)
where the region of integration R is the area of the wing surface bounded by the forward-
facing Mach cone with its apex at x,y. Generally, the downwash w(x,y,t) is known but
the lifting pressure distribution Ap(,7,t) is not known. A finite series is assumed for
Ap and each term in the series includes an unknown weighting factor. (See equations (11)
to (17) of ref. 1.) Equation (1) is solved by collocation or by a least-squares solution
technique.
The surface integrations and the singularity extractions indicated in equation (1)
are performed mainly by numerical quadrature, with some aid from closed-form inte-
gration. The surface integrals are evaluated and the simultaneous equations are
solved for the weighting factors and hence the pressure distribution under the control
of subprogram D2181.
Subprogram D2182 uses the results from subprogram D2181 plus the input modal
deflection data to compute the generalized aerodynamic force elements (see eqs. (3), (5),
and (11) of ref. 2)
ij= 2b 0  dy te hi(x,y) e dx = 47pV 2bQij
xle e
(2)
Q = s dy xte h *ym III a dx
le
and then, for a sequence of input values of an air density parameter, to solve the flutter
stability equations (see eqs. (A9) to (A13) of ref. 2)
I(c 2(1 + igi)] + qj[ ir2 0 (i = 1,2, .) (3)
w4 mi i  wi k
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in searching for the value(s) of air density that correspond to neutrally stable motion(s).
The value that corresponds to the lowest dynamic pressure is on a critical boundary, that
is, a flutter boundary. Program execution continues for any particular case until a spec-
ified number of air density parameters is used. Succeeding cases (other planforms,
modes, k-values, M-values, and so forth) are executed until an end of file is reached.
PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
Overlay Structure
This program is organized in overlays to reduce the required field length. The




PROGRAM D2181 PROGRAM D2182
MAIN Labelled COMMON
The following listing contains the FORTRAN variables that appear in labelled
COMMON:
COMMON label FORTRAN Descriptionvariable
/TRA2182/ XM Mach number of free stream
XK reduced frequency k
TANLE tangent of leading-edge sweep angle
TANLTE tangent of trailing-edge sweep angle
S ratio of wing half span to root-
chord length
NSYM integer quantity: = 0 for spanwise
antisymmetry, € 0 for spanwise
symmetry of lift distribution
IDENT identification information, up to
80 Hollerith characters
/DEFAULT/ HMLTPLY two-word array, if nonzero, multi-
plies real and imaginary parts of
downwash input, respectively
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D2180 Subprogram Descriptions, Flow Charts, and Listings
Program D2180 is overlaid in order to reduce the maximum required field length.
The main overlay 0,0 consists of subprogram MAIN. Primary overlay 1,0 is controlled
by subprogram D2181, and primary overlay 2,0 is made up of subprogram D2182. There
are no secondary overlays.
This section of the report presents a brief description of each subprogram, its
function, flow chart, and listing. A list of the subprograms and their descriptions
follows:
Subprogram Description
MAIN Reads a NAMELIST input parameter, writes a heading, and directs
the access to overlay levels 1,0 and 2,0.
D2181 Writes headings, reads and writes IDENT input, reads and writes
NAMELIST input, and calls PART1 and PRT2.
PART1 Computes elements of IInm matrix (eq. (32) of ref. 1)
KERNEL Computes K (KBAR) (eqs. (3) and (4) of ref. 1)
MTXMPY Computes matrix III (eqs. (28) to (31) and table I of ref. 1), multi-
plies as in equation (28) of reference 1 to get IInm row by row,
and writes III matrix on TAPE9.
SSSSS Stores span stations at which chordwise integrations are to be
obtained and also stores the integrating factors for the span-
wise integrations to obtain elements of IInm*
GAUSS For each subregion of surface integration, computes the span sta-
tions and spanwise Gaussian quadrature factors.
LCOMP Computes the in* (eq. (13c), ref. 1)
PRT2 Optionally multiplies the real parts -(8hi/ax) and the imaginary
parts -2h i of the downwash input array by HMLTPLY(1) and
HMLTPLY(2), respectively; multiplies the imaginary part also
by k; solves equation (32) of reference 1 for the a(j) matrix;
nm () n
writes the a matrix and the matrix of residuals from thenm
least-squares solution; optionally punches the a ( )  matrix
elements.
GLSP Solves N x M system of equations (N < M) by least squares
(for N < M), or as a linear system (for N = M)
SIMEQ Solves set of linear simultaneous equations
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Subprogram Description
D2182 Prints heading, reads and writes IDENT input, reads and writes
NAMELIST input, reads the III and a(J) matrices fromnm
TAPE9, and computes the Qij of equation (11b) of reference 2;
optionally writes matrices (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), and (8x) of
equations (14), (16), and (18) of reference 2; optionally punches
Qi* matrix and seven associated parameters; writes matrix of
h i and span stations, a) mij; writes Q; solves
equation (A13) of reference 2 for eigenvalues and eigenvectors;
for each c, it writes o, flutter determinant, eigenvalues, eigen-
vectors, eigenfrequencies, g values, and stiffness parameters.
OVERLAY (JMF,0,0); MAIN
This is the only subprogram in the 0,0 overlay and its function is to read a single-
parameter NAMELIST input IP2180, to write that parameter in a sentence, then to call
overlays 1,0 and 2,0 in sequence if KPROG < 1, or to call only overlay 2,0 if KPROG = 1.
The flow chart for subprogram MAIN follows.

















* FUR MUDS *
OVERLAYtJMF.0,O) A 1 100000
PROGRAM MAIN(INPUT=1,OUTPUT=1,PUNCH=2,TAPE9=ltAPE5=INPUT, A 1+ 200000
1TAPE6=OUTPUT) A 1+ 300000
C A 2 400000
C PROGRAM CARD SPECIFIES MINIMUM BUFFERS TO RtUUCE $IELD LENbTH A 3 500000
C A 4 600000
DIMENSION IDNT8I), HMLTPLY(2) A 5 700000
COMMUN/TRA2182/M, XKTANLE,TANLTESNMODENSNYMsPAKOG A 6 800000
NAMELIST /IP21O0/KPROG A 7 900000
COMMON/UtFAULT/HMLTPLY A 8 1000000
HMLTPLY(tLJ=.0$HMLTPLY(2)=0.0 A 9 1100000
10 READ (n,IPZ1801 A 10 1200000
IF (ENDFILE b) 20,30 A 11 1300000
20 STOP 71 A 12 1400000
30 PRINT 40, KPROG A 13 1500000
40 FORMAT IIHI,///51H ***BEGIN PROGRAM 02180t NAMELIST IP2IdU IS (KPR A 14 1600000
IOG=,I9IH)J A 15 1700000
IF (KPROG.EQ.1) GO TO 50 A 16 1800000
CALL OVERLAY (3HJMF1,l0) A 17 1900000
50 CONTINUE A 18 2000000
CALL OVERLAY L3HJMF,2,0) A 19 2100000
GO TO 10 A 20 2200000
END A 21- 2300000
OVERLAY (JMF,1,0)
D2181.- Subprogram D2181 is the controlling subprogram in overlay 1,0. Its func-
tion is to direct the calculation of the weighting factors j)  of the lifting pressure
nm
series for each mode j of the downwash as described in reference 1. The subprogram
first calls a NAMELIST input, and then calls PART1 and PRT2. Matrices III and anm
are written on TAPE9 for subsequent communication to D2182. The flow chart for sub-
program D2181 follows.














OVERLAY(JAFI1,0) B 1 2500000
PROuRAM u2181 B 2 2000000
UIMENSIOi'N X(48),Y(48) ,IDENT(8) B 3 2700C00
JIMNSIUN UHX(4a.6), H(48,6), HMLTPLY(2) 8 4 2600000
COMPLEA XMAT2(4d,16) 8 5 2900000
UIMLNSIuNi T(~9) 8 6 3000000
COMMN/TKA21b2/AN, XK, TANLE,TANLTES ,NMODEt.Vh,K1Ku B 7 3100000
COMMUN/UtFAULT/HMLTPLY B 8 3200000
CUMMUN iNAuEL,A,YDHXH,WT B 9 3300000
CUMMON AA.AB,AC,AN4,XN5,XN6,Xil7,XN,N9,BETA4wtdZY01,XO 0O,A0 XO
2
, B 10 3400000
IXKM2,XAY 02,XOTERP,SKAYO0,XKYOSQ,XKREAL,XKIMAb,Nkkm ,XMAIZ ,MPT B 11 3500000
NAMELIST /IP21o6/XK,XM,TA\LE,TANLTE,S,NXY, b 12 3600000
INSYMtUL,X,Y.UHX,HNMODE,WT,HMLTPLL B 13 3700000
mKITE (lO10) d 14 3800000
nRITE (u.LOJ B 15 3900000
10 -FORMAT I1HO.///3X,45HNASA - LANGLEY RESEAKLh GENItk - hAMPTON, VA B 16 4000000
I.///) - 17 4100000
20 FORMAT (///1OX,u3HJEAN FOSTER FOR HERB CUNiNiinuHAM- O~Ib0(IN'LUUEJS 8 18 #200000
12181 AND 02162)///) B 19 4300000
ARITE to,30) B 20 4400000
30 FURMAT (20?_UA6HNSTEADY LIFTING-SURFACE THEuKY oY Thk SUPEkSuNIC K B 21 *500000
IERNEL FUoiCTILN MtTHOD AND A/,20X,76HuALERKIi' MuUAL FLUTTLR ANALYSI b 22 o00000
25 0f ARIUnHEAU PLANFOPMS WITH SUBSCNIC LEAuiNu/OA,3)HLLuES ANU SU B 23 *700000
3PERSONIC TkAILIii, EDGES//,20X,45H***REF. 1 = AIAA JULJn., NuV.1960 B 24 460000
4 P.19u1-1-0/.Z0A,26H***RFF. 2 = NASA TN )-o02 /20Aj0h***REF. 3 B 25 4900000
>= NASA TM X- o1. , THE DESCRIPTION CF THIS PKOURAM B 26 5000000
C ULFAULT VALuLS uF DEL,NSYM, WT *** B 2? 5100000
JLL=0.04$NSykM=1iT=-1.0 28 5400000
READ I ,40) IUEiNT b 29 530000
'0 FORMAT (oA10) 6 30 )40003
vRITL (0,s0) IuENT b 31 500000
,0 F6RMAT I/oA1LJ B 32 n000000
REAU (,.IPl1ol) B 33 D700000
hRITE tooO b 34 500000
60 FORMAT (//1x2H ECHO OF NAMELIST IP2181 FULLU~S ) b 35 D900000
wRITE (o,IP2icJI b 36 u00UO00
REWINU ' B 37 100000
C TAPE9 IS A LCMMUNICATION CHANNEL TC OVERLAY ,.0 b 36 0200000
CALL PART1 B 39 o3000CJ
LALL PKT2 B 40 6400000
rETUkN B 41 6500000
ENUO 42- o00000
PART1.- The function of PART1 is to calculate the IInm matrix of equation (28)
of reference 1. By using a number of called subprograms, it first calculates the subdi-
vision of the region of surface integration as shown in figure 3 of reference 1, determines
for subregions I, II, and IV whether 6-, 10-, or 16-point Gaussian quadrature is employed,
carries out the chordwise and spanwise quadrature to calculate the IIm matrix, and
multiplies the latter by the III matrix of equation (28) of reference 1. The flow chart
for PART1 follows.
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FLOW CHART FOR SUBROUTINE PARTL
PART1
PRINT HEADING
ASSIGN AND COMPUTE CERTAIN
VARIABLES THAT ARE INVARIANT
WITH CONTROL POINT
CONTROL-POINT DO LOOP
SPAN COORDINATE Y OF CONTROL POINT
COMPUTE LIMITS OF SUBREGIONS I IIIiS AND IV OF SPANWISE
INTEGRATIONS (SEE FIG. 3, REF. 11 DETAILED BELOW
COMPUTE 7L , ST Y




CHANGE 6/2 TO I 7-Y)/10,
COMPUTE SPANWISE INTEGRATION STATIONS AND INTEGRATING FACTORS
FOR 10-POINT GAUSS QUADRATURE OF SUBREGION IV
90





CHANGE 6/2 TO (7R-Y|/20
COMPUTE SPAN INTEGRATION STATIONS AND INTEGRATING FACTORS
FOR 16-POINT GAUSS QUADRATURE OF SUBREGION IV
ALL SSSSS, STORE SPAN STATIONS AND
INTEGRATING FACTORS OF SUBREGION IV
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COMPUTE THE tl SPAN STATIONS AND INTEGRATING FACTORS
OF EO. 27 FOR SUBREGION III
A LL SSSSS(STORE ABOVE RESULTS FOR Ill




BETNEEN SUBREGIONS I AND II
(THERE IS NO SUBREGION 1)
WIDTH OF SUBREGION II NO
.LT. 10
ES
USE 10-POINT USE 16-POINTGAUSS RULE TO COMPUTE SPAN STATIONS
AND INTEGRATING FACTORS OF SUBREGION II







(THERE IS A SUBREGION l)
WIDTH OF REGION II NO IOTH OF REGION II NO
.LE. 0.75 .LE. 1.5
WIDTH OF REGION I WIDTH OF REGION I
YES YES
USE 6-POINT USE 10-POINT USE 16-POINT
GAUSS RULE TO COMPUTE SPAN STATIONS AND
INTEGRATING FACTORS IN SUBREGION I
:F:
C A L L SSSSS
(STORE ABOVE RESULTSI
PRINT CONTROL-POINT PARAMETERS
WITH HEADINGS FOR EACH CONTROL POINT
BEGIN DO LOOP FOR SPAN STATION 77.
PREPARE FOR CHORDWISE INTEGRATION AT STATION .
COMPUTE QUANTITIES INVARIANT WITH CHORD
COORDINATE E 1 ).
C A L L GAUSS
(COMPUTE CHORD INTEGRATING STATIONS
ND FACTORS FOR 10-POINT RULE)
C A L L SSSSS
(STORE ABOVE RESULTS)
PREPARE FOR CHORDWISE INTEGRATION
CHORDWISE INTEGRATION OF THE 6 ELEMENTS (ONE FOR EACH




USE EVEN POWERS OF 77 I USE ODD POWERS OF 77
IN ACCUMULATING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE REQUIRED 46 ELEMENTS
OF THE SPAN INTEGRALS IINMSTAR
TO STATION DO LOOP
ALL SPAN STATIONS NO
77 COMPLETE
YES
C A L L MTXMPY








SubK6UTINL PARTI C 2 o6u000
C C;UMPUTE IINN 'ATRTX OF EQS. 18,26, ANu) a ANU cuTiPU IT C 3 blyc000C
CUMP-LLA AM2STK14iU) XMAT2148tlo) C 4 7000000
L)IMtNSIUN IOENT(b) C 5 7100000
UIMENS10N A[ 4t), Y(48) PNTAB( 11) TdLIO(10),1oLU(oJ, C 0 7 2000Cc
I ToLl ot u KT Lo 6b) ,RTB L ) 10 1, RTBL 1611 &) , C 7 7i00000U
2 ET kANiloJ kT KAN 16 ) ,ETAS TN o)) , STN o)J , k.T I) , Tit z11 tI C b 7't00000
3AL( a) , FN Pk (o, 3) , FNSP1 6 3 , FS I (6 ), FSR 6 1f- IKi o ), L 9 15O0OcO
4f I P I ( J, A1C j, F FI R( 116 ) ,FFII (10, c) , AN Sk toJ, AN Z>1i'4oJ I L 1 C 7ao0000
oALMCfo),TAoRNIo~),THEWGHI06 C 11 7700000
OIMENS IUN UhAC'to,6 ),i( 4d,6) C 12 1600003
O1UIMNSlui\ wT(-jbj C 13 7900000
CJ ,..'1N/TA2ld2/AM,XK, TANLF,TANLT E,S,NM00E,',N ,KFKUu C 14 6000000
COMMUN NXY,I0LL,AtY,0HX,H,WT C 15 oi00CCO
dtNAiLN kA,Xu.AC,AN4,Xt'5,XN6,XN7,XK8,XN9, BtTA.).,bY)I,AO,YU,AKUo2, L 16 b2000C0
1AKM,AKY,ATSKAYX KYSXKREAL L,XIMMA,,NRU,AMT2KM-T C, 17 63C00C
DATA KNTAb/ L 18 64000c0
1 S-.9 3 3 3 0')0L-012, 4.66287340E-01, 2.5785777UL-U1, L.290*0 19 b-,0000uv
2 7.9ae,3oct+00,-2.24828SEO1), 7.982436o01z+03, 1.4LozScOL+00, C 20 oO0000
3 2.57o571/JE-JI, 4.66287340E01l, 5.933309. ,Ey 2/ L 21 b700000
&JATA TBLu/ C 22 6000000
1 9.32',oy:1'L-01, 6.61209"86E-01, L.611a-1-.0116-1 23 b900000
2-a.ol20'v3o6L-Cl,-9.324b9514E-31/ C 24 90000uO
DATA IBLiU/ L 25 91i0o00
I lj.139i352ojL-0I# 8.6SC'63366E-01l, 6.794095vuaLu1, ,..39o94L-ul, C 26 9z00000
4 .- ,b733-01,-1.48874338E-1,-.33392339'tL-0ui,-o.1t09Ug:o8E-01, C 27 9300000
i-d. o50O.3oc~L-01 ,9. 73906528E-31/ C 2b 9400000
DATA TBLIu/ C 29 9:,00000o
1 9.d9'tUo934L-01, 9.44575021E-J1, 8.65ta312,).L-01, 7.55'.0't't0E-01, C 30 900000C
2 b.1787u2q.4t-J1, 4.58)16777E-01, 2.61t>035:)uE-0I, 9.02C60, C 31 9700000
3-9.5Cl2,0qoa-2,-2.8Ib0%550E-01,-4.58016777L-01 ,-6.176Yb 't4L--01, C -2 9600000
4-1.j ,400*L~-01,-8.65631202E-1,-9.445750z-01-9.a'1o4CC934:-Ql/ C 3-- 9900000
J)AfA kTbLo/ C 34 10000000
1 1. 11324,+lj2L-01, 3.60)761572E-31, 4.679139.;4L-U1, 4.0i9139.34E-01, C 35 10100000
z 3.60l11 73L-01, 1.71324492E-Ol/ C 3t) 10000ocC
UATA RTuC10/ C 37 103u0000
1 .ou113',-t3L-02, I.49451349E-31, ?. l908u3.tc-.), Z.uveo7l9kL-0, C 38 10,+00000
2- 2.95>,t22'tL-0i, 2.95524224E-Jl, 2.b)92bbli9t-vl, 2-.1906u3o2t-Ul, C 39 10500000
3 1.9.,.s )-1 .66713443E-)2/ C 40 100O00OO
UATA kToLlu/ C 41 10700000
1 z.71524:)94L-02, 6.22535239E-02, 9.5156511o0 02, i. 'ta~o971t-C1, C 42 10800000
2 1.49695 008E-01, 1.69156519E-01, 1.8260341tL-01, i.a'.50(610L-0I, C 43 10900000
3 I.ds'145010L-01, 1.826f)1415E-01, 1.69156519L-01, 1.4v..959dbL-01, C 44 11000000Q
't 1.24u2o971L-01, 9.51585116E-02, 6.2253523VL-62, e.7j P4594)-0// C 45 1110000c
oRITE (u,10) C t t 11200000
10 FORkAAl (iHC,45x,*tH PART I flF 02181 *** GLNLKATL IINM M~ATK1A) C 4.7 11300000
PRINT 20 C 4b 11400000
2.0 I-UiKMAT (IH(./116jHO K TANL IL TANLA C 49 lISOCOCO
1 S MACH UJLP.UM NSYMMETRY C 50 Illooooo
L) C 51 11700000
PRINT 33, X,-IANCTE,TANLE ,S,XM,O)EL,NSYM C 52 11600000
30 FURMAT (oell.dj,112) C 53 11900000
PRINT 40 C 54 120000Co
'.0 FUkAiAT (IH0,2'tH N13. (IF C.PTS.(=NXYJ) C -.) 12100000
PIKINT 50, NA C 56 12200000
50 -URAMT (120) C 57 12300003
A=.29C 56 12'.00000
XB=-1.40o7 C 59 12DO0000
AC=-2. 9 C 60 12to0000
A(N1=-.l131 C 61 127000000
AN2=-. W,09 C o2 1l-b00000
AN3=-. 94o3933 C 63 12900000
OCC IP= OLL C 64. 1. coo000
XM2=XM**2 C 65 13100000
dLTA=SORT (xM2- I.3) C ob 13200000
Ar2=)XK*2. 0 C 67 13300000
biT Aa CE u LtT A *TA NCE C b8 13400000
63ETA-'U=vtTA* 2 C 6,9 13:)00000
AK062= AK2 /tE T AS 6 C 70 1360O00
AISMB2=XM*XK~b2 C 71 !.700000
00 bO C1I.NAY C 72 13800000
0o .0 J=1,1( C 7 3 13900000o
13
oO AMAT2L,JJ=(0.,O.) C 74 14000000
NXYCNT=1 C 75 14100000
C BEGIN CONTROL-POINT DU LOUP ****~ C 76 14200000
C SUBO1VIUE THE KEU.ION OF INTEGRATICh INTO UnoEIUIUNS I,11,Ill,IV C 77 14300000
C AS IN FIG. j OF REF. 1. COMPUTE SPAN STATIONS ANu SPAN C 78 14400000
C INTEGRATINu FACTORS. C 79 14500000
C C 80 14600000
uO 160 M=1,NY C 81 19700000
Du 70 JN=1,4) C 82 1400000
ANSR(JNJ=0.0 C 82 14900000
70 ANSIIJN)=O.C C 84 15000000
ICZ=1 C 85 15100000
YTERM=Y(M) C 80 15200000
6YM0=bETA*Y( f) C 87 15300000
LTAL=tbYMw-X(M)JJ/BTANLE C 88 1)400000
ETAR=(BYM*+A(MJ)/BTANLE C 89 15500000
UELN2=DL/2.0 C 90 15600000
AE=(tTAh-Y(M~J)J/ELN2 C 91 1:700000
IF lAt-10.0) d0,O,90 C 92 15800000
10 LEL2=TAR-Y(MQ))/1 0 .1 C 93 15900000
C PREPAKL SUBREGION IV *** C 94 16000000
ETA5=CTAR C 95 16100000
LTA4=tL(MW) tL2 C 96 16200000
LCOUNT=O C 97 16300000
NPTOSK=5 C 98 10400000
CALL GAUSS L10,tTA4,ETA5,TBL10(1),RTbL10(I),iEki,1,iETKAN(1JRTRAN L 99 o1500000
1(1)) C 100 16600000
GU TO 130 C 101 16700000
g0 IF (AL-20.0) 100,100,110 C 102 1600000
100 0EL2=uELN2 C 103 16900000
ETA4=Y(M6)+LLZ C 104 17000000
ETAs=LTAR C 105 17100000
GU TO 10L C 106 17100000
11) OtL2=tETAR-Y(MQ))/20.0 C 107 17300000
LTA4=Y(MWu+)tL2 C 108 17400000
ETA=cTAk C 109 17500000
123 ICGUNT=1o C 110 17600000
NPTOSR=t C 111 17100000
CALL GAuSS (16.Tb, 4,ETA5,TBL16(1),RTBL16(1J),vTRM,1LTRAN(IJ,RTRAN C 112 17o00000
1(1)) C 113 17900000
130 dSR=ETA5b-TA C 114 1000000U
CALL SSSSS (IC, ICOUNT,ETASTN(1),WGHSTN(1),LTKAN(J1)RTkANI1)J C 115 16100030
C PKEPARt SUoREUbCN III *** C 116 1b400000
IC2=ICUUNT+1 L 117 18300000
ETA3=Y(Mw)-DL2 C 118 18t00000
r10TH=ETA4-ETA3 C 119 185l0000
=W I UT /1.0 C 120 100000
t3STI6)o=YiMU C 121 18700000
MK=7 C 122 18600000
Jj=) C 123 18900000
TAdRNoJ=(1.C/ULL2)*RNTAB(6) C 124 19000000
uO 140 LK=1,5 C 125 19100000
NK=JK+ I C 126 19200000
ML=MK-1 C 127 19300000
RG33TfJKJ=ku3ST(NK)+W C 128 19400000
RG3ST(MKJ=Rb3ST(MLI-W C 129 19g0000C
TA8KNLJKJ=1(.O/ULL2)*RNTA(JK) C 130 19000000
TAbmNIMK)=tl.0/OEL2)*PNTAE(MK) C 131 19700000
JK=JK-1 C 132 19800000
140 A=M1K+1 C 133 19900000
ICOUNT=ICuUNT+II C 134 20000000
CALL ~SSSS (IL2, ICOJNT,ETASTN(1),wGhSTN(1),Rk3ST(1I)TAboRN1) C 135 Z0100000
C PREPARE SUbKLGICN II *** C 136 20200000
IC2=ICOUNT+1 C 137 20300000
OL=LTA3-LTAL C 138 20400000
IF ((uL/UEL2)-20.) 15',15C,170 C 139 20 00000
C TnERE IS NU SUBPEGION I ** C 140 20600000
150 ETA2=kTAL C 141 20700000
JIL=O C 142 20800000
U2L=tTA3-ETA2 C 143 20900000
IF t(OL/U~tL4-I..) 16,18C,180 C 144 21000000
14
1o0 CALL UAUS. (10,LTA2,TA3,TBL10(1)IRTBL10(1),YTLKMiTtMAN(t1,RTWAN C 145 21100000
1(l)) C 146 21200000
ICOUNT=ILOUNT+10 C 147 21300000
NPTD2L=D C 148 21'00000
NPTOIL=0 C 149 210O0000
GO TO 190 C 150 21000000
C bOUNDARY UF SUBREGION I AND II * C 151 21100000
170 ETA2=Y(MWI-1.0*uEL2 C 152 21800000
1l CALL uAUSS (16 ,LTA2,ETA3,TBL16b1),RTL16(1),hTEKM,I,LTKAN(1),KTRAN C 153 21900000
I.)) C 154 22000000
NPT02L=b C 155 22100000
NPTU1L=O C 150 22200000
ICOUNT=ILUUNT+16 C 157 22300000
190 CALL SSSSz (IC2,ICCUNT,ETASTNLIT,WGHSTN(1j,LTkANI1JKRTANI1)J L 158 22400000
IL2=ICUUNT+1 C 159 22500000
I- (IOL/UEL2J-20.0) 26C,26C0200 C 160 2200000
C PktPAkL SUoREION I L+ C 161 22700000
200 ETA1=tTAL C 162 22800000
J1L=ETA3-ETA2 C 163 22900000
D0L=LTAz-tTAl C 16b4 30000C0
IF i(u2L/1L)-.75) 210,210,220 C 165 23100000
213 CALL UAUS (otT'A1,ETA2,TBL6(1),RTBLo(1),YTEkM,1,ETKAN&1),RTKANtiI C lo6 23200000
1) C 167 23300000
ICOUNT=ICuUNT+o L 168 23400000
NPT02L=d C 169 23)00000
NPTOIL=3 C 170 23600000
GO TO 2)0 C 171 23700000
220 I- ((L2L/01L)-1.5) 230,230,240 C 112 23800000
230 CALL uAUSS (10,ETA1,ETA2,TBL1(1),RTbLl0(1J,fREKo,1,ETkAN(1IJkTRAN C 173 23900000
1(1)) C 174 24000000
ICOUNT=ICUNT+10 C 175 24100000
NPTJ2L=b C 17o 2400000
NPTU1L=5 C 177 24300000
GO TO 20O C 178 24400000
240 CALL GAUSS (o1,ETA1,ETA2,TBL16(1),RT8L16(1),*YlM,1,LTRAN(1),RTRAN L 179 24500000
1(1)) C 180 24600000
ICLUNT=IGOUNT+1u C 181 24700000
NPTU2L= C 182 24800000
i4PT01L= C 1u3 49000000
2 5 CALL SSSSS (IL2 ICCUNT,ETASTN(1), GHSTN(1), t TkAi(1) , KTTAN(IJ C 184 25000000
200 USL=U1L+U2L C 185 25100000
WRITE (o,21) C 186 25200000
270 FORMAT tIHO/VoH X Y USL C 187 25300000
1 O1L D2L uSk) C 188 25400000
WRITE (b,20b3 XtMQ),Y(MQ),DSL,D1L,02L,0SR C 189 25500000
280 FORMAT (bt17.d) C 190 2 600000
WKITE (0.249) C 191 25700000
290 FORMAT (7HO PTSD1L PTSD2L PTSOSR I C 192 2500000
WRITE (6,300) NPTDIL,NPTD2L,NPTOSR C 193 25900000
303 FORMAT (19,2117) C 194 20000000
wkITt (6,310) OL2 C 195 z6100000
310 -ORMAT l*4HU HALF-WIDTH CF CONTRCL POINT STkIP L17.b) C 196 26200000
C C 197 20300000
C CUMPUTE wUANTITItS INVARIANT WITH CHUROWIjt LUUROINATE C 198 264t0000
C C 199 26500000
THELE=O C 200 26a00000
THESTNil)=THELL C 201 26700000
u0 760 iu=1.ICOUNT C 202 26800000
IDCAN=I0-1 C 203 20900000
AETA=A8S(ETASTN(ID)) C 204 27000000
YO=Y(MQO-ETASTN(ID) C 205 27100000
AYO=AbI YO) C 206 27200000
PSILE=AETA*TANLL C 207 27300000
PSIMC=A(Mw-DETA*AVO C 208 27400000
PSITE=1.0+ALTA*TANLTE C 209 27500000
pPP=PSITE+PSILE C 210 27600000
Bb0=PSITE-PSILE C 211 27700000
8805=.5*060 C 212 27800000
OUMl=(PPP-2.C*PSIMC)/880 C 213 27900000
IF (DUMI) 320,360,330 C 214 28000000
320 N:U=-1 C 215 28100000
uO TO 340 C 216 28200000
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330 NEG=1 C 217 28300000
340 ADUM=AdSILUMI) C 218 28400000
IF (ABS(AuUM-1.3J-.0001) 350,350v380 C 219 2b500000
350 IF iNEGJ 300,360,370 C 220 28600000
3oD DUMI=-1.0 C 221 2d700000
GO TO 360 C 222 286000CO
370 DUM1=1.0 C 223 2b900000
3d0 SOUM1=AbS(SQkT(1..-DUM1**2)) C 224 29000000
THEMC=ATAN21SUUMIDUMI) C 225 29100000
AnAY0=XK*AYO C 226 29200000
AKAYOZ=2.0*AA¥0 C 227 29300000
AKAY04=4.0*AKAY0 C 228 29400000
AKYOSS=AKAY02**Z C 229 29500000
XN4=(XN1/(XA**2+AKYOSQ))*XKAYO C 230 29600000
XN.=(ANZ/(Au**2+AKYOSQ))*XKAYI C 231 29700000
XNo=3.1415920+*XAYC2 C 232 29r00000
XN7=3.141592o-XKAYO2 C 233 29i00000
XL2=XC*2Z C 234 30000000
AN8=(AN3/(2.0*(AC2+XN6**2)))*AKAYO C 235 30100000
XN9=(X03/(2.0P(AC2+XN7**2)))*XKAYC C 236 30200000
d2YOI=1.0/(8ETASQ*AYO) C 237 303000u0
CALL uAUSS (13,THELE,THEMC,TBL10(1BRT8L10U1J,0,0ETkAN(1),RTRAN(1 C 238 30400000
1)) C 239 30500000
NPSI=5 C 240 30600000
JC2=3 C 241 30700000
JCUUNT=12 C 242 308o000
CALL SSSSS tjC2,JCOUNT,THESTN(1),TEWGH(1,ETAN(1)|kTkAN(1)) C 243 30900000
THESTNIZ =THLMC C 244 31000000
IF (YO) 90,400,390 C 245 31100000
C FUR ES. 22,23 REF. 1 *** C 24o 31200000
390 AS=A(ulj-PSiMC C 247 3130000
BY=BETAS *(YO**2J C 248 J1400000
THAT=tXK2*XS*AxMZ/BETASQ C 249 31500000
COST=COS(THAT) C 250 310000C
SINT=TINLTHAT) C 251 31100000
GU TO 410 C 252 31b00000
400 BY=0 C 253 31900000
410 00 530 IE=2,13 C 254 32000000
C IN OU LUUP 1bT TIME FOR XSILE , 2N0 TIMt FUR ASIMC, 3kO TO C 255 32100000
C 12TH TIME FUR 10-PT. GAUSS QUAURATURL *** C 256 32200000
NLC =IE-1 C 257 32300000
SINTh=SINiTHLSTN(NLOW)) C 258 3200000
PSI=.5*(PPP-(BB0)*COS(THESTN(NLOw))) C 259 32500000
XO=A(MQ)-PSI C 2t0 3Lb00000
'THE=TE STNSNLU w C 261 32700000
IF (NLOw-2) 420,430,420 C 262 32800000
'20 AOTERM=AO/.SRT(AO**2-BY) C 263 3z900000
XHEkE=ATtRM*COST C 264 33000000
FHEkE=AOTERM*SINT C 265 3310000
C XSILE TERMS ARE COMPLETE *** C 266 33200000
IF (NLOw-1) #30,30,.430 C 267 33300000
430 CALL LCOMP (PSI,TANLE,PSILEAL(1),STHEJ C 268 33400000
IF (NLUV-2) 530,r50.440 C 269 33J00000
440 CALL &EKNEL C 270 3300000 0
IF tNLU-3) 530,47C,490 C 271 33700000
4'3 00 o00 JI=,b C 272 338000C00
.o0 ALMC(JI)=AL(JfI C 273 33900000
C XSIMC TERMS ARE COMPLETE *** C 274 34000000
GO TO 530 C 275 34100000
470 00 4O0 LOw=lto C 276 -4200000
fNSPR(LOwr.)=0 C 277 34300000
hNSPI(Lu ,3j=0 C 27b 34400000
483 CCNTINUE C 279 34500000
490 CONTIINUE C 280 340000O
00 320 LUo=1.o C 281 3470000U
IF (YO) )C0O,10,)O C 282 34800003
C ACCUMULATE INTEGRAL OF EQ 23, REF. 1 *s* C 283 34900000
p03 FNSPt'LOn,3)=FNSPR(LOW,3)+(THEWGH(NLOwJ)*IAKLAL*ALtLUJ*+ALM(LowI) C 284 35000000
1 *AHkE)*SINTH C 285 35100000
FNSPI(LUo,3I=FNSPI(LOW,3)+[THEWGH(NLOW))*(AIMAb*ALILOU -ALMCILUW) C 286 35200000
1*THERt)jSINTH C 287 3>300000
GO TO 520 C 288 35400000
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C ACCuMULATE INTEGRAL OF EQ 24, REF. 1 *4* C 289 3 U500000
510 HNSPk(LUw,3)=FNSPR(LOW,3)+(THEWGh(NLOWJ)*AKKAL*AL(LOUH*INTh C 290 35600000
N LNS Uw =FNSPI(LOW,3)+(THEWGH(NLOW))*AKIM*AL(LU INTH 291 35700000
520 CCNTINUE C 292 3500000
33) CLNTINUL C 293 35900000
IF (YOJ) 330,o0,541 C 294 30000000
C FOR tc. 2Z, KEF. 1 *** C 295 36100000
540 AT=(X(MJ)-P3ILE**2 C 296 30200000
TRY=SwRT(AT-y) C 297 36300000
wHK=TKY*LCST C 298 36400000
AHI=TRY*SINT C 299 30500000
DU :)' ILAN=1.6 C 300 3o00000
-SR(ICANV=-(ALMC(ICAN))*WHR C 301 36700000
550 FSI(ICAN)=(ALMC(ICAN))*WHI C 302 o0800000
GU TO 560 C 303 36900000
o003 U 570 IOAN=1,o C 304 37000000
FSR( I0AN)=0 C 305 3710000C
)70 FS(IUANJ=O C 306 37200000
560 u0 590 JC=1.o C 307 37300000
FIP.(JCJ=dBOD*FNSPR(JC,3)+FSR(JCJ C 308 37400000
>90 FIPI(JC)=bbOS*FNSPI(JC,3)+FSI(JC) C 309 37500000
C CdHOKUISt INTEGRAL F(ETA) OR F(Y) COMPLtTt **** C 310 37600000
C dEbl.N MULTIPLICATION BY POviERS OF ETA AS IN Lw. d1, ktF. 1 C 311 37700000
IF (NSYM) 6ZLC60062C C 312 37800000
600 *IN=1 C 313 37900000
00 u10 =1,19,2 C 314 3000000
AN[NIN=(ETASTN1I0))**(INJ C 315 38100000
613 NIN=NIN+1 C 316 38200000
GO TO 670 C 317 38300300
620 MIN=1 C 318 38400000
00 060 IM=1,192, C 319 36500000
IF (tTASTN(I) o5C0,630,650 C 320 3o00000
630 IF (IM-1) o5C,ot0,650  C 321 38700000
640 ANI(N)=.1.0 C 322 38800000
GL TL 660 C 323 38900000
u00 A N MII)=(ETATN( ID))(I M-I) C 32t 39000000
bo0 MIIN=MIN+1 C 325 39100000
670 JKN=O C 326 39200000
C COMPUTE 1o TLkMS OF IINMSTAR, EQ. 28, KH-.1 **** C 327 39300000
00 750 JLAN=I,o C 328 39400000
[F (JCAN-2) 6000o90,700 C 329 39500000
1C 0 POWERs OF ETA FOR N=1 AND 3, 8 POwtEL FO N=i ANU 4, C 330 39600000
C o FuR N=5. ' FOR N=6. *** C 331 39700000
660 NTM=10 C 332 39 00000
GO TU 740 C 333 39900000
090 NTM=8 C 334 40000000
GO TO 740 C 335 40100000
100 IF (JCAN-t) oO,o9C,710 C 336 40200000
110 IF (JuAN-u) 7i0,7,73730 C 337 40300000
720 NTM=6 C 338 -0400000
GO TO 740 C 339 40500000
739 NTM=4 C 340 40000000
740 00 150 KLAN=I,NTM C 341 40700000
FrlC(LAN,JCAN)=FIPR(JCANi*AN(KCAN) C 342 40800000
FFII( CANJCA=NJ=FIPI(JCAN)*AN(KCAN) C 343 40900000
JKN=JKN*+ C 344 41000000
ANSR(JKNJ=~ubSTN(O0)*FFIR(KCAN,JCAN)+ANSP(JNJI C 345 41100000
ANSI(JKN =wbhSTNI1D)*FFII(KCAN,JCA) +ANSI JN) C 346 41200000
75) CLNTINUt C 347 41300000
160 CONTINUE C 348 41.00000
00 770 JJ=1,JKN C 349 41500000
770 AM2STR(JJI=LMPLX(ANSR(JJ),ANSI(JJ)) C 350 41600000
KMPT=NAYCNT C 351 41700000
C 6OMPUTE MATR~i IINM OF EQ. 28, REF. 1 *** C 352 41800000
CALL MTAMPY (AMZSTR(1)) C 353 41900000
780 NAYCNT=NXYCNT+1 C 354 42000000
C END OF CCNTRUL-POINT DO LOOP *** C 355 42100000
NAY2=NAY*2 C 356 42200000
RETURN C 357 42300000
END C 358- 42400000
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KERNEL.- The function of subprogram KERNEL is to calculate K of the super-
sonic kernel function of equations (3) to (6) of reference 1. The evaluation of the integral
in K is based on the approximation of the integrand as in equation (A5) of the appendix.
The flow chart for KERNEL follows.
( KERNEL )








REF. 1 REF. 1
100
(RETURN)
SU6BROUTINE KERNEL U 2 42600000C 
LU 3 42700000C COMPUTE THE KdAR OF EQS. 3 AND 4, REF. 1 0 4 4Z 00000C THE ALGORITHM IS DESIGNED TO MINIMILE CALLULATIuNS UF 3lNES, U 5 42900000
C CUSINES, ANJ EXPONENTIALS. THE INTEGRANu LF THE TAU INTEGRAL 0 6 43000000
L IS APPROAIMATEO AS IN EQ. 21 OF NASA TR k-40. CHURUhISE D 7 43100000
C INVAIANT QUANTITIES ARE CALCULATED IN SUbROUTINE PART1 ANU U 8 43200000
C PASSEU VIA LuMMON. D 9 43300000
C 
UO 10 43400000UIMtNSIui' wT(jmj D 11 43,00000
OIMENSIUN X(4d),Y(48),IDENT(8) D 12 43600000
UIMENS IUo UHX(46,6),H(48,6) 0 13 43700000
COMPLEX AMATZ(4b,16) U 14 4300000
COMr4ON/TRA21t2/AM, XK,TANLE,TANLTES,NMODEI VM,KPRUu U 15 43900000CUK.MUu NXV,UL,t,Y,DHX,H ,T 0 16 44000000CCMMuN AA,A,AC.AN4,XN5,XN6,XN7,XN8,XN98tTASWbSZY01,AOOAKOb 2 , D 17 44100000U
1XKMt2,XKAYOZ,0AOTcMSKAY%,XKYOSwXKREALXKIMAbNkRUkAMAT KMPT U 18 44200000
AKAYU4=2.0*AKAY02 0 19 44300000IF (YO 20,.10,20 D 2C 4440000010 UUMbA= 2.0*XKJ*A0 0 21 44500000AKREAL=-CUS (UMbA) D 22 44600000AK4IAG=S IN ( UUMA) 23 4470000CGu TO 100 D 24 44600000
20 IF (XK 't0,3C,40 O 254 4400000
30 AKTERM=AO**2-dtTASQ*(YO**2) U 25 4900000
XKREAL=-AO/SwRT(XKTERM) 0 27 4510000
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XKIMAG=O U 2b 452000C0
GO TO 100 0 29 45300000
40 SRTI=SwI(XO**ZE-BETASQ*(YO**2)) U 30 4540000
AUPL=A0+AM*StrT1 D 31 45500000
XJMI=A0-AM*SRT 1 0 32 45600000
AAOMI=AbS(XMI) 0 33 t.700000
TUP=b2YU1*AuPL 0 34 45600000
ABTLU=:2YI1AAOMI U 35 45900000
AN10=AKUB2*AO 0 36 46000000
AN11=XKMd2*swKTI 0 37 46100000
PTUP=(3.191~2Zo 4'UP U 38 402Z0000
PTLU=13.1419ZoJ*ABTLO D 39 40300000
ATU=AA*TUP 0 4C 46400000
ATL=AA*ATLU U 41 46500000
oTU=xB*TUP 0 42 46600000
oTL=Xb*AoTLu 0 43 40700000
CTU=XC*TuP D 44 4o00000
LTL=AC*AoTLO U 45 46900000
EAPI=txP(ATU) D 46 41000000
cAP2=EXP(ATLJ 0 47 47100000
EAP3=tAP(uTU) 0 48 47200000
EXP4=tXP(bTLJ D 49 47300000
EXP5=EXP(LCTU 0 50 47900000
t APo=t X( TL 0 !I 47500000
CSI=LuS(ANIO) D 52 41000000
CS2=Lu( XN11) 0 53 t7100000
SN 1=SN1 A 410) D 54 7b00000
SN2=SiN( XN11) U 5> 4790C000
XN12=LSIC*S2 D 56 4800U000
AN13=SN1*SN2 0 57 401000
CS3=XN12-AN13 0 58 40200000
CS4=XN12+ANI3 0 59 4d30000C
AN14=SNI*CS2 0 60 b'00000
ANIS5=N2*LS1 0 61 48500000
SN3=AN1-*ANL 0D 62 4o800000
SN'=AN14-XN1! 0 63 46700000
CSS=COSLPTUP) U 64 4680000
Cs6=COS(PTLJJ D o5 900000
SNS=SINIPTJP) D 66 '9000000
SNo=SIN(PTLU) U (7 49100000
IF (AUMI) 50,O0,uO 0 68 49200000
50 SN4=-SN4 D 69 49300000
SNo=-SN6 0 70 t9400000
C 0 71 's9500000
C REAL PART 0 72 49000000
c 0 73 49700000
0O RU2=(N3-bN4)/2.0 U 74 49800000
kR3=((AA*LS3+A AYU2*SN3)*EXP1-(XA*CS4+XKA *.,N)*txP)AN4 0 75 49900000
R74= ((X6 n+ AAY02* SN3)*EXP3-(AB*CS4+XKAUL* N tAP4)*AN5 0 76 50000000
xN20=CSS*CS3 0 77 50100000
AN41=SN5*SN3 U 76 *0200000
CS1= Xi20-Xi21 0 79 503U0000
CS9=XN20+xN21 0 80 50400000
XNZZ=CSo*CS4 0 81 J0500000
AN2j3=No*SN4 D 82 50000000
CSd=XN22-XN23 D 83 50700000
CS13=ANZ2+NZi3 0 84 508u000
AN24=SN)*CS3 U 85 D090000C
AN25=L5.*SN3 0 86 51000000
SN7=XN2'4*ANZ O 87 5110000C
SN9=AN24-XN2D 0 88 )12000C0
AN26=SN6 CS D 89 5130000u
XN27=CSo*S ~ 0 90 51400000
SN8=XN26+AN27 0 91 51500000
SN10=AN2-XN21 0 92 51b00000
k,>=(t(A4SNI-AXo*CS7)*EXP5+(-XCSN8+XNo*LSOJ* AP6)*ANb+(tAL.SN9-X U 93 )1700000
1N7*CS9)*tAP5+(-A*SN0+XN7*CS10)*EXP6)*XN9J 0 94 51800000
C 0 95 !1900000
C IMAbINAKY PAKT 0 96 52000000
c 0 97 52100000
IF (XJMI) 80,70,70 0 98 52200000
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73 AI 2=-(-CS3+LS4)/2.0 D 99 52300000
XIU3=1(-XASN3+A AYO2*CS3)*EXPJ+(XA*SN4-XKAYOk*LS-)4LXP2)*AN 0 100 24000000
XIW4=1(-XA*SN3+AKAYO2*CS3 *EXP3+(XB*SN4-AKAYO2*.,J *APIJXN5 O 101 525000UC
XIQ:)=(IL ACS7+AN6SNT *EXP5-lXC*CS0+XN6*SNbkAPo)AN+(( C9x O 102 52000000
IN7*SN9)*EAPJ-(AC*CS10+XN7*SN10)*EXP6)*(-XNVJ U 103 >)k00000
GJ TO 90 D 104 52800000
dO IXU2=-(-CS3-CLSL+2.0/2.0 0 105 52900000
A^I3=(-XA*SN3+AKAY'2*CS3)*EXP1-(XA*SN4-XAAYVU*L4J)EXZ-AKAY04)*X D 106 53000000
IN4 D 107 531000C0
X164=((-A*SN3+XKAVO2*CS3)*EXP3-(XB*SN4-X0AYu2* )4\LA-AKAYO4)*X 0 108 53200000
IN5 0 109 533000c0
1 0= (((XC*CS7+AN6*SN7)*EXP5+(XC*CSdXN6*SNo *EXPo- . ACAXNb+((X  110 ,t000C
IL*CS9+N7*SN9)*EAP5+(XC*CS13+XN7*SN10)*ExAe-2.0*J*(-XNJ U 111 55000U0
90 Rl=RW2+Kw3+KJt+kQ5 0 112 53600000XIwl=XIw2+XI63+AIQ4+XIQ5 U 113 53100000
C 0 114 53800000C INTELRAL IN N BAR FINISHED U 115 J3900000
C D 116 54000000
AN31=A0TLAM*L,2 U 117 'io00003
AN32=AN31L)1-AI 1 118 54200000XN33=-XN31:IS+RwI 0 119 4000CC
GS=2.0*AK*A D 120 54400000
CS11=LOS(US) 0 121 54500000
SN11=SIN(GS) 0 122 )to0000C
xKKEAL=-XN3'CSl1+XN33*SN11) 0 123 54700000AKIMA=A :32*SN1I-XN33*CS11 0 124 54800000
130 RETURN 0 125 5490000uEND U 126- 55000000
MTXMPY.- The function of subprogram MTXMPY is to compute the elements of the
matrix III of table I of reference 1 and carry out the indicated matrix multiplication of





XMAT3 = COLUMNS 5 TO 16
OF III MATRIX
EQ. (281 AND TABLE 1, REF. I
XMAT4 = COLUMNS I TO 4
S WRITE ON TAPE9
RECORD 1, COLUMNS I TO 4
RECORD 2t COLUMNS 5 TO 16
OF MATRIX [II
ONE ROW OF IINM MATRIX,
EQ. (281, REF. I
SRETURN
20
SUBRUUT1wE M74MPY lXM2STR) E 2 55200000
C COMPUTL WkE III 4ATRTX OF EW)S. 28 TO 31PANU TAbLL I OF REF. 1- E 3 5530000C
L AtiO MJLTIPLY AS IN EQ. 28 TO GET IINt4 M~ATRIA OF EWS. lbt2b,32 E '. 55400000
REAL V .qL.K0,K4 E 5 55500000
REAL KE,Ki-.K2o.K2C.K2D,K2 E 6 55600000
01t4ENS, wTi' b) E 7 55700000
flIMENsIoN, Ei9b,fi25)vKEi9),KF( 15) E 8 5D800000
01IMkNSIw'N A(4o)*,W (48), !DEhT (8) E 9 55900000
U1VtENSIUN tik4(4,6)vHl48.6) k 10 5boooooo
COMPLEX AMAT314ba,12),XMAT2148,lb),XM42STR(4tbJ E 11 56100000
COMPLEX XMAT',14a,4) E 12 56200000
C314tOW 7RA2i 62 AM, XK, TANLE ,TAI&LTE,9 S 9NMODE, NSYM, rPCJ, L 13 '50300000
COMMON NAV,UJLA.Y,OHX,H,T E 14 56400000
COMMON AAXd3.ACAN4,XN5.XN6,XN7XN8XN9BTA.j,8B2Y1AOt0,XI(82, E 15 56500000
1,M2AAY0ZX0TRMSKAY,XKYSQhXKREAL,XsIMAbNksUiAMAT2,KMPT E 16 5bbooooo
K2=2.C0*xK E 17 5b700000
C JUMP 10 1000 EW'. OTHER THAN FIRST CONTROL PUiINT *****4P E 18 --a800000
If: tKMPT-1) 10,i0,100 E 19 5b900000
C COMPUTE ELti4ENIS OF 1!! MATRIX, EUS.29 TU ,31 ANt) TAdLE 1, RLF.1 E: 20 b7000000
10 1811=0., E 21 57100000
1312=0.211324db E 22 57200000
d22=0. 78867514 E 23 57300000
613=0. 112701bo E 24 574t0000U
1323=0.> E 25 57500000
633=0.661~29c634 E 2b 57o00000
C11=0.154't1.QYJj*(TANLE+TANLTE) E 27 D7700000
L12=C11*(0.43301z7C/S)*ITANLE-TANLTE) E 28 578000CC
C22=2.0#Li1-C-12 E 29 57900000
C13=Cli+t0.-,t609'.75'S)*(TANLE-TANLTEI 1: 30 58000000
L23=C1I E 31 58100000
C33=2.0*Ci1-t.l3 E 32 58200000
Ci~1=L1.0& .0~**2) 33 !)8300000
JII=CNST*CIl E 34 5b400000
U12=CNST*C12 e 35 -,d50000c
u22=LNST*L22 E 36 58600000
013=LNST*013 E 37 56700000
UZ3=LNST'PC23 k: 38 58000000
033=LNST*C33 E 39 D890U000
L( 1 =o .0 E 40 59003000
E( 2j=l-b.0*822-6.0*B!2) E 41 59100000
E(3)=(-o.0*C22-u.'l*C!2) E 42 ")9200000
~ L)=-o.*02-..'*D2)E 43 59300000
L ( ) -o.0*812)$L-B22) 1: 44 59400000
L (b)=-b.0*B1,*i-L?2)-6."*C 12*( -B22) E 45 59500occ
H:7)=-b.0*612*t-i)22)-6.0*C12*(-L22)-b.0*D12*0t-6221 E 46 :)9bu0co
EI18)=-b.3*C~I*(-)2 2)-6 ." *02*( -022) E 47 59700000
LjI9)=-b. 0*U1t*l-022) E 48 59800000o
C Hi) 10 F125) H-ERE ARE G(I) TO) G(25) IN REF. 1 L* 49 59900000
Fil1)=-20.0 E 50 60000000
Ft 2)=20.0*b2. *2O.0*8I3 E 51 60100000
F(32=00*C2*0'N*Cl3 E 52 ao OOOOC
i-14~) =2Q0 *UZ3+zG.0*Dl? E 53 60300000
F1 5)=20.0*b13*1-o2?3) E 54 o040000U
F(aj=2O0*8U'*-2)+2O.C*C13*(-B23) E 5!) bo!00000
F17)=20.063 -L023)+20.0*C3*(-C23)+20.*L)I:*(-i231 L 56 t606u000
FI8)=23.0*Cl13*i-L023)+21)."*O13*C-C23) E 57 60700000
F (9j=20.0*U1 6*1-L)Y'3) E: 58 6060OOCO
F (I3)=-t 1) E 5'o 60900300
F(I1)=Fl4 -b33*Ftl) E 60 0lOOOOC0
F (2 =F 3-C3*h i) bi b1100000
b-(,)k-I.)33*t )E 62 61 3000C
k: 64 61400000
I-(l6)=Fi1)d 2 33*k14)-C33*Ft3)iJ)33*F(2I 0 65 b1500000
F(I1P=FId-C.3PFi4)-D33*F(3) E 66 baluQoCO
Ft 1dl=F(9)-U. 3*Vi4) E 67 61700000
f ( 19)=-b334Flt,) E 66 81800000
F(20)=-b33*f1-C-33*F(5) E 69 61900000
F(21)=-633*i(7)-tP*F(6)033?*F(5) E 70 62000000
F(22)=-83-i*f~id)-C33*FI7)OD33*F(6) E 71 bz100000
Ft23)=-833*H-9)-C33*F(8)-33*F(7) k: 72 62200000
21
Fi24)=-C33*Fi9)-U33*Fl8) t 73 b2300000
F(25)=-u33*-g'9 E 74 62400000
00 20 J=,46 E 75 o2500000
00 20 L=1,12 E 76 b2b00000
20 XMAT3(J,L)=tC..0.) E 77 62700000
K2B=2.0*AK*I-b11J E 78 62800000
K2C=Z.0*XK*(t-C11 E 79 62900000
K2=2.0DXK*4-0i) E 80 83000000
8STAk=Z.0*B11 E 81 03100000
LSTAK=2.0*Cil E 82 03200000
USTAR=2.0*D11 E 83 63300000
K46=--.0 *AK*t-ti1) E 64 634000C0
K4C=-4.0*AK*I-,il) : 85 63500000
K4D=-4.0*XAKt-011) E 86 8300000
K4=-4.0'XK E 87 b3700000
. COMPUTE COLuMNS 5 TO 8 CF III MATRIXt TABLt 1 *** E 88 63600000
00 30 J=1.4 E 89 63900000
AMAT3J,.J)=LhCPLA(BSTAR,0.) E 90 o04000000
L=J+1 E 91 6410000
AMAT31L,J)=CMPLAICSTAR,0.) t 92 64200000
L=L+1 E 93 04300000
AMAT3tL,Jl=LMPLADSTAR,0.) E 94 64400000
L=L+d E 95 64500000
AMATtlL.J=LCMPLAl-2.',f.) E 96 o4600000
L=L+b E 97 64700000
XMAT3(L,JD=LMPLAt-2.0,K4,) E 98 64600000
L=L+1 E 99 649000GO
XMAT3(L,Jh=CPLAt0.,K4C) E 100 65000000
L=L+ I t 101 5100000
AMAT3(L,JJ=LMPLA(|.,K64D E 102 65200000
L=L+8 E 103 05300000
30 XMAT3lL,J)=CMPLXf.,K4) E 104 b)400000
00 '0 J=1,9 E 105 85500000
,0 KE(J)=2.00XK*EIJJ E 106 5600000
tTAN=Et1)*lTANL**2+EI6) E 107 7100000
C COMPUTE COLUMNS 9 TO 12 OF III MATRIX *** E 108 65800000
o0 50 J=5.8 E 109 0)900000
L=J-4 E 110 bo0000000
XMAT3(LJ)=CMPLAiE(5),0.) E 111 0ol00000
L=L1 E 112 bb200000
XMAT31L,J=CMPLXlETAN,".) E 113 bb3000CO
L=L+1 E 114 66400000
XMAT3(L,Ji=Lr.PLAtEl7) ,.) E 115 o650000
L=L+1 E IL 6800000
AMAT3tLJ[=LMPLAtE(B),0.) E 117 68700000
L=L+1 E 118 66800000
XMAT31L.Jh=LVPLAIEf9),0.) E 119 66900000
L=L+b E 120 6 000000
XMAT31L,J=CMPLx(E(2),O.) E 121 o7100000
L=L+l E 122 67200000
AMAT3LL,Jh=LAPLAiE(3),l.) E 123 67300000
L=L+1 E 124 07400000
AMAT31L,J)=LlPLAtE4),).) E 125 6750000u
L=L+b E 126 o7600000
XMAT31L.J)=LMPLA&6E(2),KE5)) E 127 67700000
L=L+1 E 128 67800000
AMAT3(LJ)=LMPLAtE(3),KE(6)) E 129 67900000
L=L+1 E 130 08000000
XMAT3(L.J)=CMPLAtEI4),KEf71) E 131 08100000
L=L+*1 132 66200000
XMAT3(L,J)=,lPLAt".,KE|8)) E 133 68300000
L=L+1 E 134 66400000
XMA3(L,J)=CMvLAl.,KE(9)) E 135 68500000
L=L6 E 136 obo00000
AMAT3IL,J)=CMPLA3. '*EII),KE(2)) E 137 6O100000
L=L+1 E 138 68800000
XMAT3ILJ)=CMPLAiO.,KE13)) E 139 68900000
L=L+1 140 69000000
AMAT31L,J)=CMPLAyi.,KE14)) E 141 69100000
L=L+6 E 142 69200000
50 AMAT3tLJ)=CMPLAim.,KElI)) E 143 b9300000
FTAN15=Fil5)*i+-1o)*TANLE**2 E 144 69400000
22
FTANZ0=-(30L+FlI)*TANLE**2 1 145 o95000C0
FTAN21=1i21)+F(12)*TANLE**2 E 146 09o00000
FTAN2=F(22A+t-(13)*TANLE**2 E 147 69700000
U0 00 J=1,li E 148 09800000
JJ=J+9 E 149 69900000
63 aF(J)=2.0*xK*F(JJi E 150 700000CO
C CUMPUTE CLuMNS 13 TO 16 OF III MATRIX **4 E 151 70100000
00 70 J=v,12 E 152 70200000
L=J-8 E 153 70300000
AMAT3(L,JJ=CMPLAtF(19),0.) E 154 70400000
L=L+1 E 155 70!00000
XMAT3(L,JI=LMPLAiFTAN20,0.) E 15o 70000000
L=L+1 E 157 70700000
XMAT3(L,J=LPLA(FTAN21,0.) L 158 706000C
L=L+1 E 159 70900000
AMAT3(L,J)=LMPLX(FTAN22,0.) E 160 71000000
L=L+1 E 161 71100000
XMAT3(L,JJ=CMPLA(F(23),'.) E 162 71200000
L=L+1 E 163 71300000
AMAT3tL,JJ=LvPLX(F(24),0.) E 164 71400000
L=L+* E lob 71500000
AMAT3(L,J)=CfPLA(F(25),0.) E 166 7160000
L=L+4 E 167 71700000
AMAT3(LJ)=LMvLA(F(14),0.) k 168 71a00000
L=L+l E 169 71900000
XMAT3(L,J)=CMPLX(FTAN15,0.) E 170 72000000
L=L+1 E 171 72100000
XMAT3(L,J=LCMPLA(F(1b),n.) E 172 72200000
L=L+1 E 173 72300000
XMAT3(L,J)J=CPLA(F(17),'.) E 174 72400000
L=L+1 E 175 74500000
XMAT3(LJJ=LMPLA(F(18),0.) E 176 7600000
L=L*4 t 177 72700000
AMAT3(LJ)=LMPLA(F(14),KF(0)J E 178 7280000u
L=L+1 E 179 72900000
XMAT3(L,J)J=MPLA(F(15),KF(11)) E 180 73000000
L=L+1 E 181 7,100000
AMAT3tL,J)=CMPLX(F(16),KF(12)) E 182 73200000
L=L+1 E 183 73300000
AMAT3(L,J=LMPLAtF(17),KF(I?)) L 184 73400000
L=L+1 E 185 73500000
AMAT3(L,J)=LMPLA(F(18),KF(14)J E 186 13000000
L=L+1 E 187 73700000
AMAT3(LJj=CtPLX('.,KF(15)) E 188 73b30000
L=L+1 E 189 7390C0000
AMAT3(L,JJ=LVPLA(.,KF(16)) E 190 74000000
L=L+4 E 191 74100000
XMAT3(L,J)=CMPLA((3.0*F(11)),KFL5)) E 192 74200000
L=L+1 E 193 74300000
AMAT3(L,JJ=LMPLA((3.0*F(12)),KF(6)) E 194 74400000
L=L+1 E 195 74500000
XMAT3(L.J)=LMPLA((?.' *F(I?)),KF( 7) E 196 7su000C
L=L+1 t 197 74100000
AMAT3(L.J)=LMPLA(.,KF(8)) E 198 7480000
L=L+1 E 199 74900000
AMAT3(LJJ=LMPLA('.,KF(9)) t 200 75000000
L=L* E 201 7:10C000
XMAT3( LJ=LMPLA((4.'*F(10)),KF(2)) 202 75200000
L=L+1 E 203 75300000
AMAT3(LJJ=LYPLA(0.,KF(3)) E 204 7tU00000
L=L
+ 1  
E 205 75500000
XMATJ(L.J) = L MP LAt0.,KF(4)) E 206 75600000
L=L+4 E 207 75700000
70 AMAT3(L*J)=LMPLA(0.,KF(1)) t 208 7)o00000
AK2 = 2.*AK 1 209 15900000
0 0dO KJ=1** E 210 7u000000
O0 80 JA=1.46 E 211 76100000
dO XMAT4tJKvKJJ=CMPLXf(.,0.) E 212 76200000
C CuMPUT COLUMNj 1 TO 4 OF III MATRIX *** E 213 7o300000
00 00 KJ=I,' E 214 76400000
o0 AMAT4(KJ,KJJ=CMPLX(1.,O.) E 215 7o500000
XMAT4(19,1)=CMPLA(0.,XK2) E 216 7o00000
23
AMAT+(202)=CMPLA(0.,XK2) E 217 76700000
XMAT421,3J=CMPLA(.,XK2) E 21I 7b800000
XMAT4122,4J=LMPLA(0.,XK2) E 219 7o9000UU
C TAPt9 IS A LuMMUNICATTON CHANNEL TO OVERLAY 4,0 E 220 77000000
.RITE (J) ((AMAT4(JK,KJ),JK=1,46), J=1,4) E 221 77100000
WRITE ,sJ) ((AMAT3(JK,KJ),JK=1,4b),KJ=1,12J 222 77200000
C MULTIPLY, EW. 28, REF. 1, RESULT IS THE IINM MATRIA *** k 223 77300000
103 UO 110 J=1,4 E 224 77400000
RPT=RtAL(xAMSTR(J))-K2*AIMAG(XM2STR(J+18)J E 225 77>00000
XIPT=AIMAb(X 2SK(J))+K2*REAL(XM2STR(J+18)JJ E 226 77600000
110 AMAT2(KMPTJ)=LMPLX(RPT,XTPT) E 227 77700000
DO i30 LL=1.12 t 22b 77800000
L=LL+ E 229 77900000
JO 120 J=1,4 0  E 230 7b000000
120 AMAT2ZKMPTLJ)=AM2STR(J)*XMAT3(J,LLJ+XMAT2tKMPT,LJ t 231 7U1000U0
130 CLINTIINUt E 232 78200000
PRIiT 1#U, KMPT E 233 78300000
1'3 FORMAT (1H0t4HRuvw ,!2,27H OF COEFFICIENT MATKIA IINM) E 234 78400000
wRITE (o,15O) E 235 78500000
150 FORMAT (12A.2HRE,17X,4HIMAG,IbX,2HRE,17X,4hlMAulbxA,2HEKL,1X,4HiMA E 236 78o00000
1G) E 237 78700000
RKITE (o.103) (AMAT2(KMPT,J),J=1,16) E 238 78800000
100 FuRMAT (o(XA,l1:.8)) k 239 7o900000
RETURN E 240 79000000
END E 241- 79100000
SSSSS.- The function of subprogram SSSSS is to store in sequence the span stations
77 and the associated spanwise integrating factors for subregions I, II, III, and IV of fig-
ure 3 of reference 1. No flow chart is needed.
GAUSS.- The function of subprogram GAUSS is to calculate the span stations 7
and select spanwise integrating factors for a 6-, 10-, or 16-point Gaussian quadrature in
regions I, II, and IV of figure 3 of reference 1. No flow chart is needed.
LCOMP.- The function of subprogram LCOMP is to calculate the values of 1n* (u,)
(n = 0,1,2,3,4,5) of equation (13c) of reference 1. The flow chart for subprogram LCOMP
follows.
LCOMP
NO ( 2 - ).LE.0.0
YES
PRINT MESSAGE AND
VALUES OF 2, e' _ -2
CALL
EXIT
1O*' 11*, 12* 13" 14* 15"
(eq. (13c), ref. 1)
(RETURN
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SUBROUTINE SSSSS (MC.MCOUNTSTNETASTNWGHtETATRA,GhTkn I F 2 79300000
C F 3 79400000
C STURAGE OF SPAN STATIONS ETA AND TIEIR ASSULIATEU SPANwISE F 4 79500OOU
C INTEuRATINu -ALTOPS F 5 79600000
C F 6 79700000
1IMENSIUNsINLTAtol),STNWGH(b6),ETATRA116),wbhTKAitl) F I 79800000
1AY=1 F 8 79900000
0U 10 Ib=MCPCOUNT F 9 80000000
STNETAlIid=tTATRA(NAY) F 10 80100000
STNNGH(Ibj=wbTRA(NAY) F 11 602000UO
10 NAY=NAY+1 F 12 80300000
RETURN F 13 80930000
END F 14- 80500000
SUbROUTINE GAUSS (NGAUSS.AB,U,R,YGAUSS,NuLbTS1ATN,wGhFLT) b 2 b0730030
C 6 3 b0800000
C FUo NGAUSS=oI', OP 16 COMPUTE SPAN STATIuiS (bTATN) ANDU 4 b0900000
C SPANWISE uAUoSIAN QUADPATURE FACTORS (huh-CT) FUR LACH G 5 01000000
C SUBREuIui4, wITH LOWEP LIMIT A AND UPPLK LIMIT b. *** G 0 8110OUC
C G 7 81230000
DIMENSILUiN(16),K(16),STATN(16),gGHFCT(16) G 8 61300000
BMA=(8-A)/2.C G 9 b1400003
bPAT=i+AJ/2.0 G 10 81)30000
OU 30 I=1,NUAUSS G 11 61600000
STATN(I)=bMA*U(IJ+BPAT G 12 81700000
IF I(NUEST) 2U,1U,20 u 13 81800000
13 VALUE=1.0 G 14 81900000
GO TO 30 G 15 8ZC30000
23 VALUE=(YGAUS-bTATN(I))**2 G 16 b2100000
30 wGHFLT 1)=BMA*k( )/VAL
U E  G 17 82400000
RETURN G 18 b2300000
ENO G 19- oZ400000
SUBROUTiNc LCUMP (DPSI,TAN,DPSILE,XLNO,0THEJ H 2 z26O0000
C H 3 82700000
C CUMPUTE ThE L14STAR (N=0 TO 5) CF EQ. 13JL kiEF. 1**I H 4 82o00000
C H 5 b290000
UIMtNSIU,1 XLiNUto) H 6 03030000
ANC=UPSI**2-UPSILE**
2  H 7 83100000
IF (ANC) 10,10.40 H 8 83200000
10 ARITE (o.20) H 9 83300000
20 FIRMAI 20 HI2KRRUk N LCOMP SQRT) H 0 6834000
wRITE (o.30) OPSIDPSILE,ANC H 11 83j00000
30 FURMAT (ihU/DJPSI=EI7.8,5X,7HUPSILE= E17., >A,4 t ANL=tl
7
.b) H 12 83600000
CALL LAIT H 13 83700000
40 THIS=SkT(ANLJ H 14 83800000
Ou 80 JJ=1,o H 15 83900000
Ir (JJ-2) ,)G.3,7 H 16 84330000
50 ALNJ(JJJ=JPSI/THIS H 17 84100000
GU TO 80 H 18 84I000C0
0O ALNJ(JJ)=UPS I**2/THIS H 19 64300000
GO TO 80 H 20 84400000
70 ALNJ(JJ)=t U P SI** (JJ
- 3))*THIS H 21 84.00000
60 LCNfINUE H 22 84o00000
RETURN H 23 64700000
END H 24- 840O00
PRT2.- The function of subprogram PRT2 is to solve equation (32) of reference 1
for the weighting factors a . A heading is written. If HMLTPLY(1) and HMLTPLY(2)
are both nonzero, the real part of the downwash input (-8hi/ax) is multiplied by
HMLTPLY(1), and the imaginary part (-2hi) by HMLTPLY(2). The imaginary part is
also multiplied by k. When there are more than 16 control points, the simultaneous
equation set is solved by a least-squares subroutine GLSP. The resulting a) matrix
is printed, written on TAPE9 for communication to D2182, and can be optionally punched.
The flow chart for PRT2 follows.
25
















WRITE RECORD 3 ON TAPE9, AND PRINTI
WEIGHTING FACTORS ANM (EQ.32)
FOR EACH MODE J
PRINT RESIDUALS FROM LEAST SQUAR
SOLUTIONS, EACH MODE J
RETURN
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SU6KOUTIINE PKT2 1 2 0o000000
C 1 3 85100000
C COMPUTE wIIHTING FACTORS ANM(J) OF EU 32, REF. I ANU EWS. 9 I 4 85200000
C AND 18, KEF. 2 FOR A MINIMUM OF 16 ANU A MAXIMUM OF 48 I 5 85300000
C CONTROL POINTS, USING A LEAST-SQUAREs SuLUTION. I 6 85400000
C PiRITE ANM(JJ MATRICES AND MATRICES OF LLAST-SWUARES RESIDUALS I 7 85500000
C PUNCL ANM MATRICES IF NPUNCH = 1 1** I 8 85600000
C I 9 85700000
COMMON/ tFAULT/HML TPLY I 10 5bo00000
COMMON/TRA21a2/AM,XK,TANLE,TANLTESNMODE.NSYMKPRUG I 11 85900000
COMMON NAY,DEL,X,Y,DHX,HtT I 12 8(000000
COMMON XA,A8,XC,XN4,XN5,XN6,XN7,XN8,XN9,BLIASJtb2Y01,A0,YU0AKOb2, I 13 8610000
1XKMd 1XAYO2,AOTERMSKAY(,XKYOSQXK KREALXKIMAu,NRRhPAMAT29KMPT I 14 86200000
DIMENSIui UCOEFI96,32),BVECT(96,6),wFACT(3Z,oauL9ob),SUMtb),wT(9 I 15 88300000
lo).TB(9o.32),C,3,2) 16 86400000
UIMENSION OhXt4d,6),H(48,6),HR(48,6) 1 17 o6000000
DIMENSION HMLTPLY(2) I 18 8600000
DIMENSION x48),Y(48),IDENT(8) I 19 867000C0
C AbOVE DIMENSIlNS FOR A MAXIMUM OF 48 CONTRUL POINTS AND 6 MODES ** I 20 86800000
COMPLEX XMAT2(48,16) I 21 86900000
COMPLEX ANM(lo,oJ I 22 67000000
wRITE to,10) I 23 67100000
10 FORMAT l///37A,iuH PART II OF 02181 *** SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS ELUATIO I 24 87200000
1NS FOR ANM///J I 25 67300000
Ie (HMLLTPLYI.E.AA.AND.HMLTPLY(2).EQ.O.0J uu TO 40 1 26 87'900000
DU 20 J=1,NMUDE I 27 87)00000
0O 20 I=1.NAY I 28 87600000
H(I.J)=hMLTPLYz)*H(I,J) I 29 87700000
OHXII,JI=HMLTPLYil)*DHX(I,J) I 30 87800000
20 CCNTINUE I 31 87900000
PRINT 30. HMLTPLY(1),HMLTPLY(2) 1 32 88000000
30 FORMAT (//,SA,1)I*****NOTICE- INPUT DOWNWASM wUANTITIES HAVE bEkN I 33 6bl00000
IMULTIPLIED AS FULLOWS - BY,F6.3,25H FOR t1L SLOPtS UHA, ANU/IOX,3 I 34 88Z00000
2H 8Y,Fb.3,30M FOR THE DEFLECTIONS H ****,//) I 35 68300000
40 NXY2=2*NXY 1I 36 88400000
DO 5C LXY=1.NAY I 37 88500000
DO 50 J=1.16 I 38 8uu00000
ARGi=REAL(AMAT2(LXY,J)) I 39 b8700000
ARG2=AIMAu(XYAT2(LXYJ)) I 40 86500000
UCOE(-LXY,J)=ARG I 41 88900000
LN=LAYeNAY I 42 89000000
OCOtFiLN,J)=ARu2 I 43 89100000
JN=J+18 I 44 89200000
DCOEFILAYJN)=-AKG2 I 45 89300000
50 UCOEF(LN,JN)=ARGI 1 46 894C0000
OJ 80 MUDE=1,NMUE I 47 89500000
O0 o0 J=1,NXY 1 46 89600000
HRJ ,MODUJ=AXh*(J,MODE) I 49 89700000
bVECTJ,MUDE)=HA(J,MOOE) I 50 98u00000
L=NXY+J I 51 19"00000
bO *VECT( L ,MODt=Hk(J,MODE) I 52 90 0000
vRITE (ul.70J MuE 1 53 90100300
70 FORMiAT (//,1A,19OOWNwASH h/V, MODE(,12,Surj, NAY MEAL PARTS FIRST I 54 90200000
1, IN CON1IRCL POINT SEQUENCE//) 1 55 90300000
0d wRITE (o,90) (dvECT(J,MODE),J=1,NXY2) I 5b 90400000
90 FORMAT (o(A,El,.8)) I 57 90500000
CALL LSP (uLLFNXY2,32,BVECTNMOE,wFACTuUM,wT,ERRLT,Tb,C,9b, I 58 90630000
132) I 59 90700000
IF (ERRET-1J 140.100,120 1 60 90800000
100 PRINT 110 I 61 90900000
110 FORMAT (//I1A,it70** ERROR RETURN FROM LEAST ZWUARES ROUTINE, FEWE I 62 91000000
1R THAN 10 EuNS. ****//) I 63 91100000
GO TO 190 1 64 91200000
120 PxKINT 130 I 65 91330000
130 FORMAT (//lAobH**** ERROR RETURN FROM LEAST SWUAKES ROUTINE, uETE I 66 91400000
1RMINANT = 0 ***4//) I 67 91500000
u0 TO 190 I b8 91u00000
140 DO IbO MOOE=1,NMODE I 69 91700000
.KITE o,150) MODUE 1 70 91800000
150 FORMAT (//iXA,2dHWEIGHTING FACTORS ANM, MOU(,1l2,ZZH), I0 REAL PAR I 71 91900000
ITS FIRST//) 1 72 92000000
wRITE (6,9) (wFACT(J,MODE) ,J=1,32) I 73 92100000
27
JO 160 JK=l,o I 74 92200000
JO 160 KJ=1.16 I 75 92300000
KP=wFACT(K J,oJn I 76 92400000
KKJ=KJ+lo I 77 92500000
XIP=wFACT(KKJJN) I 78 92000000
103 ANM(KJ,JKIJ=MPLAIRP,XIP) I 79 92700000
C TAPL~ IS A LCMMUNCATION CHANNEL TO OVERLAY 2,0 I 80 92600000
WRITE 19) (ANM(JK,MCDE),JK=1,16) I 81 92900000
nRITE (b.170 MULE I 82 93000000
170 FORMAT (//,1X,ZYHLEAST SQUARE RESIDUALS, MUUtL(,I2, 0HJ, NAY REAL P 1 83 93100000
1AKTj FIkST, iN CUNTROL POINT SEQUENCE//) I 84 932z0000
18d3 RITE (b,90) tu(J,MODE),J=1,NXY2) I 85 93300000
190 RETuR I 86 93400000
END I 87- 93500000
GLSP.- The function of subprogram GLSP is to solve for the weighting factors
anm of equation (32) of reference 1 with the aid of subprogram SIMEQ. A weighted
least-square-error solution is made if the number of equations M exceeds the number
(N = 16) of unknowns. The matrix of weights is supplied by the user. For WT(1) = -1.0,
all weights are made 1.0. After a reduction to a normal form, solution of the simulta-
neous equations is done by SIMEQ. If the number of equations equals the number of
unknowns, SIMEQ is called directly. If the number of equations is less than the number
of unknowns, solution is not made. Instead a RETURN is made with IER = 1. The list-
ings for subprograms GLSP and SIMEQ follow.
SUBkOUTINE GLSP (A.M,N,B,IP,XU,SUM,9T,IER,Tb,wA,MAXM,MAAN J 2 93700000
C *** GuCUMLNT UATC 08-'1-68 SUBROLTINE RkvISLu 07-09-71 ******** J 3 9 o000000
C ThIS IRUTINE iS ADAPTED FOR USE AT LANGLEY FkuM SMIHSUNIAN J 4 93900000
C ASTRUPHYSILAL OBSERVATORY SUBROUTINE GLSP. J 5 94000000
C AIMAXM,MMANJ = GIVEN RECTANGULAR MATRIX J 0 94100000
C P = N.J. ROwS OF A J I 94200000
L N = Nu. CuLS OF A J 8 94300000
C blMAAM,IP) = MATRIX CF RIGHT SIDE J 9 94400000
C IP = 4OJ. COLS OF B J 10 945000C0
C X(MAANIi- = SCLUTION MATRIX J 11 94000000
C uLMAAM,Ih) = RESIDUAL MATRIX J 12 94700000
SSUMIIP) = SUM OF WEIGHTED SwUARES OF RLSIuUALS J 13 94800000
L WT(MAXAM = WEIGHTS. IF WT(1J=-1.0, ALL wEIGhTS ARE SET = 1.0 J 14 94900000
C IER = ERROR RETURN. = 1, NORMAL. = 1, h LT N. = L, UDT = 0. J 15 95000000
C TBIMAXN) = TEMP. STORAGE IN SIMEQ J 16 95100000
C WA(MAAN,MAXiN) = MATRIX OF NORMAL EQUATIuNS J 11 95;200000
C MAXM = MAXIMUM ROWS OF A J 18 95300000
C MAAN = 1'AAIMUM COLS OF A J 19 9 5t00 0uu
C SIMEj = ROUTINE TO SOLVE NORMAL tQUATIUNS J 20 9550000C
C J 21 9500000
UIMENSIuN A(MAXM,MAXN), B(MAXM,IP), X(MAXNIPJ, U(MAXMIPJ, J 22 95700000
1 SUM(IP),wTIMAAMlJ,TB(MAXN ),wA(?AXN,MAXNJ J 23 95800000
C J 24 990000
uiT=0.0 J 25 90000000
IER=O J 26 90100000
C SET ALL lEIGTS = 1.0 FOR NO WEIGHTING i*T1l) -1.0j J 27 90200000
IF (Til1J.GE.0.) GO TO 20 J 28 90300000
DO 10 I=1,M J 29 96400000
10 hT(I)=1.0 J 30 96o00000
20 IF (M-NJ 30.40,70 J 31 9o600000
C IF M LESS THAN N, NO SOLUTION, IER = i J 32 96700000
30 IER=1 J 33 90800000
RETURNi J 34 96900000
28
. I- M = N, SOLUTION WITH NORMAL EQUATIONS, AX = 6 J 35 97000000
40 UO 60 l=1.M J 36 97100000
UO n0 J=1,N J 37 97200000
50 WA(IJ)=A(I,JJ J 38 97300000
00 00 K=1.IP J 39 97400000
60 A(I,KJ)=(I,K) J 40 9700000
O0 TO 100 J 41 97600000
C I- M uT N, A = A(T) * A * wT, X = A(T) * 8 * hT J 42 97700000
C J 43 97800000
70 00 dO K=1.N J 44 9790000
00 dO J=l,.i J 45 9b000000
WA(J,K)=0.0 J 46 .98100000
00 dO I=1,M J 47 9b2000C0
dO WA(J,K)=VA(JK)J+A(IIK)*A(I,J)*wTilI J 4b 98300000
C WEIGhT B J 49 90400000
OU 9C K=1,IP J 50 98500000
UO 90 J=1,N J 51 95600000
A(JK)=0.0 J 52 96700000
O0 90 I=1,M J 53 9db00000
90 X(J,t)=AI(J,KIA(I,J)*B(I,K)*WT(I J 54 98900000
C SULVE twuATIuNS BY SIMEQ J 55 99000000
100 CALL SIMEW (*A,ii,X,IP,DET,TB,MAXN,IS) J 56 99100000
IF (OET.NE.0.) 60 TO 110 J 57 99200000
IER=2' J 58 99300000
0O TO P10 J 59 99400000
C SULVE NESIUUALS AND SUM OF SwUARES OF RtSIuUES J 60 99500000
113 00 130 K=IIP J b1 99600000
SUMt)=0.0 J 62 99700000
00 130 I=1,M J 63 99800000
U(Il,KJ=-(I,K) J 64 99900000
00 120 J=1,N J 65 100000000
120 U(IK)=U(I,KJ+iA(I,J)*X(J,K)) J 66 100100000
130 SUM(K)=SUM(K+(UtIK)l**2*WT(I) J 67 100200000
140 KETURN J 68 100300000
ENO J 69- 100400000
SUBtKUTINE SIMEW (A,N,B,MDETERM,[PIVOT,NMAA,ISCALEJ K 2 100600000
C *** OUCUMENT dATE 08-^1-68 SUbROLTINE RtVIStu 0b-01-o ******+~** K 3 100700000
C ,ULUTION uF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS K 4 100000000
C K 5 100900000
JIMtNSIUNr IPIVUT(N),A(NMAX,N),8(NMAX,M) K 6 10100000
tiUIVALENCL (IkUW,JROW),(ICOLUMJCLLUM),M(MAA,T,SWAPJ K 7 101100000
C K 8 101200000
L INITIALILATILN K 9 101300000
C K 10 101400000
10 ISLALO=0 K 11 101J00000
RI=10.0**100 K 12 10100000
R2=1.0/1 K 13 101700000
DETERM=1.0 K 14 101800000
UO 20 J=1,N K 15 101900000
20 IPIVOT(JJ=O K 10 1020000
UU 3s0 I=l, K 17 102100000
C K 18 10Z200000
C SEARCH FUk PIVUT ELEMFNT K 19 102l00000
C K 20 102400000
AMAA=0.0 K 21 10Z000000
00 TC J=1,N K 22 102600000
IF (IPIVOT(J)-1i 30,79,3C K 23 .10700000
30 DU 0O K=1,N K 24 102d00000
1- (IPIVUT(K)-1 4(0,60,39r K 25 102900000
'0 IF (ABS(AMAAJ-Ab3(A(J,K))) 50,60,60 K 26 103000000
D) I RO=J K 27 103100000
ICULUM=K K 28 103200000
AMAA=AtJ K) K 29 iu3300000
cO CUNTINUE K 30 10300000
70 CCNTINUt K 31 10300000O
IF (AMAXJ 90,d0,9 K 32 103o00000
80 UtTERM = 0 .0  K 33 103700000
ISLALE=0 K 34 103800000
Cu TO 390 K 35 103900000
93 IPIvOT(ICLLUuMI=PIVOT(ICOLUM)+1 K 36 104000000
29
C K 37 10,100000
L INTL-KCHANiuE RUvz TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON UIa UiNL K 38 104200000
C K 39 i03 0 0 0 0
IF (IKRO-ILULUMJ 100,14',100 K 40 104400000
100 uLTERM=-uETLkM K 41 104500000
Uu 110 L=,1N K 42 10to0000CbSAP=AIRUw,LJ K 43 104700000A(IKROCL)=A(ICULUYL) K 44 104o00Ou0
110 A(ILOLUML)=SnAP K 45 104900000
IF (M) 14J0.10.10 K 46 10>00000
123 00 130 L=1,M K 47 10IC000O
SnAP=O(IRUA,L) K 48 10D2000008(IROw.LJ=bICuLUM,L) K 49 10300OU O130 8(ICOLUML)=SvAP K 50 10~00000
140 PIVOTI=AtICLUM,ICOLUM) K 51 105500000
IF (PIVOT) 150,80,15) K 52 1060000
C K 53 105700000
C SCALE ThE UETEkMINANT K 54 105800000C K 55 105900000
15U PIVOTi=PIVUT K 55 105000000
IF (AbS(LLTtKMJ-l) 183,160,160 K 5 lOb1010000
160 otTEkM=O~TERM/KI K 58 10620003
ISCALt:ISCALL+1 K 59 o10300000
IF (AboSluETHtKw-K1) 217,170,17n K oO 10c000010
170 utTEkM=ULTEk/Kl K 61 100500000
ISCALL=ISCALL+1 K 62 1Cba0000066 TO 210 K b3 100o70000
I0O IF (AoDSoETLkM)-R2) 190,190,210 K 64 106d00 00
190 OETLR.M.CTtkt,*K1190 ETERM=oET R K 05 10690000CISCALE=iSLALL-1 K 66 1070000000
IF (AdSuETEKM)-k2) 2(0,2mC,210 K 67 101100000
200 DETERM=UETERP,*RI K 107200000
ISCALL=SCLALL-1 K 69 107300000
213 If (AbS(PIVTIJ-R1) 240,220,220 K 70 107400003
223 PIVuTI=PIVOII/Rl K 71 10700000
ISLAL=ISCALL+1 K 72 10 7 00000
IF CAbS(tIVoTI)-l!) 270,230,230 K 73 107100000
30 PIVUTI=PIVOTI/RI K 74 101o00000
ISCALE=ISLALL+1 K 75 10790000UO TO 270 K 7 10700000
2 0 IF AOS(PI1VUTIJ-k2) 250,25f,270 K 77 10810000
250 PIVUTI=PIVUTI*Ri K 78 106200000
IS ALE=ISCALE-1 K 79 10b300000
IF (AbS(PIVOTI)-R2) 260,260,270 K 80 106400000
260 PIVGTI=PIVOTI*1k K 81 10500000
ISCALt=ISCAL -1 K 82 10do0000
20 ETETM=ETtRM*PIVOTI K 83 108700000K 84 10680000
C JIVIDE PIVOT kO0 BY PIVOT ELEMENT K 85 10b900000
K 86 10900000
00 290 L=1,N K 87 109100000
IF (IfIVJT(LJ-1) 280,291,390 K 87 10920000
280 A ICULUM,L)=A(ICOLUML)/PIVnT K 89 109300000290 CCNTINUL 
K 90 109400000
IF (M) 320C,J3,30 K 91 109500000300 00 310 L=1,M 
K 92 109600000
310 d(ICGLUM,L)=otICOLUML)/PIVOT K 9 10970000
c K 94 109800000
C ~LUCE IO,-PIvOT RCWS 94 800000
c K 95 109900000
K 96 110000000320 00 300 L1=I,N K 96 110000000
If (L1-ILOLUM) 330,383,330 K 9b 110200000330 T=A(LI,IULLUL 
K 99 1103000000U 350 L=1.N K 99 110300000
If- IPIVOTtL)-1I 340,35',39n K 101 110400000
3'0 ACL1,L)=A(LILL-A(ICOLUM,L)*T K 102 110600000
3 CNTINUE K 103 110700000
IF (M 3b0,360,3o0 K 104 110800000
360 00 370 L=1,M K 104 1109800000
370 b(LLL)=OCL,L)-( ICOLUM,L)*T 5 l 000
3aU CCNTINut K 10o 111000000
390 RETURN K 107 111100000




Subprogram D2182 is the controlling subprogram in overlay 2,0. Its function is to
direct the calculation of the generalized aerodynamic forces Qi and, optionally, of the
flutter solutions as described in reference 2. A NAMELIST input is read. If it includes
previously calculated Q* values, their calculation is bypassed. Otherwise, the III
and anm matrices are obtained from TAPE9. During the calculation of Qi, most of
the intermediate matrices can be optionally printed. Finally, flutter solutions are made
for up to 25 values of air density, and the output is printed. The flow chart for D2182
follows.





INITIALIZE MASSES TO 0.0




READ FROM TAPE9 MATRICES [[[ (RECORDS 1 AND 21
AND ANM (RECORD 31 OF EQS. 28,32 OF REF. L
REWIND TAPE9
SWRITE CERTAIN PARAMETERS ON OUTPUT /
INITIALIZE MARIX ELEMENTS 0TO ZERO
IMTR2, 1fT [TM3, MTR6. MTRS, QIJ)
YES
COMPUTE NONSTANDARD SPAN COMPUTE 3O5E7l980R 11
STATIONS IMAX. OF 11. STANDARD SPAN STATIONSI I
BEGIN DO LOOP FOR
SPAN STTIONS IN SEQUENCE
BEGIN DO LOOP FOR MODES
31
240
INITIALIZE ITM2 - 0
INTERPOLATE HLE
COMPUTE MATRIX (42(EQ. 14, REF. 21
NO YES
__ CDI = O
COMPUTE MATRIX (21 AND CHORD STATIONS NO
FOR NON9TANDARD INTEGRATION (MAX = 20) NCDST 10
USE O20-POINTI IUSE IO0-POINT,
COMPUTE MATRIX (2) AND CHORD





USE NAMELISTED HIC INTERPOLATE DEFLECTIONS HI






FOR A SPAN STATION
PRINT MATRICES (21 AND (3) IF




rNONSTANDARD J COMPUTE MATRIX (61 FOR1




ALL SPAN STATIONS COMPLETE
YES
IF CWPR4 .NE. 0 PRINT DEFLECTIONS HLE/
NO YES
CWSPI = 0
OMPUTE NONSTANDARDRIX COMPUTE MATRIX (6) FOR
DD POWERS FORI WITH EVEN POWERS FORJ




COMPUTE MATRIX (7) 1 COMPUTE MATRIX (71
WITH 000 POWERS FOR I WITH EVEN POWERS FOR
ISPANWISE ANTISYMMETRY SPANWISE SYMMETRY
ITM3 = MATRIX (5) TIMES MATRIX (6 I
COMPUTE MATRIX (81
COMPUTE MATRIX (8XI
IF CWPR5.NE.0 PRINT MATRIX (5)
3800
33
IF CWPR6.NE.0 PRINT MATRICES (61 AND(7/
/IF CWPR8.NE.O PRINT ITM3 AND MATRIX (8)
IF CWPR8X.NE.O PRINT MATRIX (8XI
ITM4 = MATRIX (BXI TIMES MATRIX III
950





AND MACH,K,TANLETANLTE,S,NMODS, AND NSYM
(FORMATTED FOR SUBSEQUENT NAMELIST READ0
PRNT MATRIX OF DEFECTIONS HC
PRINT SPAN STATIONS
PRINT ANM MATRIX
PRINT GENERALIZED MASS MIJ MATRIX
PRINT MODAL FREQUENCIES OMEGA(I





COMPUTE ELEMENTS OF FLUTTER
DETERMINANT, EQS. Al2 AND AL3] 310
PRINT VALUE OF ALPHA/ RETURN
/PRINT FLUTTER DETERMINANT/
CALL EECN, COMPUTE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
rPRINT EIGENVECTORSNORMALIZED TO LARGEST ELEMENT
I
COMPUTE DAMPING COEFFICIENT G
AND STIFFNESS PARAMETER bo /V
PRINT EIGENVALUES EIGENFREQUENCIES W,
DAMPING COEFFICIENTS G AND STIFFNESS
PARAMETERS obo /V
( RETURN TO MAIN
34
6VERLAY( JMt-, 2.0) L 1 111500000
P'U0RAM i21b2 L 2 l1l00O00O
DIMtNSIUN AbTd~l3(!O),XBTB20(21),T31Cl0C(10),TLuLCZ0C20JYSP(11J, L 3 111700000
1XL(ZCJ.ALtfj11),kTE(ll) ,MTPl(6,20) ,MTK2(20Jitilk3i?,),ITK'ttU,C)), L 4 1116o0030
2tiTR4A(o.11) *rLi11,6),MTP5(6,6,11),MTR6(11),M1R1tl1,10t MTROto L 5 111900000
3.u,10J,MTkdxtu,4),IT'4(6,2),ITM2(,),ITM3totu.', ),ILtNT~d), L 0' 112000000
4ACOARL20) ,No(o),YSPS(11) ,HIC(11,20,b),HTA8LLU~j,Nux(6J,CFL(oJ, L 7 112100000
:)TEMP(u.u( uj 3MG 6 AS( )tAPA 5 Il2),AA(2 M(b L 6 112200000
o,tCMLLt,hjSP3>(11),XTR(20),INTHACT(6,2) L 9 112300000
LLMPLEA T4t L 6t ANM( 16,61,GAMMA (b) ,CAPoCJ,.dtwJ (0) , fzl.b) L 1U 11 i*U00 00
1 .ITM4(b,J,), LF, (6), STO (6 6),HACT~,6, VLt(. o,v v 11 tCA 11 11e.500000
NIAL 14k~~2,T',T4MRAMRT6i~7mK,~oTIIM L 12 lZ000C
l,1rM13,K,MAss,Kd3,mACHtISPS L 1-: 1127U0UUO
L0JM0N/1r.A 1o2/Ai, XK,TANLE ,TA JLr0 ,S,NM00)E,N,4.YMV L 14 112b00000
INTEULK L.SP5,T,CnSPI,CWCDIiCWPR2,CWPR3,CW~.l,LPKS, L 15 112900000
ICWPKOLvvWK8, LwPkOX L 16 113000000
C DATA TA6LEL, FUr) IN]TEGPATO).4 STATION'S Ai'.& -AC~uKS FK-I 10 AM.) L 17 113100000
c 20-PUINI uUOSIAN QIJACRATURE FOk QIJs 4** L lb I113200000
uATA t~~jJJ .=,~~.3~o3E1.7to1L1 ,09 ,L. 1S 113300000
1.832-U.*!523.7477,7t97,o 74d.,Z3t8 L 2C 113400000
2.9bo953 o/ L. 21 113500000
DATA (X~2~jjl?). 370t-,104~ti.-5o7o:l L 22 113cO00000
1.6 1~t51 *-l,.12ud34'^5,.186
9 73 169, 2 4456 6 5Up. 3I 3 1 c9eG,.3oul07U7, L 23 1137J0000
L 24 113800000
3.o73o.~5.914 n9,.5611721,.9Y8159,.99u~430/ L 25 1131J00000
DATA (Tu1CltoJ,j=l,!)/.3335672E-1,.7'.72t7 E-,.1095431ts, L 26 114000600
1.13,t6333co,.l~t77o21,.14776211,.13463336t.109.-431o,.7,,'
7 57 L-ig L 27 1141000OOC
2 .3333.5o74L-1/ L 28 11420000
DATA (TbIL2OtJJ= 2).81,)3>-,2301 -I.io~2L1 L 29 1 it30000co
I.tuoi-,:UuOO-,50766-,6otl1EI.I~U L1 L 30 ll4rtOOOOU
2. 74,6bu'93 L-1,-7376694E-, .7 63 7694E- 1. 7t~d493-1, . 104805:)- I, L 21 114!p30003
3.D439-,5Y926-,595OEI.13 7-t3.uOLl L 3L 11'tb'D0Coo
4 .2)30OI: - 1 , . zi7 '135 E- 21 L 33 11't7u0000
.iAMLI / 1P2102/NSPSTNC0STMASS, CMEGA ,0MELuofuNAL~h~jALPHA rybVSt L 34 114&JCOcO
1 I l-,nPTCsSYC6D TBCP2,CiK L '55 1149U0CCO
'-: C.vpRt LnP:)vPKC6 CWDR8 CWPRjXtXLEAR, X I ,Ntip L 3o 11DUO0000
3. TNiC.NkIIAHKALALcSrUS.4Y L 37 11 )10000l
\NM~uSMuUEiALrlXV3K= XK L 38 115200000
I'KINT 1') L 39 l11)300030
1 J FOKMAT 11r),///z2X,87HPR:GGRAM J21L2 ... CUMPUI& ULNLmAL1Lt:U ALRUjY L 40 11-'400000
INAMIC -uCL-S ANu SCLVE FLUTTFR 0ETERMINAR[3,) L 41 115-0U00u
C UtFAULT V)ALULS o,: C9'jTR0L PARAMETERS FOR UurmATuKEt PmINTIN,, L 42 11 :c.'0Cooo
c PO.AL1IN6 AiNu INPUT *** L 43 115700000
LvC0I=ChP2=LWPRjCWPP4=CWPR5=CPR6)=CfqPR8=LnrrsbA =0 L 44 11tb00000
Lw I =C~'.SPST ~rNPNC4HC=NR 010=0 L 45 11 900000
L 6LUIiN INPUT L 46 116000000
AtA~j 15,20) lLo.iT L '47 iiulcocCC
20J FORMAT (riAlO) L 48 110200000
PRI-if 30, I~tNT L 4V 116300000
-10 FUkMAT (///1LA,dAIO//) 1 50 llo400Q0
JCI -to 1=1,30 L 51 11650000i
w.,1(I1 )=O.O L 51.1 1li00oooo
40 M'ASS(I1Ju.0 L 52 iltluiooO
00 :)c I1,20L 53 116800000
toj HILIII J=1Y7/UO030?000O0l77777(l L 54 lIU900000
REAL) t5,IP2id2) L 55 II70COCOJ
uO FORMiAT (I/I\-A2r1 ECHO OF NAMELIST IP2182 k-OLLUWS J L o 117130000
hkITt tu.cu0J L 57 1172C00000
hKI1 I( 1tPZ182) L 5b 8 117 1-)000
Il- NKiJ.LW.1) ,uJ TO 1030 L 59 117400300
RL.INLJ 9 L 60 117500000
RLAt) (9) ( (TREYfJKKJ) ,JK=1,4,~KJ=1,4) L 61 111003000
READ (V) ((TtrLY(JK,KJ) ,JK=1,4 0 ),KJ=5,16) L 62 117700000
00 10 KJ=1,NmUOs L u3 11760000'
7) kEAr) (9i) (A~o(j&,KJJJK=1,16) L 64 111900002
RLVW1Ni '; L o5 i1d0cUT
vARITL lu,c001 ,ACH,K,TANLE,TANLTE,S,NMLDS,iiat~i L 6o 11d1000c0
do FORMAI (//.HM MACH=El5.8,5X,2-HK=E15.6t5X,6HrMNiLE=L:.otx,1-TANTE:= L 67 110.0000'C
1tl5.t3,5A,2HS~l.8r//7H NMDS=12,5X,5hNSYM=Il///J L 66 1183.00000
k:1 69 11d4UU000
C*** l.iT IALIlL viATR x ELENIENTS TO ZERO L 70 11d- 0coCo
00 9', J=1...CUST L 71 l1dc'o000
35
i0 M T 2 i3 L 72 lilOo70co
J0 110 NjJ1,vu L 73 11c0boo0ooOu 110 Nj0=1..NMUos L 74 11b90ooooo
00 10o L~1iS~ 75 119000000
LJ3 1 T M3 1 1 S J, IiJJ , JSi' . L 76 119100001
'110 LLNTINUt L 77 119 200000
U0 1.20 J=. L 7d ti i9300000
Uu 12U rJ'1,i\.CL)SI L 79, 119'.00000
120 1TM1( ,iKj)=U.0 L 80 119700oooC L 81 l19coo~uu
00L 13D Jil=1.NSP.S - L 62 1197030C
13J MT,'jP)ju.D L o3 119bC0000
14..) Cb,.TlNUt L 84 119900000
DU 11U M1J=l,o L 85 i20000000
DO lou MiK=1,u L 66 12010ou00u
.JO !LO ML=1,10 L o7 12112OODC1
1 )0 MTr(M'jtMK,MLJ=0.0 L 88 1203)00000lo') CLNT INUL L 69 140400O01 7,j LCLuN T .1UL L 9C 1 41' OOOOC
Du~ 190 Iiil,M)U") L 91 12ut)000uu
LA) 1bO ML=1I.NM~UU L 92. I&d700000
1?6 .i J ( I'J , ML J =U.0U L 93 1406000o0
190 CLNT IN0t L 94 1 oly0000c
I PAdvriisc STJAiiu,' FSTAI3LISHED L 95 121000c00o
C L 96 121100)000
C I- C .ST.L-u.0 GO TOl 210 L 97 i1I30C0.0
CL 9b 121300000
C N-N-STAN.oAKo PAN STATIONS L 99 12 1400000C
c L 100 121500000
J0 Z2 J=1.NSPST 1 101 l2lijOuuo
20') Y-sp J)=St Y J*l L 102 121700003
L ,U 10 230 L 103 1'21 Ud0Q0
L 104 121900003C ST ANUARu SPAi, SrJATIONS (3,5,7,9, Okll EQ~UALLY SPAU~LU) L 105 1240C000
C- L 106 122100uou0
210 Ul= /iLUATINSP-,T-1) L 107 122200"00
ysp~ io L 108 122300000
LoO 220 J=2,Pq Psr L 109l 12e'.UUUUU
220 V!SP(oi=Y.Pt(.-1 [tijL I 11 f 1 z&00D00
230 LuiqT I\0t CL 111 122(..00000
UO i 70 I SP-A,=1,N.PST L 112 122700000
00 t.20 'juL=1.NmufjS L 113 L1Zd00300
0L) 240 J=1,u L 114 122V930000
003 UO40 rJ=,IAUj, L 115 12300000
2. ITM2(J ,&'jj 0.0 L Ilo 12 31000CC
CL 117 1 3200000C CCIMPUIC A-AL0 STo~kL CHOPD INTEG'.ALS OF LNSTAR MTR..A L 118 12330.0000
L L 119 1234000000
ALI~z.Ai=)AtS~rP(ISPAt))*TAN4LE L 120 123500000
XTLII'PAN~j=1.+Ab CYSP(ISPAN))*TANLTI:L IZ1I 12. ooc000
XVAL=ALL (ISPANd L 122 123700000
00 250 J=1,i,,P L 12 3 123o000030
AT0(Jj=ALtHi0PAId)+XTA3c(J)*(XTE(ISPAN)-XLE(biPANJqJ L 1 2'. 123900)C02:)o HTIA6s( J =rIIC( ISPAN, J tM2DE ) L 125 12400000ij
I NTt RPL AT tILt UtCFIECT IJN L 12o 12'.100030,
CALL 1- ILUP (AVAL ,H VAL , NTOR NHIP ,XTH 11) hTIjJ I 127 14'.200000
rILE 4 IS iANMuut J=iVAL L 126 124300UU0
ALT -v=ATt tISP~AN J *2-XL E ( ISPAN 1**2 L 1 29 1 zt.'.0C 0 0
AL TSk=SWRT( ALl wj L 130 124D00000
XLTS33AL rsk*' L 131 14'.600)00
A LT S5 = AL TS5R -7 * L 132 144.700000
ALEZ=XLE(ISPAN)*'? L 133 124R46 00 0
IF- (ALE(ISPANJ.EU.n.) GO TO 2u) L 134 124Y00000
,\TiA=Ad,(TE4,' )A)/LE(SPN)L 135 12J000000ACOSH=ALUCATUAL-SCRT( XTCXL**2-1.2) L 13t, 1z.,100000
uJ TO 270 L 137 12!)?00000
2uo AC u,H= J. L L 13b Ie:)3 00 0027.) LCNTINOC L 139 12D400000MTR'.A( 1, i,PAN)=xLTSR L 140 1L ):C0030
t~~<A 1 ZPIJ.)XEIPN*LS+5XE A-l 141 1256O000
MT lA( 3,Is.PANI.*XTE(SPAN)*XLTSR-,'*X1L~eALU~ L 142 1 5700000
A TK'tA(4,I1SPAN) =- 3 'O3 'XLT S3 L 143 125c000000
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MTR4A(,ISFAN)=.25*XTE(ISPAN)*XLTS3+.125*ALE*ATEISPANJ*XLTSk-.12 L 144 125900000
15*ALE2**2*XCUSH L 145 120000000
MTR4A(l,ISPANJ=.2*XLTS5+.33333333*XLE2*XLTS3 L 146 126100000
00 280 NN=1,o L 147 126200000
280 MTR4(NN,MjO)L=MTR4A(NNtISPAN)*HLE(ISPAN,MUuE L 148 120300000
C L 149 126400000
C COMPUTt ANO STORE CHORD INTEGRATING MATRIA - MTk2 L 150 126500000
C L 131 120000000
IF (LWCJI.E.0) bO TO 300 L 152 126700000
C L 153 12600000
C NON-STANJARU LHOKDWISE INTEGRATION L 154 120900000
C L 155 127000000
00 290 J=1,NLUST L 156 127100000
MTk2(J)=XICLJ)*(ATEIISPAN)-XLE(ISPANj) L 157 127200000
2'0 ACIJJ=XLEtISPAN+XCRAR(J)*(XTE(ISPANJ-XLE(ISPANJJ L 158 127300000
GO Tb 340 L 159 127400000
C L 160 127500000
C STANDARD CHOKo~tsF INTEGRATION (10 OR 20-PUiNT GAUSS) L 161 127600000
C L 162 127700000
300 IF (NCLUT.E6.10) GC TO 320 L 163 17b00000
00 310 J=1,NCOST L 164 127900000
MTR2(J)=TuIC20(J*(XTE(ISPAN)--XLE(ISPANU L 165 128000000
310 XCLJ=XLELSPAN)*XBTB20(J)*(XTE(ISFAN)-XLEtiPANJJ L 166 126100000
GO TO 3#3 L 1o7 128200000
320 00 330 J=1,NCST L 166 12o00000
MTR2(J)=TBICIO(JJ(XTE(ISPAN)-XLE(ISPAN) L 1b9 12b400000
330 XC(J)=AL:(ISPANJ+XBTB1f(J)*(XTE(ISPAN)-XLtibPANJJ L 170 126500000
340 CLNTINUt L 171 12o00000
00 413 KChu=1.NJCST L 172 12b700000
C L 173 126800000
C COMPuTL AND TRe DEFLECTIONS H-HLE(MODE 1) - MTR3 L 174 128900000
C L 175 129000000
IF (C~Cul.Nt.0) u0 TO 36 n  L 176 129100000
C L 177 129200000
C STANDARD INTLkPLATION OF DEFLECTICNS L 178 129300000
C L 179 129400000
0O 350 J=1,%HP L 180 129500000
XTd(J)=XLL(IS5PAi)+XTAB(J)*(XTE(ISPAN)-XLE(ISPANJJ L 181 149600000
350 HTAd(JJ=HIL(ISPAN,J,MODE) L 182 129700000
XVAL=xC(KLHU) L 183 129600000
C INTERPOLATE LhELcCTIONS L 184 129900000
CALL FTLJP (AVAL,HVAL.INTCR,NHP,XT2(1),HTA(il L 185 130000000
MTR3(KCHO.MLLJE=VAL-HLE(ISPAN,MODE) L 186 130100000
GO TO 370 L 187 13020000
C L 188 130300000
C NON-STANuAR), Uzt CEFLECTIONS HIC k/0 INTEKPULAILON L 169 130400000
C L 190 130500000
360 MTK3(KChJO,Miu)=HIC(ISPAN,KCHD,MOOE-HLE(SPAN,MOuL) L 191 130600000
370 CLNTINUE L 192 130700003
SURTRADO= wRT(XC(CHD)**2-XLE(ISPAN)**2) L 192.1 130803000
ACN=1.0 L 192.2 130900000
JU 400 N=1,o L 193 131000000
IF (N.t.1) uo Tu 380 L 194 131100000
IF (N.Ew.2) Ui Tu 39! L 195 131200000
MTR1(N,KiChJ=ACf*SQRTRAD L 19o 13130C000
XLN=ACN*XL(KLHi L 196.1 131400000
uO TO t03 L 197 131500000
360 IF(swkTkAO.NE. 0.) GO TO ?82 L 197.1 131600000
MTRI(N,KCHDJ=0.0 L 197.2 131700000
U0 TOU 43 L 197.3 131800000
3d2 MTR1(N,KCHU)=AL(KCIDJ/SQRTRAD L 197.4 131900000
uO TO 400 L 199 13000000
393 MTRI(N,CHUi)=XXC(CD)*MR' (N-1,KCHDO L 200 132100000
400 CONTINUe L 201 13z220000
410 CONTINUL L 202 132300000
420 LONTINUE L 203 132400000
C END OF MUUAL DO LOOP *** L 204 132500000
C L 205 13b0000
C MATKIA PtKRTIU FOR CHORODISE INTEGRATIN L 206 1370000
L L 207 132800000
C L 208 132900000
37
C COMPUTE ANO )TUkt CHORD INTEGRALS - MTRS L 209 133000000
c L 210 133100000
DU 430 J=1,o L 211 133200000
UU 43U JJ=1,NCLub L 212 133300000
430 ITM1(J,JJJ=MTR1(J,JJ)*MTR2(JJ) L 213 133400000
D0 440 J=lo L 214 133500000
D00 40 JJ=1,NMUUS L 215 133000000
00 440 JJJ=1,NLLST L 216 133700000
440 ITM2(JJJ)=ITM1(J,JJJ)*MTR3(JJJJJJ)+ITM2(J,JJ) L 217 133d00000
J0 450 J=1,u L 218 1339000u00
uO *-0 JJ=1,I.MOUS L 219 134000000
4t0 MTRD(JJ.J,IzPANJ=ITM2(J.JJ)+MTR4(J,JJ) L 220 134100000
IF (LwPR2.E.3) GO TC 480 L 221 13t200000
ikITE (ob460) L 222 134300000
460 FORMAT (//IUA,21MATRIX PTR1 - BY PC.S ) L 223 134400000
oRITE (o.1000) (LMTR1(JK,KJ),KJ=1,NCDSTJ,JA=1,.) L 224 134500000
wRITE (o,470J) L 225 134600000
470 FORMAT (//10A. 33HMATPIX PTR2, DIAGCNAL ELMELNTS ) L 226 13410)000
nRITE (o,1000) (MTR?(JK), JK=1,NCOST) L 227 134b00000
480 IF (L.Pk3.E.O0) 03 TO 500 L 228 134900000
wRITE (0,490) L 229 135000000
490 FORMAT (//IOA,3'hDEFLECTIGNS H-HLE , MTR3 , DY hOnS J L 23C 13!100000
wRITE .olCC) ((MTR3(JK,KJ),JK=1,NCDST,KJ=1,NMubSJ L 231 135200000
)00 IF (CAPks.Ew.3) GO TO 52" L 232 135300000
WRITE (0o510) L 233 13D00000
510 FuRMAT (//IOA,33iCHORU INTFGRALS LF LNSTAK - MTkRA/) L 234 135s00000
WRITE (o,1000) (MTR4A(JK,ISPAN),JK=b) L 235 135600000
520 IF (CwPR4.LW.0) GO TO 560 L 23b 135100000
wRITE (o,530) L 237 135500000
P30 FORMAT (//10X,L1hMATRIX MTR4 - bY ROWS ) L 23b 13D900000
RI[E (o,l00) ((MTR4(JK,KJ),KJ=1,NMGDSJ,JK=1,t) L 239 130000000
vRITt (6,)40) L 240 136100000
5.0 FuKMAT (//1OA,33MATRIX ITP1 = MTRI*MTR2 , uY RLuS J L 241 130200000
.RITE L(,iOOC) I(ITM1(JK,KJ),KJ=1,COSTJ,J=1,o) L 242 136300000
w ITE (otO,5) L 243 136400000
550 FORMAT I//10X,33HMATRIX ITP2 = ITl*MTR3 , u~ RUwS J L 244 136500000
wRITE (,100C) ((ITM2(JKKJ),KJ=1,VhODSI,JN=1,uJ L 245 136000000
b0O CONTINUL L 246 130700000
>13 COiTINUL L 247 136800000
C END uF SPAN-STATION DC LOOP *** L 248 130900000
IF (CfPK'.Ew.OJ) O TO 590 L 249 137000000
wRITE (o0.50d L 250 137100000
b0 FORMAT (//10O,51HEFLECTIONS HLE OF MTR4, by SPAi STA., MOuk 1 IKS L 251 13700000
IT ) L 251.1 131300000
NKITE (o,100C) (IHLE(JK,KJ),JK=1,NSPST),KJ=I,NMUUz) L 252 137400000
590 CONTINUE L 253 137500000
C L 254 137000000
C GCMPUTE AND STORE SPAN INTEGRATING MATRIX - MTRo L 255 137700000
C L 256 137000000
IF (CwSPI.L.0 ~D TO 61C L 257 137900000
C L 258 138000000
L NN-zTANJAKU SPANWISE INTEGRATION L 259 13b100000
C L 26C 1362000C00
00 oO JS=1.ilSPST L 2ol 13b300000
600 MTRo(JS)=ISPS(JJ *S L 262 13b400000
GO TO a30 L 263 138500000
C L 264 13800000
C STANUARU SPANwISE INTEGRATION L 265 138700000
C L 266 138600000
old wuANT=S/FLuAT(3*(NSPST-1)) L 267 136900000
MTRol)=QJANT L 268 139000000
NSM=NSPST-1 L 269 139100000
00 o20 JS=2,NSM,2 L 270 139200000
MTRu(JS)=O.0*~UANT L 271 139300000
o20 MTR6(JS+IJ=2.0*uANT L 272 139400000
MTRb(IISPST)= u.ANT L 272.1 139500000
C L 273 13900000
630 CONTINUE L 274 139700000
DO 040 Js=1,NbPST L 275 139800000
o00 MTR7(JSI1)=1.0 L 276 139900000
00 080 JS=1,NSPST L 277 140000000
IF INSYM.Lw.1) GG TO 660 L 278 140100000
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00 650 JP=1,10 L 279 140200000
JSP=2*(JP-1)+1 L 280 140300000
o05 MTRI(JS.JPJ=YSP(JS)**JSP L 281 14U400000U
00 TO b6O L 282 140t00000
663 OU 070 JP=2.10 L 283 140600000
JSP=2*(JP-2)+2 L 284 140700000
o70 MTRI(JS,jP)=YSP(JS)*JSP L 285 140b00000
680 CCNTINUE L 286 140900000
00 700 NSJ=1,o L 287 141000000
DO 700 iJJ=1,NMUS L 288 141100000
DU o90 J=1I,NSPST L 289 141200000
O90 ITM3(NSJNJj,JS=MTRP5(NJJ,NSJJS)*'TR6(JS) L 290 141300000
700 CLNTINUt L 291 141400000
C L 292 141500000
C MATRIX OPERATIOiN FCR SPANWISE INTEGRATION L 293 141600000
L L 294 141700000
C L 295 141oO0000
C COMPUTE ANu STORu QIJ-STAP MATRIX - MTR8 L 29o 141900000
C L 297 142000000
00 740 MJ=1,o L 298 142100000
UO 730 MK=1,NMUU L 299 142200000
00 720 ML=1.10 L 300 142300000
Ob 710 MM=1.NSPST L 301 142400000
710 MTRo(MJ,M,ML )=ITM3(MJ,MK,VM)IMTR7(MM, ML)+MIo(MJ,MK,MLJ L 302 14250000u
720 CLNTINUL L 303 142o00000
730 CUNTINUL L 304 142100000
740 CONTINUE L 305 142800000
C L 306 142900000
C COMPUTE ANU STORt CIJ-STAP REARKANGED - MTKRA L 307 143000000
C L 308 14I100000
Ou 770 MJ=1,NuLUS L 309 143200000
NN=0 L 310 143300000
00 100 MK=1,o L 311 143400000
I1 (MK.Lt.1.uL.MK.EQ.3) NTM=13 L 312 143500000
IF (Mr.Eu.2.RK.M.EQ.4) NTV=8 L 313 143000000
IF kMK.tj.5) TM=6 L 314 143700000
IF (MK.tu.oI NTM=4 L 315 143800000
OU 750 ML=1,\Th L 316 143900000
NN=NNi+1 L 317 144000300
h10 MTR8ALMJNN) =MTKd(MK,MJML) L 318 144100000
760 CGNTINUl L 319 144200000
770 CuNTINUt L 320 144300000
IF (CwPK5.Ew.01 uO TO 800 L 321 144400000
w.ITE (0,780) L 322 144500000
laO FORMAT (//1UA,22rCHORD INTEGRALS - MTR5/ )A, 15hN=O (IN LNSTAR , L 323 144o00000
111iA, 3N=1, 17A,3HN=2, 17X,3HN=3, 17X,3HN=4, 17A,3HN=, ) L 323.1 144700000
JO 790 MJ=1,NMOUS L 324 144600000
PRINT 7oZ. MJ L324.1 144900C00
7o2 FORMAT 5A, >hMuOE ,I?2) L324.2 145000000
793 WRITE (o.1000) L(MTR5tMJ,JK,KJ),JK=1,6),KJ=1 ,vs Tj L 325 145100000
800 IF (CWPKo.Ew.0J O TO 8?0 L 326 14500000
wRITE (tolOj L 327 145300000
810 FJKMAT (//10A,47mSPAN INTEGRATING MATRIX - MTho (IAGOUNAL TERMS)/ L 328 145400000
.wITE to,100QC (iTR6(JK), JK=1,NSPST) L 329 145500000
HRITE (0.o20) L 330 145000000
d20 FURMAT(//IOX. 23HMATRIX - MTR7 - BY ROWS /J L 331 145700000
nRITE (6,1000) (IMTR7(JKKJ),KJ=1,10),JK=I,NS~)T) L 332 145800000
d30 IF (LPko.E.0) GO TO 88" L 333 145900000
WRITE (6,40J) L 334 140000000
d*O FORMAT (//1A,36iMATIX ITM3 = ATR5*MTR6 , o CULUMNS L 335 146100000
LO 050 JN=lNlusb L 336 140200000
d0 WRITE o6l100C) ((!TM3(JJ,JK,JM),JJ=1,6),JM=1,NSPST) L 337 14o4000u0
WRITE 16,ao0J L 338 140400000
d00 FURMAT (//10A,50HSPAN INTEGRALS,MTR8tBY RUOSoO LLMtNTS EACh MODE L 339 146500000
1 /1 L 340 14600000
00 d70 MJ=1,NMOUS L 341 146700000
d70 WRITE (o,1000) ((MTRS(JK,MJ,KJ),KJ=1,10),JK=1,6 L 342 14o800000
dd If (CwPRbA.tU.0J GC TO 900 L 343 14o900000
WRITE (o68,90 L 344 141000000
890 F-OMAT (//10AoZHSPAN INTEGRALS REARRANGEu,MIbxA, RUS LF to ELEME L 345 1471000CO
INTS EACH MUDE/J L 346 147200000
WRITE (o.10C0) ((MTR8X(JK,KJKJKJ=1,46),JK=1,NrbODSJ L 347 147300000
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900 CONTINUE L 348 147400000
00 920 MJ=1,NMOUS L 349 147500000
00 910 ML=1,,o L 350 14700000
910 ITM4(MJ,ML)=0.0 L 351 147700000
920 GUNTINUE L 352 147600000
00 940 MJ=I,NMUJ, L 353 147900000
00 9,0 ML=l,lo L 354 140000000
00 930 MM=1.to L 355 148100000
930 ITM(iMJ,ML)=MTkoA(J,MM)*TREY(MM,ML)+ITM4(MJ,MLJ L 356 146200000
940 LONTINUt L 357 140300000
C L 358 148400000
C MATKIA UPtRATILN FOR GENEPALIZEU AERODYNAMIC rORLtS L 359 1i850000
00 960 MJ=1,NMUUiJ L 360 146600000
UO 900 MI=1,NMOUS L 361 14t700000
UU 950 ML=1.16 L 362 146800000
9i0 1IJ(MJMI)=ITM4(MJ.ML)*ANM(ML,MI)+QIJ(MJ,MIJ L 363 168900000
900 CLNTINUE L 364 149000000
C JIJ-bTAR .ATRIX IS COMPLETE L 365 149100000
WRITE (o,70) L 3o6 1-9200000
970 -ukMAT (//1A,.77nINPUT DEFLECTIONS H SUB it IN URKuL L.L. TO T.t., L 367 149300000
1 INdUARU FIRST, MODE 1 FIPST/) L 368 149400000
DU 990 MJ=1,NMUS L 369 149500000
UU00 0 MI=I.hSP.T L 370 149o00000
900 WRITE (O.100U (rnIC(MI,JMJ),J=1,NHP) L 371 149700000
990 LLNTINUL L 372 149600000
1303 -uRMAT (o5XElD.8)J L 373 14993000C
wRITE (o,1010) L 374 150000000
1013 FURNAT (//10A,13HSPAN STATIONS/J L 375 150100000
WRITt (u,OCC)J (YSP(J),J=1,NSPST) L 376 1s0L00000
vwRITE (b.1020J L 371 150300000
1323 FURMAT (//10A.4oHANM MATRIX, 6Y MODAL COLUMNS OF LCOMPLIA ELEMENTS/ L 378 150430000
1lX,4HREAL,1soA,4d1MAG,16X,4HREAL, 16X,4HIMAu,IuA,-nLAL,ioX,4HIMAGJ L 379 150500000
WRITE (o,1000J ((ANM(JK,KJ),JK=1,16),KJ=1,NMUUSJ L 380 1000000
1030 CuNTINUE L 381 15070000C
ARITE (o,104G) L 382 15000000
1043 FORMAT (//10A,10MlMIJ MATR!X/) L 383 150900000
WRITE (6.10UL) ((MASS(JKKJ),KJ=1dMODS),JK=1,NMuoJ) L 364 151000000
WRITE (0,1050) L 365 15110000C
1090 FURMAT t//10A,17HMODAL FREQUENCIES/) L 386 15100000
aRIrT (6,130C) (UMEGA(J),J=1,NMODUS L 387 151300000
wRITe (6o,100) L 388 15100000
10o FORMAT (//U10,31HMOOAL DAVPING COEFFICIENTS bll)/) L 389 151500000
WRITL (u.1000) i(J),J=1,NMODS) L 390 151600000
vRITE (o,1070) L 391 1,1700C00
1010 FORMAT (//10A,2o0 1 IJ MATRIX, BY CCMPLEX kRU/i L 392 l4id00000
WRITE (o,1000J I(QIJ(JKKJ),KJ,KJ=1,MGOS),J=,MuuS) L 393 151900000
IF INPNCHw.NL.1) GO TO 1102 L 394 152000000
PUNCH 1060, MACH,K,TANLE,TANLTE,SNMODS,ONYM L 395 152100000
10oO FORMAT (1A,>HMACIl=E15.8,3HK=E15.8,7HTANLL=Ll>.d,1H,/1A,7HTANLTt= L 396 152200000
1E15.b,3H.5=El1.o,7H,NMODS=I2,oH,NSYM=12, 1H, L 397 152300000
UO 1100 MI=1,NMUUS L 398 1;00000
0u 1100 MJ=I,NMOUS,2 L 399 1.)500000
kQIJ=REAL(6IJ(MJ.MI)) $ RQIJPL=REAL(QIJ(MJ+1,MIM1 L 400 152000000
AIUIJ=AIMAGwUIJ(MJ,MI)) $ AIQIJPI=AIMAG(wJ(MJ+1,MI) L 401 195100000
PUNCH 100, MJMI,RQIJAIQIJRIJ IJP1,AIQIJPI L 402 132800000
1090 FORMAT (5h wJ(,I!,1IH,I1,2H)=,2(1H(,E15.b,ih,,Lt .6,ZH,) L 403 1,2900000
1100 CLNTINUE L 404 153000000
C L 405 153100000
C Bt IN FLUTTER SOLUTICN *** L 406 153200000
C L 407 1-3300000
1102 IF (K.Nt.0.J GO TO 1120 L t08 153900000
PRINT 1110 L 409 153500000
1110 FORMAT (//33h *9* K=", NO FLUTTER SOLUTION **4//J L 410 1 b300000
O0 TO 1310 L 411 153700000
1123 uO 1j30 NAF=1,NALPHA L 412 153800000
00 1140 MI=1,NMJuS L 413 153900000
40
KRT= ((MtbBb/LMEbLA( M I )**2/(MrSSMIMI)*( 1.*,Im 2J) L 414 154000000
XIPT=-G(MI)*KPT L 415 1t.100000
oAMMA(MIJ=CMPLATRPT,XIPT) L 410 15.200000
UO 1130 MJ=1,NMuUS L 417 lq:00003
1130 LAPG(MI,lMJJ=AMMA(MI)*(MASS(MI,
M J )
+ALPHA(N AFJ* W Il J (MIMJ)/K* *2)) L 418 154400000
1143 CLNTINUE L 419 
154,00000
WRITE (o.1150) ALPHA(NAF) L 420 154600000
1150 FORMAT 1////10,oHALPHA=E15.8) L 421 154700000
wRITE (oiIo0I L 422 154000C
110 FURMAT (//lOA.3oMFLUTTER DETERMINANT, BY LUMILEA K~Ob/) L 423 154900000
WRITE t.10OCJ (CAPG(JK,KJ),KJ=1,NMGUS),J
=I1,NMUS) L 424 1~5000000
NMAA=6 L 425 1100000uoo
IiTHALT(1,1J=INTHACT(2,1)=NMO)S L 42o 155200000
CALL EELM (LAPG,EIG,VECSTOR,HACT,CFE,A,1 NfTALT,it'MAA) L 427 155300000
IF (INTHACT(1,1).GE.NMODS) GO TO 1180 L 42 155400000
NRITE (6.1170) L 429 155500000
1170 FURMAT (/oOH ******** NCN-CONVERGENCE RETURN FkUM SuokuUTINE **** L 430 15500000
+******/) L 431 15o700000
uO TO 1300 L 432 
155800000
1181 PRINT 1191 
L 433 1!9000CO
1190 FukAAT (/oA,90iEIGENVECTOPS IN SAME ORDER AS 1HL EIULNVkLUES...LAC L 434 
150000000
1H EIGENVaCTUk NJRMALIZED TO ITS LARGEST ELEMENT) L 435 1 2ul0000
JU 1230 LVEC=i1,iMO0S L 430 
1I200000
C RENORMALILE EluEiVECTOR, MAKE LARGEST ELEMENT l.u + 0.01 L 431 1i5300000
JSAVE=1 L 438 
156400000
J 1200 J=ZNMOUS L 439 
150500000
tk ((VEC(JSAVL,LVEC)*CONJG(VEC(JSAVE,LVEC))).LT.(VLCtJLVLC)*LONJG L 440 150600000
I(VEC(J,LVLCJ )J JSAVE=J L 441 1lb700000
1403 CLNrINUE 
L 442 15b6800000
VLCSA=VVEC(JSAVt,LVEC) L 443 106900030
O 1210 J=1.NMOU L 444 
157000000
VECJ,LVECJ=VtCiJ,LVEC)/VECSAV L 445 157100000




S ) L 447 1s7300000
12L3 FORMAT (1~r tIluNVECTOR(,12,1H)/(6E21.8)/J L 446 1574000C0
1233 CL,4TINUE L 449 
!,700OCO
0U 1250 JITL=1,NMODS L 450 157000
EIGcNR=kRAL(LIU(JITE)) L 41 i)7700000
IGE:NI=AIMAGIIIG(JITE) )  L 452 151/00000
IF (lbEiunEK.T.0) GO r0 1240 L 453 1579000
zMG(JITtU)=LUMEEu(JITE)=KC(JITE)=17770000000 7l717718 L 454 1Oo000000
GO TO 14P0 L 455 
1~6100000
1240 SMb(JiTJ)=tIGENI/EIG
E NR L 456 1b8400000
EJMEG(JITt)=CMEuo/SRT(EIGENR) L 4)7 158300000
KB(JITE)=KOuMGo/ECMEG(JITF) L 458 15b400000
12)3 CCNTINUE L 459 
158500000
RITE (6,1200o L 460 15bo00CC
12o3 FURMAT L//13A,41HEIGENVALUES. RE(1),IM(1),iEtR),1M(2),ETC./) L 461 15d700000
AKITL (6,O1OC) (c G(J),J=1,NMJDS) L 462 19b00000
wRITE (0,121C) L 463 158900000
1273 FO(MAT (//10A,1.HEIGENFREQUENCIES/) L 464 
1s9000000
wRITE (o,100C) (ElMEG(J),J=1,qMO
o S) L 4o5 15910000
wRITE (u,12o0) L 466 159200000
iZoO FURMAT (//10A,2HnAMPING CCEFFICIENTS G/) L 467 
1I9300000
vKITE tl,100) (SMG(J),J=1,NMO0S) L 468 159400000
klITE (o,1 2 9 0G L 469 159500000
1293 FORMAT (//lUx, 020STIFFNESS PARAMETERS/) L 470 159o00000








Description of External File TAPE9
The file TAPE9 is written in Overlay 1,0 and read in Overlay 2,0. As shown on
the flow charts, it is handled as follows, for KPROG = 0:
(1) Rewound in subprogram D2181.
(2) In subprogram MTXMPY the first four columns of the matrix II are written
as record no. 1, and columns 5 to 16 are written as record no. 2.
(3) In subprogram PRT2 the matrix of a() is written as record no. 3.
(4) In subprogram D2182, TAPE9 is rewound, the matrix III is read as the first
two records, and the matrix a) is read as record no. 3. TAPE9 is then rewound.
For KPROG * 0 TAPE9 is not used.
USAGE
Program Information and Input Deck Arrangement
The program D2180 is written in the FORTRAN IV language for the Control Data
6000 series digital computer under the SCOPE 3.0 operating system. To compile, load,
and run requires a field length of 63000 (octal) locations with variables dimensioned as
follows: 48 control points, 6 vibration modes, 25 air density values, and 220 points on
the half-span wing for modal deflections. An example of a central processor time to
compile and run is 166 seconds on a 6400 for a case with 48 control points, 3 modes,












Required for KPROG < 1
Ident Omitted for KPROG = 1
$ IP2180
8
Control Copy program from storage,
cards compile, and execute.
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Input Description
The input quantities are loaded by using the FORTRAN IV NAMELIST, with the
exception of the IDENT cards that are in 8A10 format. The input symbols are as fol-
lows: (Recall that all NAMELIST input begins in columns 2 to 80. Also, see descrip-
tion below of "standard integration" for Qij values).
$IP2180
KPROG control word: if less than 1, execute both programs D2181 and D2182;
if equal to 1, execute only D2182.
$END
IDENT identification information, one card in 8A10 format
$IP2181 (equation numbers below refer to the number given in ref. 1).
DEL nominal value of width 6 of subregion III. Default value = 0.04.
DHX real part of downwash ratio on left-hand side of equation (18),
-ahj/ax, one value per control point
H imaginary part of downwash ratio on left-hand side of equation (18)
(ref. 1) not including k, -2h, one value per control point
HMLTPLY optional two-word array that if nonzero multiplies: HMLTPLY(1)
times DHX, HMLTPLY(2) times H. Default values are 0.0.
NMODE number of modes of downwash (maximum of 6)
NSYM control word for spanwise symmetry in lift series An* of equa-
tion (13b) of reference 1 and An of equation (14) of reference 1:
0 for spanwise antisymmetry (odd powers on qm), not 0 for span-
wise symmetry (even powers on 71m). Default value = 1.
NXY number of downwash control or collocation points, maximum of 48
S ratio of wing semispan to root semichord
TANLE tangent of leading-edge sweep angle, positive for sweepback
TANLTE tangent of trailing-edge sweep angle, positive for sweepback
WT array of weights used in the least-square-error solution of the simul-
taneous equations (32). WT(1) = -1.0 causes all equal weights.
Default value = -1.0.
XK reduced frequency k
XM Mach number of undisturbed flow
X array of x-coordinates of control points
Y array of y-coordinates of control points
$END
IDENT identification information, one card in 8A10 format, may differ from
preceding IDENT
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$IP2182 (equation numbers below refer to the numbers given in ref. 2)
ALPHA array of values of a in flutter equation (A12), maximum of 25.
ALPHA and MASS must be in consistent units.
CWCDI control word for chordwise integration in equation (11b) of reference 2:
0 for standard, €0 for nonstandard, integration. Default value = 0.
control words for printing matrices (2), (3), (5), (6), (8),
CWPR2, CWPR3,CWPRX5, and (8x), respectively of equations (14), (16), and (18):
CWR6, CWRCWR0, do not print; :0, print. Default value = 0.
CWPR4 control word for printing matrix (4), its integrals of ln*(x,yu), and
hi(xieYu): =0, do not print; €0, print. Default value = 0.
CWSPI control word for spanwise integration of equations (11b) and (16): =0
for standard integration, #0 for nonstandard. Default value = 0.
CWSPST control word for span stations at which chordwise integrations are done:
=0 for standard, €0 for nonstandard. Default value = 0.
G modal damping coefficients of structural, solid-friction damping, gi.
(See eq. (AT).) (Damping force proportional to amplitude, but in
phase with velocity).
HIC three-dimensional array of input values of modal deflections from which
the values of hi(x,y) of equation (14) are interpolated or used. In
HIC (JSPAN, KCHORD, IMODE) subscripts JSPAN, KCHORD, and
IMODE indicate the index of the span station, the chord station, and
the deflection mode, respectively, of the value of HIC. JSPAN
increases inboard to outboard, KCHORD increases from leading
edge toward trailing edge.
ISPS input array of spanwise-integration factors, which the program multi-
plies by s to produce the I, of matrix (6) of equation (16) for non-
standard spanwise quadrature. Omit if CWSPI = 0.
INTOR order of chordwise interpolation (1 if linear, 2 if parabolic) used in
obtaining the deflections hi of equation (14) from the input data HIC.
MASS a two-dimensional array of generalized mass elements mij of equa-
tions (A3) and (A13).
NALPHA number of a values in input (see eq. (A12)), maximum of 25.
NCDST number of chord stations used in every chordwise quadrature, =10 or
20 for standard quadrature (with CWCDI = 0); a maximum of 20 for
nonstandard.
NHP number of h (deflection) points input in HIC for each chord, maximum
of 20
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NPNCHQ control word for punching matrix of Qi (QIJ) and seven other parame-
ters for subsequent use in NAMELIST input: =1, punch; *1, do not
punch. Default value = 0.
NRQIJ control word: =1 when QIJ is included with IP2182 and its calculation
is not needed; €1 when QIJ is to be calculated. Default value = 0.
NSPST number of spanwise quadrature stations: 3, 5, 7, 9, or 11 for standard
quadrature; a maximum of 11 for nonstandard
OMEGA array of input modal frequencies wi
OMEGB base or reference value wB (see eq. (3))
QIJ nondimensional generalized-force-matrix elements Qij of equa-
tions (11), (18), and (A12)
XCBAR array of nondimensional local chordwise coordinates Kc at which
hi(xc,y,) of equation (14) of reference 2 are input and used in non-
standard chordwise quadrature. (See eq. (B2).) Same for all
chords. Omit for standard quadrature.
XIC array of integrating factors for nonstandard chordwise quadrature,
which the program multiplies by the local chord length to produce
the Ic(xc) of matrix (2) (eq. (14)). Omit for standard integration.
XTAB chordwise array of 5F (see eq. (B2)) at which the deflections HIC are
input; the same for all span stations
YSPS array of nondimensional span stations y/s for nonstandard spanwise
quadrature. (See ISPS and NSPANST.)
$END
The "standard integration" (for obtaining the generalized aerodynamic forces)
referred to with certain of the input variables is that described in reference 2 and is
summarized as follows: The chordwise integration (see eq. (13) of ref. 2) is done by
Gaussian quadrature, the values of modal deflection hi being interpolated (linearly or
parabolically according to INTOR) at each span station from the deflection data HIC sup-
plied at local chord locations XTAB. The span stations (at which the chordwise integra-
tions are done) are equally spaced for spanwise integration by Simpson's rule for second-
degree parabolas. That is, the wing semispan (from y = 0 to y = s) is divided into an
even number of equal-sized parts, and this division results in an odd number of equally
spaced span stations.
For nonstandard spanwise integration the user assigns CWSPI * 0 and inputs the
arrays ISPS of spanwise integrating factors and YSPS of span stations. The values of
ISPS must be those for a unit semispan; the program multiplies them by s to obtain
matrix 6. The values of YSPS are y/s. The array of input deflections HIC must, of
course, be at the user-selected span stations YSPS.
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For nonstandard chordwise integration, the user assigns CWCDI * 0 and inputs
the arrays XCBAR and XIC. Furthermore, the input deflections HIC are not interpolated,
except for the leading-edge values, for use in the chordwise integration and must there-
fore be supplied for the chordwise locations of the user-specified quadrature scheme.
The values of XIC must be those for a unit chord length; the program multiplies them by
the local chord length xte - Xle*
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$IP2181
XM=1.2, XK=.4, NMUUE=3, TANLE=1.216, TANLTE=.3_2'5, S=.81, NXY=48,
X(1 =.03,.2,.. .8,1., X(7)=.1915,.5e35,.93!5,
X110)=.369,.541,.7131,.8851 1.0571, X(15)=.3745,. 32,.848b,1.0066,
X119)=.538,.0821,.Z2ol, .9712,1.1142, X124)=.5575,.6u7o,.0176,.9417,1.0778,
XA29)=.707,.8231,.9392, 1.0553,1.1713, X 4)=.74 0>,.b420.9447,1.046d,1.1488
X(391=.8761,.9642,1.0523,1.14n4,1.2284, X(44)=.92 5,.9976, 1.0717,1.148,1.22,
Y(1)=b*0.0,3*.d1,5 d *.162,4*.243,5*.3245*.405,5*.46sb*.to7,5'.648,5*. 7 2 9,
HMLTPLY(1=1. OMLTPL 2)=2.0,
DHX( ll)= -. Io5, -. 381, -. 503, -. 267, -. 450, -. 07d, -. 334, -. 418,
-. 627, -. 47o, -. 473, -.455, -. 553, -. 619, -. 604, -. 4,
-. 605, -. 601, -. )09, -. 518, -. 587, -. 636, -. 629, -. bD64
-. 573, -. 586, -. 657, -. 648, -.657, -. 604, -. 6d7, -. 699,
-. 663, -. 734, -. 096, -. 7n5, -. 739, -. 733, -. 772, -. 612,
-. 785. -. dO0, -. 641, -. 881, -. 873, -. 816, -. 867,-1.049,
DHX( 49,1)= 1.760, 1.830, 1.620, 1.170, 1.170, 1.3i0, 1.400, 1.370,
1.070, .627, .782, 1.910, 1.440, .698, 1.130, .223,
2.290, .650, .290, .552, 2.600, 1.530, .104, .790,
-. 130, 1.740, 2.610, .370, .220, .370, 1.940, 1.730,
.990, .)30, .290, .240, .620, .960, .420, .220,
.071, .120, .170, .420, .350, .270, .200, .150,
DHX( 97,1)= .330, .44C, .440, .140, .058, .130, .310, .230,
.150, .330, .260, .n89, .058, .100, .300, .140,
-. 018, .003, -. 120, -. 190, -. 200, -. 170, -. 1oO, -. 530,
-. 500, -. 32Q, -. 410, -. 770, -. 910, -. 610, -. 6a0,-1.650,
-2.170,-1.010, -. d0,-1.680,-2.760,-1.940,-1.810,-.350
-2.990,-2.10,-1.530,-1.790,-1.670,-2.040,-2.170,-1.720,
HI 1.1)= .2150 .169C, .072 n , -. 0045, -. 0670, -. 1690, .1030, -. 0090,
-. 1690, .0706, -. 0041, -. 0830, -. 1680, -. 2710, .0j~5, -. 0310,
-. 1755, -. 2730, -. 0'0', -. 117r, -. 1955, -. 2850, -. 370, -. 0790,
-. 1500, -. 2330, -. 3145, -. 4000, -. 2180, -. 2900, -. 3045, -. 446b,
-. >2s0, -. 2900, -. 330, -. 434^, -. 5080, -. 5800, -.4500, -. 5200,
-. 5900, -.oo00, -. 7350, -. 5550, -. 62C0, -. 6850, -. 7450, -. 6200,
Hi 49,1)= -. 9500, -. 6400, -. 2875, -. 0115, .2130, .4600, -. 5650, -. 1310,
.3870, -. 3360, -. 2280, .0080, .3250, .4870, -. 35!0, -. 2610,
.1920, .4300, -. 2'0, -. 2450, -. 0055, .3370, .41o0, -. 2660,
-.2610, -.1020, .1't0 , .3425, -. 2575, -.2460, -.1090, .0770,
.2710, -.3000, -. 2510, -.2340, -.1920, -.1060, -.34.0, -.3100,
-. 3050, -. 2975, -.2O40, -. 4880, -. 4590, -. 4350, -. 416, -. 40_5,
H( 97,1)= -. 1130, -.3490, .0460, .10j5, .110, .1900, -. 0075, .1320,
.1645, .1075, .1ol, .189-, .1980, .2130, .1910, .2275,
.2325, .2320, .3205, .2980, .269C, .2425, .2190, .4200,
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-. 1240, .40959 .2900, .19509 -. 04859 -. 2950, .2110, .03,*0,
-. 2090, -. 4-05, -. oOO, -. 066" , -. 3120, -. 4740t -. 59:0, -. 250
SEND
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$IP2182
INTOR=2, NPNCH =1. NSPST=11, NCOST=1O,
HIL(1,1,1)=-.218,-. 2, -. 158,-.110,-.047,.035,.1l7,.d>2,.3d ,. 25,. 75,
HIC l ,2,1)=-.199,-.1o3,-.119,-.0557,-.0026,.079,.i79,.29,.417,.556,.I06,
HIG(1, 3,)=-.o9t,-.127,-. 79,-.0n 73,. 04.12,.210.327,.51,.591,.731,
HIC(l,4,1)=-.1241-.0d3,-.037,.031,.079,.159,.25,.3O3,.460,.c23,.77,
HIC(1,5 1)=-.072,-.034,.0 41,. 62,.117,.196,.2V,.39d,..21,.055,. 70,
HIC(l1, 61)=-.027. 0 0#,.044,.C93,.155,.23-,.326,.439,.>519.686,.825,
HICt( .7 ,1)=.004o,.0 4,.'829,.131,.196,.273,.365,.471,.592,.I11,.c 5b,
HICl ,8tl )=.031,.077,.123,.176,.239,.315,.405,. 0 ,.627,.74o,.889,
HIC 1 , 9,)=.0o7,.116 ,.168,,.225.285,.358, .446,.5 , .b2,. 7b3, .925,
HIC(1,10, 1=.122, .1o ,.218,.27,.3 31, 4C0,.486,.-)4,.698,.b1,.962,
HIC( ,li J=.1 ,0..230, .271,._ 2 .376, .442 .525,.2I,. 73 ,.d6U, I .00,
HIC(1,1,2 =1.0,.721,.545,.455,.388,.35,.328,.32d,.385,.,04,.o39,
HILl.2,2r =.b22..587,.429,.355,.309,.288,.284,.3,.304,.46,.621,
HIC(13,2 )= t.4-t,.338, .288.265, .257,.258, .75P,.34, .473,.0,




.006, .034, .109, .21, .05, .427,. 53,
HIC1,8,2)=-.101,-.197,-.178,-.193,-.8Ido-.145,-.013,.192s.302,.419 .519,
HI(lI,9,2)= =-.213,-.21,--.325-.347-.337,-.283,-.1-7,.155,.298,.41,.506,
HIC(l, 1,2)=-.4bo,-.4o 2,-.487,-.468,-.4189-.351,-.271,.058, 264,.4,.497
HIC(1193)=.122.035,-. C53,-.166,-.33,-.454-.05,-.49,-. ,-.07,.534,
HIC(1,2,3)=.086d,.CC7,-.08,-. 191,-.328,-.42,-.451,-.41,-.292,.06o,.d ,











NHP 11, XTA l )=0.0,. ,. 2,.3,.4,.5, .6, .7,.8,.9,1.0,
MASS( 1,1i=.0035704, MASS(2,2)=.0005178, MASS(3,~)=.00U26b32,
OMEGA(1J=162.5, 391., 725., OMFGB=725., G(1)=3*0.0,
ALPHAl) :.000t,.0006,.0007,.0C08,.0009,.0010,.0011,.0012P.0013,.0014,.0015,
.031b.0.0017.001 ,.0019, .020,.0022, .0024,.002o,.002b,.0030,NALPHA=21,
SEND
Discussion of Printed Output
The only printing from D2180 is one line that states the value of KPROG. Then
follows from D2181 a heading, the contents of the IDENT card, and an echo of the NAME-
LIST IP2181. Then comes a heading identifying PART I, and the case data K, TANLTE,
TANLA, S, MACH, DELNOM, NSYMMETRY, and number of control points NXY. Then




DSL D1L plus D2L (fig. 3, ref. 1)
D1L width of subregion I, if any
D2L width of subregion II
DSR width of subregion IV
PTSD1L,PTSD2L, one half the number of Gaussian quadrature stations in sub-
PTSDSR regions I, II, and IV, respectively
the half-width 6/2 of subregion III (the control-point strip), and a row of the IInm
matrix (16 complex elements).
After the IInm matrix for the last control point is a heading that identifies the
beginning of PRT2. Then, if the input includes a multiplier for the downwash input, a
notice is printed regarding that multiplication. The complex downwash elements follow
for each downwash mode. Then for each mode comes the 16-element complex anm
matrix and the matrix of residuals from the least-squares solution. (The sequence of
subscripts nm in a ( ) is 00, 02, 04, 06, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 34, 36nm
for spanwise symmetry. For spanwise antisymmetry, m is one unit higher: 01, 03,
. ., etc., . . 37).
The output from D2182 begins with a heading, followed by the contents of the second
IDENT card input, and by an echo of the NAMELIST IP2182 input. Then the input values
follow for the case data MACH, K, TANLE, TANLTE, S, NMODS, and NSYM, the matrix
of deflections hi(x,y), the matrix of generalized masses mij, the modal frequencies wi,
the modal structural damping coefficients gi, and the matrix of generalized aerodynamic
force elements Q . Finally, for each value of the air mass parameter a, there is
listed a, the flutter determinant, the eigenvector columns (q), the eigenvalues 0, the
eigenfrequencies w, the structural damping coefficients g, and the stiffness parameters
bowB/V = kRe(Q). Where the eigenvalue 02 has a negative real part, w, g, and
bOWB/V are printed as indefinite quantities.
Discussion of Punched Output
The punched output is obtained when NPNCHQ = 1 and consists of the QIJ matrix
and the quantities MACH, K, TANLE, TANLTE, S, NMODS, and NSYM in the format for
subsequent NAMELIST/IP2182/ input when flutter solutions are desired for additional air-
density parameters ALPHA. For the latter usage, KPROG = 1 and NRQIJ = 1.
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OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE CASE
NASA - LANGLEY RESEAKCH CENTER - HAMPTON, VA.
JEAN FOSTER FOR HERB CUNNINGHAM- D2180INCLUDESO2181 AND 02182)
UNSTEADY LIFTING-SURFACE THEORY BY THE SUPEkSONIC KERNEL FUNCTION METHOD AND AGALERKIN MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS OF ARROWHEAU PLANFORMS WITH SUBSONIC LEADING
EDGES AND SUPERSONIC TRAILIN EDGES
***REF. 1 = AIAA JOUR., NOV.1966, P.19o1-19o0
***REF. 2 = NASA TN D-6012
***REF. 3 = NASA TM X-2913, THE DESCRIPTION OF THIS PROGRAM
HT-7 FLUTTER MUDEL, 48 CPTS, 3 MODES, 8/2/713










X = 0.3E-01 O. 2E+00, 0.4E+00, O.6E+00 O.8E+OU, U.IE+O1,
0.191#E+00, 0.5635E+0C, 0.9355E+00, O..o9E+00, 0.5t1E+00,
0.7131E+00, 0.8851E+C0, O.10571E+01, U.374!E+OU, O.J32t+00,O.d4doE+00,. %1'066E+01, 0.538E+00, O.obil+00O, 0.d261E+00,
0.9702E+00, 0.11142E+01, 0.5575E+00, O.b76E+00, 0.8176E+00,
0.9477E+00, 0.10778E+01, 0.707E+00, 0.8231E+00, 0.9392E+00,
0.10553E+01, 0.11713E+01, C.7405E+00, 0.ts2IE+00, 0.9447E+00,
0.104b6E+01, 0.11488E+01, 0.8761E+00, 0.9642E+00, 0.10523E+01,
0.11+04E+01, 0.12284E+01, 0.9235E+00, 0.997oL+00, 0.10717E+01,
O.1145tL+01. 0.122E+01,
I = 0.0, 0.0, 173, '.0, 3.0, 0.0, O.dlE-01, O.61E-01, 0.81E-01,
O.162E+UO, 0.162E+00, O.1o2E+00, O.b2+00, O.162E+00,
0.243E+00. 1.243E+1', 0.243E+00, 0.243E+00, 0.324E+00,
U.324E+00, 0.324E+0C, 0.324L+00, 0.3Z4E+00, O.405E+O0,0.40:E+O0, ".405E+", 0.405E+00, 0.405E+00, 0.48~6+00,
O.4doE+00, 0.486E+00, 0.486E+00, O.4b4E+00, 0.567E+00,
0.o7E+O0, ".567E+(C, 0.567E+00, O.j6bE+00, 0.64oE+00,
0.648L+00, 0.648E+CC, 0.648E+00, 0.6 6t+00, 0.729E+00,
0.729E+00, 1.729E+C, 3.729E+00, 0.729E+00,












































O.loLE+O1, 0.117E+01, 3.117E+01, 0.131E+01, U.14E01,
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PART I OF 02181 *** GENERATE IINM MATRIX
K TANLTE TANLA $ MACH OELNOM NSVMMETRY4.00000000E-01 3.i2550000E-01 1.21O0000E00 8.10000000E-01 1.20000000E+00 4.00000000E-02 1
NO. OF C.PTS.I=NXY)
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x Y DSL OIL D2L USR3.00000000E-02 0. 1.43668608E-02 0. 1.43668608E-02 1.43668608E-02
PTSOIL PTSD2L PTSDSR
0 5 5
HALF-WIDTH OF CChTROL POINT STRIP 1.596317b6E-03
ROW 1 OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX IIM
RE IMAG RE IMAG RE IMAG4.74004853E*00 1.03609188E-01 
-8.7o46010ok-04 7.29465038E-06 
-6.90127313E-08 1.07124020E-09
-1.02001030E-11 1.91804522E-13 4.37199271t+00 9.62853525E-02 
-8.29653527E-04 6.90942694E-06
-6.57201494E-06 1.02030759E-09 
-9.739907736-12 1.d3163797E-13 3.67640126E+00 8.23672533E-02
-7.39906848E-04 6.17071446E-06 




X Y 0SL ILL D2L DSR2.00000OOOE-01 0. 9.57790717E-02 0. 9.57790717E-02 9.57790717E-02
PTSDIL PTSD2L PTSDSR
0 5
HALF-WIUTH OF CUNTRUL POINT STRIP 1.0642111It-02
ROW 2 OF LUEFFICIENT MATRIX IINV
RE IMAG kE IMAG RE IMAG4.76746440E+00 6.86743974E-01 
-3.olboY774E-02 2.1411711E-03 
-1.35192277E-04 1.4016688!E-05













X Y DSL UIL D2L DSR4.00000000E-01 0. 1.92842382E-01 0. 1.92842382E-01 1.92842382E-01
PTSD1L PTSD2L PTSDSR
0 5 8
HALF-WIDTH OF CLITROL POINT STRIP 2.00000000E-02
ROW 3 OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX IIhM













-2.93899561E-01 5.43300544E-02 -6.20152507E-03 7.78o7864E-04 
-1.60235851E-04I.S4886565t-03 
-4.87864609E-06
X Y DSL UIL D2L DSR6.00000000E-01 0. 2.99263572E-01 0. 2.99263572E-01 2.99263572E-01
PTS01L PTSD2L PTSDSR
0 8 8
HALF-WIDTH UF CNTRUL POINT STRIP 2.000O0COOE-02
ROW 4 OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX IINM









-1.123,23O23 +00 -8.39407132E-011.40584350E-01 
-2.07047544E-02 3.31815903E-03 
-9.39446653E-04 1.51661883E-04 




X Y DSL OIL 02L DSR8.00000000E-01 0. 4.04400525E-01 0. 4.04400525E-01 4.04400525E-01
PTSDIL PTSD2L FTSDSR
0 8 8
HALF-WIDTH OF CCNTRUL POINT STRIP 2.12d423026-02
RUW 5 OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX IINM








4.0643697dE-04 6.59964653E-04 -3.53137244E-04 2.53319436E-04 5.99001315E+00 7.35065805E-01
1.20525016L-01 -3.01982141E-02 8.o1>490o3E-03 -3.43469930E-03 8.02216b63E-04 -3.93955619E-04
-1.24186023to00 1.04570932E+00 -1.D3175126E-01 2.23833921E-02 -1.56370745E-03 3.12195010E-05
1.7719401>t-3 4  -1.36466489E-04
X y DSL 1IL 02L DSR
1.00000000E+00 J. 5.05500656E-01 0. 5.05500656E-01 5.05500656E-01
PTSDIL RTSD2L PISDSR
0 8 8
HALF-WIlTH UF CUNTROL POINT STRIP 2.66052917E-02
ROW 6 OF COEFFILILNT MATRIX IIM
RE IMAG RE IMAG RE IMAG
5.16786783E+00 3.09618088E+00 -8.907755u5E-01 2.32365561E-01 -6.95388044E-02 3.77732259E-02
-1.0687838k-2O 7.51519221E-03 -1.0565b866E+01 -3.89439143E+00 5.20834293E-01 -9.06709427E-02
1.44747555E-0 -4.14158903E-03 3.o087713E-04 1.99284872E-04 1.88613716E+01 4.92665916E*00
-2.64o29933E-01 2.30348076E-02 6.08011745E-03 -4.42160746E-03 1.72663320E-03 -1.16598689E-03
-3.08003618E+01 -5.31125536E+00 1.26781383E-01 8.03020836E-03 -5.63951917E-03 2.62042586E-03
-4.33140850E-04 1.31554291E-04
Output for downwash points 7 to 47 not shown
X Y OSL D1L D2L OSR
1.22000000.E00 7.29,n n0,E-01 1.1C311439E+00 3.194 27TbE-01 7.83656703E-01 1.59728842E-01
PTSO1L PTSD2L PTSDSR
8 8 5
hALF-WIOTH UF CuNTKUL POINT STRIP 1.77470492E-02
RU 48 UF CGEjFICIENT NATRIX TINM
RE IMAG Kt IMAG RE IMAG
5.54.18511L+00 3.62648213E+10 4.91739907+00 1.33422b67E+00 2.44403309E+00 7.19471056E-01
8.07875314t-01 4.339574C0E-01 -5.54970799E-01 -2.6973966E+00 -2.29791531E+00 -8.29958850E-01
-1.71440132E+CC -3.53837521E-01 -1.04+o91YlE+00 -1.69023457E-01 -6.3b903082E-01 1.84892788E*00
6.18) 4692L-01 4.63570668E-01 6.4916281)E-01 1.72089808E-01 4.66007o49E-01 7.24498117E-02
2.3072U79oL-01 -4.30066946E-01 -1.3594o536E-01 -1.72058246E-01 -1.78162916E-01 -6.03413229E-02
-1.367709oE-01 -2.41181865E-02
PART 11 OF U0281 -** SULVL SIMULTANEOUS EWUATIONS FOR ANM
***.UTILE- INPUT DOWNWASH QUANTITIES HAVE ottN MULTIPLit AS FULLOiS - BY 1.000 FOR THE SLOPES DHX, ANO
BY 2.0UU -un THE DEFLECTIONS H ****
UJWNWASH /V, MAUOt I1, NXY REAL PARTS FIRST, liN LuNTRuL FUINI SEWUENCE
-l.d500003L-C1 -3.81^^0-'0E-31 -5.03000000E-01 -2.7000000E-C1 -'.0000000E-01 -6.78000000E-01
-3.34000000t-01 -4.180C0000E-01 -6.270000uuE-01 -. lo000000E-01 -4.73000000E-01 -4.55CCOOCE-01
- .53000000L-CL -6.190COOOOE-31 -b6.o00000OE-01 -4.24000OO0E-01 -6.05000000E-01 -6.01000000E-01
-5.o9000030L-C1 -5.180C0C0E-01 -5.6700000O-01 -o.3O000000E-01 -b.c900300E-01 -6.50000COE-01
-5.7300003)L-u1 -5.880C0C000-01 -6.IU000U00OE-1 -o.4d000000E-01 -o,.5700000E-01 -6.0400000CE-01
-o.a7000000-Cl -6.99lr"P E-01 -o.o30C0000t-0i -7.34300000E-nl -6.9U000)00E-01 -7.05000000E-01
-7.390000UUE-Ul -7.33000000E-01 -7.7200G00OE-01 -. 120OO0000-01 -7.85000000E-01 -8.0bO00000E-01
-8.410000)0E-0 -8.8100'P1E-01 -8.73000000E-01 -8.16000000E-01 -. 8700000OE-01 -1.04900000E+00
1.72000000c-01 1.?52CCCOE-01 5.7b000000-02 -3.o0000000E-03 -5.o300000OE-02 -1.51200000E-01
1.30 000Oc-C1 -7.200CCCOOE-03 -1.320CO00O-01 b.2b000000E-02 -3.2000U0000E-03 -6.6400000CE-02
-1.34 00003c-1 -2.168Crn0nE-01 4.44 00000L-02 -2.460000COE-02 -1.0400000E-01 -2.18400000E-01
-3.20J0000U-0 -9.360000001-02 -1.>o400300E-01 -2.2OO00000E-01 -3.000000E-01 -6.32000000E-02
-1.2C0003000-C1 -1.8641003OE-01 -2. 16O00000E-01 -3.20000000E-01 -1.74400000E-01 -2.32000000E-01
-L.916b00000-01 -3.5728000-01 -4.Z00OG00t-01 -2.32000000E-01 -2.904003COE-01 -3. 4 7200000E-n1
-4.CoOo300OE-01 -4.64CO000000E-O01 -3..OOu0000E-01 -4.lo00000E-01 -4.72000OOOE-01 -5.280000000-01
-5.dd00303c-31 -4.44 ' "^?E-01 -4. 9oO0000L-O1 -5.4000000E-01 -5.96000000E-01 -6.56000000-01
53
dUw.'A H "/V, MJJL ( 2J, NXY REAL PARTS FIRST, IN LANTKOLt POINT tw~jNCL
1.I1o0CoUJUL00 .. B3OCOCOOEtOO 1...20Co000t+00 1.17000000E+00 1.11000000E+00 1.31CC00CcL+Cc
I .4COCOOO03+OC 1.3 7"C'00Ei00 1.01,200000t0oo 6.2700O0O0E-01 l.d200UUOOE-01 1.910 0 0 000E+00
1.q4.'.3003000 6.98rOCT)OE-01 1.1301Aj000t+00 i.2. OOOCOL-ol i.29303000E-0C 6.5OOOOOCCE-cl
2.90300031cb-c1 5.5200(0006-01 2.b~uu.uuuJ 1.5OOOOE.00 I1.04300000E-01 7.9 0CC00006- ol
-1 .300000'OL-C I 1. 74rlll"0E*00 2.olOOOOOOE*00 3. 7000000OL-01 2.200002006-01 3.72000000CE-01
I .9%oouOJo-uu 1 .730C0000E+O 9.VCOO,300UL-01 5.30000000t-01 2.90000000E-01 2 .4 0 00 0 000E-01
(..2000O33E-C1l 9.6'"-)f)O-01 4.2000J000-01 Z.200000C0E-01 7.100000006-02 1.2000000CE-01
1. I000000t-ol 4.200CO0006-01 3.50000000L-01 2. 100000006-C01 4.30002000E-o1 1.5000000CE-oI
-7.bl00003t-01 -5.1 20CC00E-01 -2.3 1,030U6-Ul -9.200000006-03 1.704000006-01 3. 128COOCCE-01
-,,. 0003O6O-CI -1. .8 - 1 3.09 .c00Ck-Cl 1 -2. 704000C0E-Cl -1.d240000CE-01 6.400000C06-03
2 .oOOOOOt-L1 1.896C00006-01 -2.a40000006E-Ol -2.OoOOOOCOL-O1 1 .53-o000006E-01 3.440000OCC6:-O1
-2. 12000000o-01 -3 .9610'1-01 -4.40300000OL-03 2-.~9000006-O1 3.3440OOE-01 -2.304000O0k-ol
-2.0660000,)L-01 -1.456C(0006-01l 1.1.00O0co-c1 2.740000C06-r1 -J..O30006-(1l -1.9bb600000
-8 72QUOO)U00, 6.16003000E-02 2.loo0L,00~j6-01 -Z..00000006-01 -2.05t000006-TI -1.87200CCE-cl
-i .0C30c-CI -86,r'E0 -2.luO3Ci0006-C1 -2.520000006:-01 -2.4000000E-O1 -2.380000008-01l
-2 .2720O0j~t-Uji -1. 9C4(-0036-01 -3..720GOO0t-01 -3.480000006-01 -3.34dC00006-01 -3.244000006-01
UJ.,ASH d/v. .,jU6( l , NXY REAL PARTS FIFST. 1.. LuNTKOL VuIl,1 SEWUE,4LL
3 .300020L-, 4.4 "'f'^E-7 1 '...4030000OL-01 1.400000C06-O1 5.AOOOOOC-02 1.300000001-01
3.OO0uOO-01 2.1 (" CCCOtL-01 l.5OouoootOA1 3.30003000OL-C1 2.o00000008-01 8.OOOOC'COCE-02
J.8000OO)-02 1.7"0' 1 3.00000021L-Cl 3.00OOO-01 -1.b00000008-C2 3.000000E06-3
-1 .20300000.-01 -1 .9"''--' 1 -2.0030"O.OL-01 -1. 70000001)b-01 -1-.0000300E-01 -5.3000000C8-01
-5. C00000006J-01 -3. ?OOOrCOOnE-01 -4.100JUUthL-Ql -7.700000006-Ol -9.10000000E-Cl -6. 1000000CE-Cl
-u..8C)000'70L-ClI -1 .65 ?r'C30E+2 -Z.17J020006*00 -1.61000000E+00 -t,.tsOCGOCE-01 -l.600000C6C+00
-2. ib003300t+OC -1.9400'C0O0 0  -1.OUOOO0LI-C0 -2.3,ODO0000640) -,e.9900000C6+00 -2.1800OCCOE.OO
-1 . J300o0D"t+3 ^ -1. 790^V-''OE.00 -l.iJou(.h,06*Jv -2.040000006t00 -i. 1700000064-00 -1.720000006400
-9.04702013-r - 3 . 92 C' 1'E 2  3.'3u0 COOL-02 o.440000006-C02 v.4,0000008-02 1.120000C06-01
-b .00LOO .k-0- !. 056CCC006-O1 1.31i.OLUDO-Ol' b.OOOOOO-02 I .ZotOOOOOl-01 1.512000016-01
1.,,6400000t-01 1. 7-4--nIE-3l 1 .>,Ed000 1,ok-01I i.ti20000006-01 1.o000000-01 I. 85)000008-01
2.So'.000006-C1 2. 384^0'^-1I 2.1,/0000-01 1.940000008-01 1.7j2TC)D0E-01 3.3bOOcoC001
3.UU.0j0O0.-01 2.384nC0OL0t-1 2.140u0006L-ul 1.42C)UOO00E-C1 3.17le00006-01 2. 448C00CCE- 01
1 .9200rV OL-( 1 8. 9~~~-2 -9.,10000ot-02 3.27.000COE-01 2. 31400000E-01 1 .560000C06-01
- .Ou1000)UL-, -2.' 6O0(0001-01 I.oo.00o0UL-01 2.720000001:-02 -1.672000008E-01 -3.572C00006-01
-4. 000002-z 1 -5.28,,r "06-02 -2.,.*2O00E-01 -3. 7920000CE-01 -4. loOOOOOGE-01 -5.801000008-01
.EIbHT INU kACTGRS A1,4. MC( 1k1, 16 REAL PARTS b-IKS1j
-ioo.3-2 -2.91181947E-01 8.0l 2 t olo-0 1 -. bQ00 b329L01 I.7ool4927Ev')2 -3.64011078E-01
1.1947.531t-O& -7.1(913995E-01 1.30.7Vddot-Jc -4-50041111E-01 1.4Z2337454-OC -1.49394605L+00
1 . 3 7-i93I. '-C I -2. 3771'S7E-2 1 ... 0.~d7,dL-01 --.. ok7474E-Cl 3.3oObooaE-02 -4.7db44b806-CZ
-9. 683o 94.o2t-Oz 1. 1071996706-01 7.1'07.99s2t-U3 '..910i86733E-02 - Z.d404l90,E- 03 -1.Zd62279CE-01
-1 .32,-o9716 -'K -s 92113979E-Q13 '.o3bl2 .o6l900E-02 -9. 3o7140O5E-C4 4.271514886-C4
-3.93Z92VVh-Oe 5.',9720891E-r02
LEAST SwuAkL mLuiULAL-, MODE( 1)3, NXT kEAL PARTS k-IRSR. IN, LCONTRL POINT SE.UENCE
1.4330d1vl L 5 .1 461623!E-3 63Ai0-C -1.5301447SE-01 10so6-2 3.9ts122A636-03
-,.54/51023-02 -1.3629C675L-12 7.1..3o1,9L-Ue e.5a0z9329E-02 z.dll.,3646-02 -1.11233311L-022
.2 3 :, 3l t-Z2 -7.600065756-02 1.o202-1 -4-.32o1613E-02 .. 12127b!4(:-C2 -l.od9647316-C2
2.33997n23OL-C, -6.1333"51b6E-3 .1,49- 7.b5030902E-04 3.2220304o8-02 -3.47412007L-02
1 .1 U2uit-Oz -1.2049616196-02 5.01.iLz,?0o-03 -9.46553550E-03 -3.'.3:,o06dE602 -4.38I1607.J1-C2
I.v3.5,.3i3E-Cz 1.9367' 617EG3 -1. 2q.2,IE-03 -2.51230413E-02 -1.090214698-02' 2.388101906-03
I Z~~'~-~ -1. 56697204E-02 3-ehoO642,-0 O 7.1.022047E-02 1.782327 74E-C2 -3.o979573 9E-03
-1.~~4~0-m -6.18429785E-03 1. oJ49~1dO-U? -5.214.0A62E-02 -3..7i257288-02 4.20281z2E-02
7.9352 3 3L-G11 -6.225420816t-73 -7 .1.3c117o-U -7.7dj277916E-03 -1.201',79,7E-02 -7.0320o4106-03
2. 1129 9dsL-Q-- 2.7933082!E-03 7.0*Oj>o6-u3 -,.22388C16-03 -Z.J41.1419E-03 6.5858S0636-03
1.2o9260 -?.31184125E-13 5.10 7l9075L-C3 l.UD771184E-U2 7.,)4521101E-03 7.982368058-03
-1 .b792.74-O' -1.(14731766E-)3 -4.3 4 3I7 6-04 3.09172418L-C3 -6.39co41310E-03 -5.3-43JC7116-C3
-oo931~-3 -3.02114983E-03 -3.J' 4o3i6I-Ul -2.5179038'J6-03 2.Ooi900loE-03 9.357121136-05
-3.',9720u)E3-, -7.'45142736-C- . .0460 -1.d7,bo899E-03 2.,1223q77E-03 7.0090330C56-04
3.1b.O0JUL-0'. -1.28167609E-03 d.U0303o010E-0'. Z.402994I5E-O03 3.oo313035E-03 3.71162105E603
1.91Z377as-32 1.37195461E-33 -2.00,A323i.L-03 -3.2900099136-04 -3.J207416-03 -1.66841635E-03
54
wEIuhT INu FACTURS ANM. MODEl 2), 16 REAL PAkTS Wi.n3
2
.5170763 e-.i -6.58766466E-32 -l.IMo3>oL*0U 2.1UiU2u94E+00 1.1330100bE-01 1.521,9513E-01
-2.n174ou lIcC 2.40h99301E C0 4.IZ~0bOu14-0C c.841200S4E+C0 -9.30114C 2E+0T 6.70869273E+00
-1.1901tbL-J2 2.518911316+00 - 1.as'iie21 LU 2.7302984E+00 -1.i 419510E-01 7.9144108E-02
-2.0305oSo1t-0I 2.20425241E-32 -5.c129uuo-0 2.31Oo4 71E-01 -2.5303134CE-01 4.3q366000E-01




LEA T SwUAt ESIUUALM, MnDF( 2), NAY REAL PARTS FiS3 , IN LUNTUOL PUINT SEQUENCE
o.33 9Vr3'Lt-J -2. 8536555E-01 -1.t436>4L-U1 1.1oo74986E-01 -2.U59,3o52E-01 1.4173o206E-02
1.38
7
3,dtac-21 - 4 .12 4 69196E-02 3.oiL>3>d7c-03 1.3i904135E-CI 
3.74127o13E-01 -3.40540227E-01
b.019 J)L-LZ -7.0125572E-02 -2.VYlo Yli-31 4.710184b8E-01 -d.04340o7E-01 5.27254b96t-
0
1
4.22M43 90UL-$ 3.94978103E-31 -5.> 1>Y 1-01 ,.9.191354t-01 -5.92450o92E-01 -1.90193392E-01
4.9v2
3
73,4t-C1 -4.69215114E-01 -4.o33a02ZE-O1 1.Go003308E+00 3.7402205E-02 7.061445 41-02
-o.62732321-01 -2.87n76108E-02 -4..229ZS14t-OL a.244o5922E-02 -1.209bb839E-01 1.5>139920E-01
2.42063L7E-01 2.9bb661P E-2 -l1.no06>o-0 -6.75187859E-02 1.240~3o2bE-01 1.81857856k-01
1.40522L-Ul 1.70454800E-03 1.0U>o4933t-01 3.41937767E-02 -n.94513130E-02 -1.11956o51E-01
-o.5037o321t- 3 4.5313824!E-)2 1.IZL,3Y90L-01 -3.o>271565E-02 -1.02177879E-02 4.49928203E-03
-6. 19IOuZU-U( 1.08005265L-02 1.01.406U09-02 -1.o031537E-02 1.o0786b tE-02 1.2302o494E-02
-k.18,15413E-C: -2.11 4374E-02 6.ri29'.0IE-0~ -2.29341076E-02 .oo10523o00 -03 2.1347 973E-02
-3.02070521L-02 7.'6348682E-03 1.e0lt623oc-0. -2.42671026E-03 1.190ZO3 OE-02 2.49363046t-02
-2.29u2u1176-02 1.56425751E-32 -3.IO dc3kE-t 4.rO604024E-03 -b.o9o47798E-03 -8.07346850E-04
-9.60310doo0-0O -1.35382398E-03 -3.o01 A>>t-02 7.38301581E-03 -9.13czc3o0E-
0 3  
1.98964190E-C4
2.28011324c-02 3. 2289C39E-2 -. 29 931-J3 3.6o04214E-03 7.o09oo695E-03 8.49210762t-C3
>.9970+.oL-?3 2.31815899E-14 Uo..bo00zot-03 3.j6104437E-03 -,.loa91345E-03 -2.34895018F-02
WEIbHTINu FACTuK> MPiM, 'M00DI 3), 16 REAL PARTS FIRSI
).52o30593c-2 -1.53062741E-31 -202ooolic*00 3.78740023E+00 3.70)o191E-02 -5.68663904E-02
4.509212,oc-01 -1.!991256E+00 -1.Oa>O03E-O .20232532E-01 ->.lIbo3o34E+00 8.1300lC14E+00
-1.474110o2E-0, 1.93971364E-01 -1.JoIU>13>E-1 -,.Uo987179E+00 -A.43199945E-0
4  
2.41287364E-01
-2.29390>o-01 -2.63b2665'E-01 -2.i7>i07atE-0O 7.2o936562E-05 2.80471049E-01 1.03055026E-01
>.dd8591lE-03 1.53737130E-02 6.9 ,244C 4E-02 -4.14519773E-01 1.20o01116E-03 1.912499C9E-03
2.4o9810>dt-03 5.86136587E-01
LEAST SQUAKE tIU~oALS, MODE( '), NXY REAL PARTS lIkSI, IN LUNTKOL POINT SEQUENCE
-d.o787531dE-Cl -2.08182970E02 -7.7aD7llot-UZ 3.o0721301E-02 -9.00083411E-02 -1.68952280E-01
d.3o77,32E-Gc -1. 2 n6 7 8 2 5 1 E- 2  -1. 742o2E>t-0l -4.15165518E-02 
-40 0320906E-02 5.07973503E-02
o.62291 99t-Z0 2.516E4766E-01 -1.4321.So.7-01 >.61568431E-03 1.3176688E-01 1.82658499E-01
9.5727o07,E-02 1.76277243E-01 1.3567b5o1t-01 9.45973100E-03 -1.99505704E-01 1.19107960E-01
2.1203187iE-Oi -6.87827617E-02 -2.Jooul15>4t-0 -Z.1231b529E-01 1.387>9857E-01 -2.20854845E-01
- .1002797oE-1 1.29376196E-01 2.43o17420Z-0i -2.95255357E-03 -b.o4o3>231E-01 -1.34336148E-02




-Z.33389947L-03 1.48333915E-02 1.353112 9E-02 1.04818850E-04 -5.39261632E-04 2.21456780E-03
-7.44o43122L-u -1.13812699E-02 -1.2 16228-O- 2 4.39744255E-03 -1.92Z6b589E-03 -7.45544516E-03
-5.11o492>1-033 -3.51 34792E
-
14 1.1692919E-03 -4.31643512E-03 1.0116b2209E-02 1.1171225E-02
-1.241do313E-U2 4.22952793E-03 1.o9.O'a4,E-02 1.35948155E-02 1.05831684E-02 -1.22944156E-02
-8.7433043E-03 1.86967563E 02 -7.J04ii435E-03 -2.320316C7E-02 1.37337040E-02 2.04008347E-02
-1.80b0527L-OL -4.68018543E-02 5.4312177ft-03 2.04223211E-02 -2.72020951E-03 -3.17303018E-02




E-03 -8.78343193E-04 1.7>177C09-02 1.22o.2137E-02 -2.002>1735k-02 -1.79669131E-02
PKOGRAM 02182 ... CCMPUTE GEIt9RALILEU AtEUDYNAMIC FORCES AND SOLVE FLUTTER DETERMINANTS
NT-7 FLUTTER MODEL, 4d CPTS, 3 MUUt~, d/22/13
ECHO UF NAMELIMl IP21o2 FOLLOWS
55
$I P2Its 2
NjP S T = I1,
NCJS I = lot
MASS = 0.3 D/OltL-0i, C. ", 0.0, 0.C,9OC 0.0 .0,1 0 .C, 0.517bE-03t 0.0,
*j.o, 0.3, C 9 C, .n- C .2b35i-,3 U.U, 0.0, 0.U, 0.0,0.p 0.J, 0.0 0.0t, 0.0, r 0.1), 0.3,1 0.9), J.Cf 0.0, 0. C,
JmE0'A 0.u~+~, '.391F+r3, 0725E+03 , i , I, t 1
UMEG6 = .7z)Lt-3,
G = , J. Uq 0. 0, IT, It I,
NALPH-A 21.
ALPHA = t E-OL , 0 .6 E-n', .7 E-03 t 0. 8E-0.>9 0. 9 L-0, I .. It-02 I
U2oCL-C;2, J .2 3E-n2 C. 3E- 02, 1, I , I , I,
H-IC = -0.ZlJL*Cu, -0.192E4-0C, - 1. 1 t8 +CO, -0.11L+C,, -C.'t7L-01, C. 36E~-01 ,S3- It+ ".2 52 E+ C, ').365Ed-00. Q.i)25E*00, O.o7I+00,
S. I 19ELu, 0 .29E+C0, 0. 41 IF +0C 0. ,,t +uu u .7iOL+O,
-")E 03)7E-OC, ).451E*00i J.D91E*-0, 0.737L+00,
%.,E60 'AbE+0~c, 0).'t86E+00, 0.oe~3E+O0, 0.7olI E+00,
:0.29r+C, O. 98E +r, '.521E+009 ". CA5.t+ out 0.1souE+00t -0.270-01l,
1. 7 3 je .44F-?!, 0.93E-Dl, 0.15z)E+C0O, J.2 3E+(Qut 0.32bE+00,
0'.43t+i-, n.557E+^, 6.b8 oE + 0 , G. ,L +GO , .4uE-02 , 0.44E-)1
J.o2vE-jI, 0 .131E+C0, J.196E+C0,t U.41l-)t+00t U.-;5 L+OU,
'.-*710-tC), I .592 E+^0, 1.71b0+00', D.o.:t0* 00, -).31L-0 1, i. 77F--Cl ,
1).i23[ztuu, ).lltE+CO, ).2139t+30, U.31DE+i-U, O.40tO*0,
'.0tC, '.627E+^)0 , 0.748E+0J, J~o)E~ 3.u7L0-01,
0.1lbL+0, D.168E+ro, 3.225E+00, O.zt)+00t 0.35bL+00,
0.'tO+, .546E+^ ', 0).bo2E+C00, 0. lo. L+OoQ, 0. Li 0
0.,touit-CC, C.584F+'( , ).u96E+09), 0.o~.10~uU, 0.9u20+OU,
G.1idE00oo 0.23E+0, ".2710E+0,)I n. 3ZE'%- ', 0.37CIL+0O, 0.4'+2L+'),
J. )2:iL*C, ).62!E+OC9 0.735E+00, UuoL+tOUI u.1L+u1, 1,9 1 , I , 1,
I * , -. i- I , 1.72!E+00, CD.545L+0C0, +.' A00, 0.3obE+00,2.-,c-cc, U.?28L+,,, 0.32EE+CCP C. 3 0JL+ 0 C) O.:),'t0+v30,
0.u39E+C3., 1.1322F0C, J.St7E+00, U.44cVE*UU, 0.--55E+00,O. 0 L+C -. 238E+", .2 8z#E+ "?, 03L+30i 0.iu'tL+00, O.'.8bE+O0,
0.~1+ 9 .61+E+009 0).464E+00, 0.33L.0+O0, U.Lo~,0+00,
o - E '.0 ' .2:7E+^r- , 1.258E+' ,C 0.4 75E 00, 0. '*'4:o+00,
U.'t7-E+00, 9.605Ei-OC, '. 4590+00, U.35jt+0Of 0.462E+00,0
.c0+, .259E+rC, I .261E+0., '0,. !)4+cO, 0.257E+00,
0.~ot0,0459E+1rC, 3.591L-+00, 0./00L+0, O.e.49C+001
X2ZL+C0, ~. 212E +"C,, ).2't5E+:0, 0 . Lo+ 00 t 0.2-46+06,
i :z*5 E t-0 , i.lM6F+rr, 0.4470+00, O.D70L+609 0.136t:+00,
D. 13 1 E+ D, ).I3oE4^r, 0J.1490+2r, O0)+0j, .16 4E +0 U
'j.22+C3, CI.?34E+nC, 0.3c9E+,0, J.') t + 00, 0. '-)d+0C,
56
:iL3,-0.46E-02t -0.8E-029 -0.6E-ug~ Co k- U2, O .34E-Ul,
-Qii*',-'.!47F+C-C, -J.178f:*OO, -u,,v.it+uJq -O.IobtOO,0U
~) 2ILL',-0.21'E+OC, -0.278E+00, -0.1 2L+0t0, -0.347E~+00,
-03 I+. ,-7.8 _"3F:+no, -).127E+C ), Q.,+0 .ZjuL*009
O.2IL+9, .'s6E+Oi , -J.5V*EC, -. 5b+0, -. t23FL*00 tb7+
-D. 't~lE+C2' , -q.4?75E*'y', -).343E-'M, -u.~t+ Cu.GObiE01 0710
'-d-. 2' 1L 0.OI 4'IfE+? 32l+ , -CsZ+CC', -. 4bL-C, -0.td7E+00,
D~. '*L*:j+l 0, - .2iBE4'C, -9 35jL+On, -0.2jj7E*UO, -0..5'uE-30
- O't L + C , '1.49E+1, 3 6+9E+C, I I -, -1.u1'It It1, I1IVE*It
I , I c+, 1 . UF 9 ,1, IfI, IE+' ItCIt It I00,IG.2I f41C
i.t I3t0 1,1, .1, It IV, 19 1,4IE1-C t 1 It A t It -0 I7t 0. i2, +
-0. 4EC, -. 60E+C, -O ',+0.-.195*0, -0.BL-01(,
-3).c1LtC'J, -. 19E+)?? -. 3.LlEtO, -0.L'LU,-. .L0j0 -0. 41E+00 ,
-0. e -):3 , -. 66F -3 1, -).114 E+00, -. 4AC -. 19tE*O, Ul80t
-'). '-1.3t 4 -+j, -^.21E*C , -0.23E+^,0, -u-.3ILo~f+0, -0.13t*OE00,
- .- 1+J "1.16)8+CC, 0.63oEt09 -Q.lJtO32, -U.oItU~lp -. 16E,
40 c-L CD, .717E+O, 0).84E-O0 -0.i4tuO, -0.17oL*U,-U1E+
0.,1,1,1,ij 1.,14,r, -1,1,1,11,,, -:.74 i0 -3.1919191138L-1,
1,11,tc+)1.75E', 1,,11,,111,1,1,1,1.19+,1,11,1
-1.269E,1, 0, -0.27,I, 1 , -U,,1,1,1,1,1, oEOL 1.uE,
C.:)3:)+00 '). 98E ^r, -).1 4E+)Ct-0.1 ,+E+57
i, I l , I, I, I I 1 1 1 1 9 1i I f I t I I l9 1 , I , II
S I, I, 1, I, I, I, I , I, It It I It It It




ATrd = ).u, 3.1L + ~ , 0.2F+00, 0.3E+00, 0.4E+03, 0.+00, 0.E+00,
0.7rt00, .E.8E+ , r.9 E+C0, 0.1E+01, 1, I, It I , it 1, I, I, I,
CWPK2 = 0,






A CB R = I, I, I , I, i 7 1 1T 19 1 I , ,, I I i1 I, 1, , 1 , I , I,





.IJ = ( 0.0. J.3j ( . , .0), ( 0.0, 0.10), .U, 0.U.) ( 0.0, C0.0),4 0.0, O.0), .', ".0), ( .", C.0 , ( 0.0, 0.C) , 0.0, .0)( O.j, J).C) ( 0. , 0 .0) ( 0.C, 0.0), ( u.u, U.J), ( 0.u, 0.0),( O.J, .3), ., ').1, ( ?.C, .0), 0.C, .0) j 0.0, 0.0)1( 0.3 O.). ( .0, O.r), 0.0, .0 ), 0.0, 0.0).0)  0.0, 0.0),( 3.3, .3j), . .0 0), 0.C, 0.0), ( I.U, U.UJ I 0.0, 0.0),
4 0.Ct, . ) ), ( ' .0, ".0), ,..0, 10.)  & 0.0, 0.0),4 0.u, 0.0),
MACH = O.12L+to,








MACH-1 1.2000000600 K= 4.O00000001-01 TANLL- 1.21600000E+00 TANLTE= 3.525500001-01 S- 8.100000001-01
NMOUS= 3 NS3I1. 1
INPUT Uk:IL1CTIONS H SUB 1, IN CROER L.E. 00 T.E., INbOARD FIRST, MODE 1 FIRST
-2. 180000001-01 -1. 990000001-01 -1.6900000-Ul -1 .240000OOE-Ol -7.20000000E-02 -2. 200000CCE-OZ
4.b)OOOOOOOl:-03 3.1 lC(000-02 6.7000.30001-02 1.220000001-Ol 1.6OO0O01O-Ol
-L .920000006-01 - 1.61'000000-01 -1.27000000L-Ol -i. 300000001-02 -3.400000001-02 9.OOOCOOOOE-03
.400000001-02 7.70CC'00001-02 1 .loOO0OOE-01 1.69000000E-O1 2.30000000E-01
-1 *580000001-0 1 -1.1 9000000.-Ol -7.900000001-02! -3. 700000001-02 .1000000E1-03 '..4000000O
8.290000006-02 1.230000001-01 1.bb6000000101 2.16U3000001-01 2.710000001-01
-1.10OOOOOOLs-0 1 -5.5 7Cf 0I02 - 7.300000006-03 3. 100000001-02 b.200000001-02 9.300000001-02
I .3100000OL-01 1.76crc0001-01 2.2500000-01 2.130000001-01 3.200000001-01
-4.102000006-02 -2.62100(0"E2-03 4.OOOODOOOOE-02 7.900000001-02 1.170000001-01 1.550000001-01
I .96000000E-Ol 2.190CO0001-01 2.o0OO001O-01 3.310000001-01 3.7bO003001-01
3.b00O000OUL-04 7.90000000E-02 L.4O0000OOt-U0 1.590000001-01 1.9oO00000E-O1 2.33O000CCE-0S
2.732)02000k1-CI 3.150r'00tOl 3.>oOO000E-O1 4.000000001-01 4.420000001-01
1.37J0O000.-ul 1.7qr"COOIE-01 2.160000001-01 2.550000001-01 2.v00000001-01 3.2o60000001
3.o50000001-01 4.051^00001E-01 4.'.60000001-01 4.b.OOOOE01-1 3..250000001-01
2.52000000L-01 2.900C00'O06-01 3.,e7000000L-01 3.o30003001E-01 3.96O00000E-01 4.340000001-01
4.100U0l6-0I 5.08000000E-O1 5.4bUUOUU01-U1 5.640000001-01 6.Z10000001-Cl
3.650000006-01 4.! 7'0rC'1-01 4.,10000001-01 4.8.0000001-01 5.210000001-01 5.570000001-01
5 .92000000.-01 6.270000001E-01 6.o2000000E-01 6.98000000E-01 1.350000001-01
,.2500000OL-01 5.581'0000E-01l 5.900000006-01 b.23000000E-01 6.550000001-01 6.860000001-01
7.1600000J2-0, 7.4811r0601OE01 7.630000001-01 6.L100)O0000-O1 b..0000000-01
.. 50001001-01 7.060000001-01 7.37J00O00-01 l.b7000001-01 7.9oOOOOOOE-01 8.250000001-01
6.,600006o-o1 8. 89n'0'E-0 1 9.2.OOOOOOE-01 9.620000001-01 1.3000000001+00
l.C00000OoO 8.220000001-01 6.,.00000006-01 4.590000001-01 2.88000000E-01 1.380000001-01
1. 2000300s-OCd -1 . 1-S0')30-0 I -2.13000,C001-01 -.:360000001-01 -4..OCOOOOE-01
1.210000001-01 5.870000306L-01 4..4000000E-01 3..-0000001-01 2.'.9003)001-01 1.310000101-01
-4.oO0000000L- )z -1. 470 100001 -0 1 -2.lou000001-U1 -3.610000001-01 -4.620000001-01
5.45000030O-01l 4.29n~rrPOE-01 3.360001001-01 2.820000 COE-01 2.260000001-01 1.3b0000001-01
-.. 00000002-13 -1.780000001-01 -3.Z5U0Cd0-01 -4.23000000E-01 -4.670000001-01
4. 530020006-Cd 3.55ore00n)E-21 2.bb000000.-01 2. blOOOOOCl-01 2.33000000E-01 1.490000001-01
-. 00000000o6-0$ -1.91 000000E-01 -3.47000000s-01 -4.31000000E-01 -4.od00001
3.660000021-01 3.09n'C00001-01 2..3000.oud-01. 2.590000001-01 2.450000001-01 1.650000001-01
0.001023000-C3 -1.86nn'' E-n 1 -3.370000001-02 -. 0'.0000001-01 -4.16000000E-01
3.500000uu-01 2.380000001-01 2.311000006-01 2..10000001-01 2.340000001-01 1.820C00OCE-Ol
3.4CD00002.-02 -1.45000071E-01 -2.630000006-01 -3.430000001-01 -3.51000000E-01
3.2630000OL-Ul 2. 84C000001-01 2.5b0000001-01 2.J40000001-01 2.46000001O-01 2.0200000CE-01
1.09000006-0 -1.30"Y001-02 -1.21020joOI-Oi -2.100000001-01 -2.710000001-01
.3.286000)L6-01 3.~'3 2.750000006-01 2.570030001E-01 2.430000001-01 2.340000C0101l
Z.180000005'J-01 1.020CC0001-01 1.,,05006U6-Ul. 1.060000001-01 5.800000001-02
3. 85300000L-01 3.64'0006-01 3.45000000E-01 3.260000C01-01 3.160000001-01 3.0910000001:-0
3 .U5000000d-01 3.020000001E-01 2.9.0000001E-01 2. 9100n0001-01 k.640000001:-01
5 .04303000t- 11 4.881^OOO0EOI- -. IiOJuukOO l 4.,390000001E-01 4.410000001-01 4.3o0000001-01
4.270O00-1,-01I~ * '~~1. 4.120000001E-01 ..0.000000-01 4.000000001-01
6.390000006-1 6.210CO000E01 6.050000006-01 5).910000001-01 J.7o0000001-01 5.580000001-01
3.360000206-01 5.190")OIIE11 5.060000001-01 5.00000000i6-01 4.970000001-01
1.220000006-01 8. 800000031-02 4.vOOUOOOOt-02 1.t,0030000E-03 -4..00103001-02 -8.400000001-02
-1.0500D0006-01 -1.140000006-01 -1.160001001E-01 -1.210000001-01 -1.40000001-01
3.500000Cd.-0 7.7'^,r')'nE-n3 -Z.301000101L-02 -6.400003001-02 -1.030000001E-01 -1.320000001-01
1.46000030-J1 -1. 5100C0006-01 -1.3.0603601-00 -1.o50000001-01 -l.d00000001-01
-,.30070021 -n2 -a. 00rl002E-D2 -1.0601000036:-Cl -1.360000001-01 -i.610000001-01 -1.790000001-01
-1 .850000021-01 - 1. 94(0000001-01 -1.960000006.-01 -2.050000001-01 - .13003000E-01
-1.000CO200.-Cli !.10C~1 -2.0.0020001 -2.27000000E-01 -2.350000001-01 -2.360000006:-01
-e.34000050J-0, -2.33 ('-'~-0 1 -2.320000206-01 -2.320000001-01 -2.32002001-01
-3.330000006E-01 -'3.280C00001E-01 -3.200000031-u1 -3.110000001-01 -2.980100001-01 -2.840000CCE-01
-2 .o3)~-1 -2.5b "''-01- -2.430000005-01 -2.310030006L-01 -2.190000001-01
-4.34000000L-01 -4.2CCOOA-01 -3.63,000000i5-01 -3.510000001-01 -3.210000001-01 -2.960000001-01
-2. 760000)0t-01 -?.956-00007L-C I -2.2301r0006-01 -1.7.000001-01. -1.260000011E-01
->.05000000-01 -4.5 31" -010 1 -3.970000001:-01 -3.470003001-01 -3.060002001-01 -2.240000001-01l
-2.400000336-Ul -1.90000000E-01 -1.10013000.t-01 U. I.2..0000001-01
-. 90000.-J I -4. 11-1i11E-01 -3.00000COL-Oi -2.960000001-01 -k.600000001-01 -1.95000000E-01
-d800003-Jd 4.800C0000-02 1.6i30000001-Il 2. 930000001-01 3.660000001-01
-3.750000036-JI1 -2.920r-00E-0)1 -2.110000101-01 -1.29G000001-01 -3.400000001-02 8.000000001-02
2.090000001E-01 1.170c0000E-01 4.430000001-01 3.J00000001-31 .. 00020000E-01
-71. 510000006-o 6.60~00~2 1.9o0300006-Lui 3.120v00001-01 4.030000001-01 4.740000001-01
,.33001'030s-01 .50'71~ 6-,90000001-01 7.270000001-01 7.98000006E-Cl
5. 34000000st-Ui 3.870000201-01 6.B.0000001-01 6.60000001-01 7.190000001-01 7.570C00001-01
?.48000000s-01 8.4''C006-01 8.9"r0006006-01 9.460000006-01 1.000000001.00
8865 3083I lSUNS
0. 8. 1 -"000E-C 2 1.620C0001-01 2.930000001-01 3.240003001-01 4.05000000E-01
4.d600C000t-01 5.6 7000000'-0 1 6.960000001-01 2.290000006-01 6.100200001-01
59
ANM MATnIA, oY MODAL COLUMNS OF CUMPLE ELLMENTS
KtAL IMAG REAL IMAu REAL IMAo
-7.6006oo33t-O ?.'8066661E-02 -2.0130147E-01 
-4.7ob446b0E-02 0.61234616d-01 
-9.99369482t-C2







0 9 3 399,t-01 -1.2o22790E-01 1.30474do6E-02 
-1.3LC490C1E-02
-4. 57J41111t-l 
-3.923139791-03 l.42Z33 74)+00 4.554d2322E-02 -1.9394o05E+CC 6.llc1l9CC-02
1.3.73916OL-Oz 
-0. 39719 5E-94 -2.377140 75-CI 4.271514868-04 o.50328748E-01 -3.93292997E-02








.20o , '-02 




-I.19*40Oost-CZ 4.84439411E-03 2.5189113EE+00 
-3.22674902E-02
->.o317b21t+00 
-6.26792866E-01 2.13094+3010 7.57464039L-01 5.32030590E-02 
-2.43199945E-04







90t-OL 7.2 o930562-05 4.o9c124ot-01 2.6d471049E-01
-l.193912jt 0u 1.03055076-U01 
-1.60L45ou3t-02 3.67b>9177E-03 4.20232532E-01 1.5373713CE-02







S.704~uO0c- C0 0 O. 0. 5.1700000E-04 0.0. . 2.on233CE-04
MUuAL rhcwUtNTES
1.6250330c.S* 3.91T~f0ln E+02 7.2v00000t+02
MAUAL JAMP ,1 COEFFICENTS G(1)
3. 1. 1.






-1.607c 1e-, 1.62523E32E-93 3.uuc07026t-02 








-LUTIt OciLtLlNINT, BY COMPLEX HowS









5.75319 11t-C2 -1.14717790E-C2 -1.23o7oo112-01 
-9.di2*4831E-03 1.0301d33E+CC -1.21471055E-01
E ,IUNVtLUu , I4 SAMF R09FR AS THE EIGENVALUEt~...EALh cliENVECTU NOkMALIZEU TU ITS LA+bEST ELEMENTLluEhVtC0, I
l.0000000JL+3 U 0. 
-Z.o57325ol-02 7.56934359E-04 4.19650134E-C? 
-4.92218400t-04tlutNVECEUoh 21
-t.O 45ZbE-J1 9.Q351128E-C2 1.uu0UO3U0 +o0 0. 
-4.01480535E-02 
-4.5 958959E-03El(LNvtCTGKt( i
2.347761lu-01 2.9'443124E-32 4.179ot971-OZ c.C7807249-02 1.00000CCE+00 0.
60














ALPHA= o.000 ' F-04
FLUTTt uLTLatINANT, BY COMPLEX ROwS



















t ~IGENVlCTuk IN SAME ORDER AS THE EIGENVALULS...tA' tlGtNVELTOK NORMALIZED TO ITS LARGEST ELEMENT
cIuENVECTCk( 1)






-1.3o976412E-01 7.060660758-02 1.64087404E-028IENVECTCK( 3)
3.80340.0s5-01 6.34762253E-02 7.6o127055L-02 4.44858039E-02 1.03000000E+00 0.














Results for most alpha values are not shown
MLPHA= 9.'C0F-" 4
-LUTIcn ULFLiINAIT, BY COAPLLX FUcS
1.J/110, nL-Jt -?.5834'1t0C 0 l.ursd'l1t*2I -2.4>,r1113L+Y' -o.socD291E0 -6.icdoc9SlE-0j
-o.I(4O1o27-v-l 6.'7f1574'E-2Z 4 .uu-02uotc+uu -V b23d081E-01 -1.35U9l051L-C1 -1.4>136t3t-U1
I.1937,9o -I -2.581C2--2.515 - -2.17 -CI -I.l2a4o7t-2Z 1.I03 1274+- "  -2.73343374E- 0 1
tli VcCTuc, IN RAIME PDER AS TIt GlbtNVALUctN...cALM ticeVLLTum NURMALI LEU U ITS LAkuLST ELEMENT
ElEENVCTLRI 1)
1.00GOUQctCC ". i..uvlOo C-Cl -. usl'8EE-02 i.29ks1-72 7.0 7 33b6O8b-03
EIGLNVELTUKI 2
1.300700CL^t, ^. -).C7dLt-01 o.31cl07 -02 2.69475422E-02 -5.- 5 55 b,7 t-03
tiLb, VECTU 1 i1
o.3199,olt-J1 l.b2199-j4L-~1 i.,oGu~ot-0o e.D339172L-C2 1.C000COC+00 C.
LIoEIVLULS. 1(F!),TId( *9E(2,lIP(2),E[L.
8.4d443442-LIO -2. 99346796E+, 6.liJLet+' -a.01o (2d7E-01 1.Ze7893vbE+0C -2.96142385E-01
tltuNFReULNulFS
2.40V 02/15Lc0 2.74181545~*2 6b.~4i7 oot+O.
UArlPIi CEF IrlENTS G
-3.bzaksUbtt-ul -7.1779664!E-02 -2.c1 lrazt-Ui
STIfVNL5A PARA'FTEPS
1.lbl6Lvt+OC, 1.'576c33u0E+1 4.34,l10E-Ci Note change of sign.
ALPHA= 1.3CCJ)"IE-13
FLUTTE ULTLMINANT, RY C1OPLEX ROwS
9.91060[3tCO -2.87771464L+00 1.3353o0'. i -3.o.3570L+00 -c.407 3o57t+00 -6.9207o0971-Cl
-7.4sd~v /4c-Cl 6.744619346-C2 -.n>oo410 *O0 -1.03137565E+02 -1.-Uti.Uu6E-01 -1.61929504L-01
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APPENDIX
EVALUATION OF THE SUPERSONIC KERNEL FUNCTION
Based on equation (16c) of reference 3, the kernel function can be expressed in a
separated form
2K(M,k,x 0 Y0 )
K(M,k,x 0 ,Y0 ) 2 2 (Al)
(2b) y 2 V
where x 0 = x - , yO = y - 71, and the reduced kernel K is a dimensionless part of K.
For the steady case,
-x0  (A2)
K(M,0,x0 0) = 0 2  2y02 (A2)
For y0 = 0 (that is, 7 = y)
K(M,k,x 0 ,O) = -e 12 0 (A3)
The general expression for 77 y is
- -i2kx x0e-2kxo 3 2 2- 32 02) 1/K= -e x02 -202 Cos x2 -2)
+ ik y2 u e2kY07 d (A4)












In the integrand in equation (A4) the quantity 7/- + T2 is closely approximated
for positive values of 7 as in reference 4
1 ~ 1 + N1 eaT + N2 eb- + N 3 ec Tsin rT (A6)
where N 1 = -0.101; N2 = -0.899; N 3 = -0.0932307; a = -0.329; b = -1.4067; c = -2.90;
and only N 3 varies slightly from the corresponding constant in reference 4. With this
approximation substituted in equation (A4), the integral can be evaluated in closed form.
The upper limit Tu is always positive. The lower limit is sometimes positive and
sometimes negative. Since the approximation of equation (A6) holds only for positive 7,
negative 71 is accounted for in the following discussion.
Let the integral be defined
Q1 u e -12kY dT (A7)
where Q1 is complex, Q 1 = Re(Q 1 )+ ilm(Q1 ). Since there are four terms on the right-
hand side of equation (A6),
Q1 =Q 2 + Q3 + Q4 + Q 5  (A8)
and each Qn is complex as follows:
Q2u cos 2kjyOjT - i sin 2kIyO T) dr
1 sin 2k YojTu 
- sin 2kjyOj1j
+ i cos 2k YO u i cos YO 1 1) 0 (A9)
where upper of the two signs T and the upper of the two quantities are used for
positive T7, and the lower of the two are used for negative r1.
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APPENDIX A - Continued
Q3 N1 §s ea T(cos 2kjyOf7 - i sin 2k y07T) dT
SN4 ea(a cos 2 k IYOTu + 2klyOsin 2kJYOjTU)
- ea TlI (a cos 2k y 1 I+ 2klyosin 2kY0 1 1 T 1 1)]
+ ie au -a sin 2kI yOju + 2ky cos 2k YO I u)




a 2 + (2kyOl)
Q4 N2 S u ebT(cos 2k y 0 T - i sin 2kjY 0 ~ ) dT (All)
is obtained from the right-hand side of equation (A10) by replacing N1 by N2 and a
by b.
Q5 N3  u e
c
T sin 7T cos 2ky 0 17 - i sin 2kjyO0T d7
= N cu[c sin N67u - N6 cos N 6 Tu] - eC TI [c sin N61 1 - N 6 cos N
+ N9 CTu[,c sin N 7 7u - N 7 cos N 7Tu] - eC [ sin N7 1, T - N 7 cos N 7 T/
i(N CTu[e cos N6TU + N 6 sin N6 TU] T eC c cos N 61 Ti, I+ N6 sin N i- 0c




N6 = + 2k YO N7 = - 2k YO
N3  N3
2c2 + N62) 2(c2 + N 7 2)
and where the upper or lower of two signs and two quantities are used as described with
equation (A9).
In the subprogram KERNEL, the number of calculations of sines and cosines has
been minimized to only four of each with simple arguments, and the sines and cosines of
the sum and difference arguments in Qg are obtained as their "multiply-adds."
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